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PREFACE
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report would not have been completed without the superb support of my mother and two brothers; thank you so much!
Unfortunately, my father will not see the results of this study, but he was my most important motivator.
See ...believe ... achieve!

Iris Wijsman
December 2008
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ABSTRACT
Post World War II apartment buildings represent the majority of the building stock in most western European countries
[VROM/PRC, 2005]. Despite being situated close to city centres and having strong social cohesion among the occupants,
these outdated apartment buildings with a poor energy performance are often facing demolition.
Due to the complexness of high-level renovation, demolition followed up by new development is often considered more
efficient [W/E, 2007]. However, demolition and new development harms both occupants and environment: distortion of social
infrastructures, physical and financial inconveniences for occupants who have to move out, destruction of capital, and
massive waste generation and demand for new materials.
This study aimes at developing a renovation concept based on minimal demolition and hindrance that is (expected to be)
cheaper than demolition and new development. Moreover, it prevents demolition of physical and social infrastructures. The
concept involves passive-house elements combined with roof-top extensions and solar applications. These measures result
in very low fossil energy consumption for the upgraded apartments, minimal disturbance for the occupants (short
construction periods), and enlarged density (vertical extension). Consequently, the building's service life can be increased by
50 years, while minimal operating energy consumption is required.
The concept consists of three independent steps. Separation of the different steps provides maximum freedom for both
owner and occupant. Step 1: New dwellings are realized on top of the building, offering temporally or permanent
accommodation: The Roof-Top Hotel. This stage includes addition of external staircases with lifts. Step 2: The outside of the
building is renovated: addition of thermal insulation, piping for ventilation and new windows. Step 3 is optional; Occupants
are to decide whether they want their interior to be renovated or not. The possibilities range from small adaptations of the
dwelling to high-level renovation with rearrangement of kitchen and bathroom. During this last stage of the renovation,
occupants can be accommodated in the previous built roof-top dwellings: the Roof-Top Hotel.
It can be concluded that the uniqueness of this concept, the Roof-Top Hotel method, is secured by the separation of
renovation of the exterior and the creation of new, low-energy buildings on top. The new dwellings provide the current
occupants a comfortable place to temporally stay in the case they opt for internal renovation of their apartments. However, if
occupants refuse, the interior can be renovated in a later stage. The study has shown that opportunities for solar applications
are substantial, and that energy upgrades, cost efficiency, and increased comfort levels can be combined in one concept.
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PART I

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL INTRODUCTION: CHAPTER 1
AIM & METHODOLOGY: CHAPTER 2

CHAPTER 1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Approximately 70% of all apartment buildings in the Netherlands were built between 1945 and 1975 [PRC/VROM, 2005].
Originally, they provided suitable housing for the growing population after World War II, but many of these buildings have
fallen into disrepair; they have a poor energy performance 1 and outdated facilities. High-level renovation could upgrade the
apartments to a modern level of comfort and could reduce the enormous energy consumption of the apartments by 80%
[Bohme, 2007). Yet, many of the buildings are now facing demolition, despite advantages such as good location close to city
centres and strong social cohesion between occupants. Due to the complexity of high-level renovation, demolition followed
up by new development is generally considered more (cost-price) efficient by housing companies. Examples of renovation
projects that were not profitable even decreases the arguments for renovation for companies. Mostly, tenants have to move
out their apartments for several months (€5000 per households paid by the company) and the company has to provide
alternative living space. The renovation generally results in increase of monthly rent, which is often justified by decrease of
heating costs. Yet, improvement of the energy performance of a building is not automatically well-perceived by tenants; they
want the measures to be easily visible or measurable [Meyer, 2008]. Therefore, paying higher rents can thus be justified if
other weaknesses are also eliminated: renewal of heating systems, larger balconies, modernization of kitchen and bathroom.
Nevertheless, considering the large number of post-World War II apartment buildings (18.6% of the total stock consists of
multi-family apartment buildings not higher than 5 storeys [VROM/PRC, 2005)), renovation of the buildings could contribute
to a substantial reduction in the total energy demand, thereby leading to sustainable development [Flier, 2000).
To fully exploit the possibilities of sustainable development, renovation is often combined with roof-top extension of the
building [W/E, 2007]. The purpose of roof-top extension is to build extra apartments on top of existing (renovated) buildings,
in order to enlarge the number of homes in the residential area. The major advantage of this way of development is that large
amounts of materials can be saved, because existing foundations and structures are re-used. Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show an
example of roof-top extension in Denmark.

Figure 1.1 -The building before renovation and Figure 1.2- After renovation. The housing block in Redovre, Denmark, has undergone a
roof-top extension. [Source: Steen Pedersen]

Figure 1.2 is the visual representation of how today's technologies can transform an existing building; the building has been
transformed substantially. The results of a research project about roof-top extension, called SuRE-Fit, show that using rooftop extension brings about advantageous aspects: The existing building is often renovated at the same time, resulting in
increased energy efficiency, higher levels of comfort, and improved visual characteristics [W/E, 2007]. One of the most
important (and threatening) disadvantages of roof-top extension and high-level renovation is disturbance of the living comfort
for tenants [W/E, 2007]. However, none of the studies about roof-top extension has mentioned specifically how to deal with
such a disadvantage of roof-top extension projects. The lack of a common approach to minimise demerits of roof-top
extension projects forms the basis of this thesis.
This study focuses on the development of a renovation concept for post-World War II apartment buildings, in which the rooftop process is optimised (meaning: not being an obstacle in the process). Chapter 1 is designed to introduce the field of
study. The Motives for this study (Section 1.1 ), the Problem Statement (Section 1.2), and the State of the Art (Section 1.3)
will be dealt with subsequently in this chapter.
1 The apartments have an energy consumption of approximately 220 kWh/m2 per year, which is more than two times higher than
apartments built in 2007. In total , households are responsible for about 40% of all energy consumption [CBS, 2005].
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1.1

MOTIVES

This section describes the context of this thesis. In addition, it explains why conservation of the existing housing stock and
sustainable development are considered to be of great importance these days.

1.1.1

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE: High energy consumption

Energy plays a significant role in society; especially after the energy crisis of 1973, people became aware of effects that daily
life has on energy consumption (and thus on the environment). Campaigns were set up to inform people about the impact of
electric equipment on both energy resources and energy bills; initiatives to impose higher taxes on environmental unfriendly
cars were launched; levies on flights were introduced ... these are examples of measures taken by authorities to raise public
awareness regarding energy in order to reduce energy consumption. Most of the strategies focus on reduction of carbon
dioxide, because that prevents exhaustion of fossil energy sources to a great extent. The policy also stimulates increase of
utilisation of renewable energy sources so that dependence on other countries, regarding energy, is minimized as much as
possible.
Despite the increasing consumption of renewable energy sources 2, the total emission of C02 in the Netherlands increased
from 164 Megaton to 185 Megaton of C02 between 1990 and 2002 [CCDM, 2004]. One of the explanations for this
augmentation is that consumption has enlarged extensively, due to the growing population, and to the increased welfare per
capita. Figure 1.3 shows the development of the energy consumption per household in the Netherlands over the last 24
years:
~~atura! gas

[Jll3) and
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I Heatiny I Hot w,ater

Gookin~

Figure 1.3 Development of energy consumption per household in the Netherlands between 1980 and 2004 [VROM, 2005]

The following conclusion can be drawn from the diagram above:

1. Electricity consumption increased
As Figure 1.3 shows, the consumption of electricity has risen considerably, especially since 1988. Consumption of electricity
per household was approximately 27 40 kWh in 1988 but amounted to 3400 kWh per year in 2003. Although the efficiency of
the electricity production has improved (by 25% in 1950 and 50% in 2003), the amount of primary energy required for the
production of electricity is still three times higher than 50 years ago.
2. Consumption of natural gas decreased
The consumption of natural gas decreased between 1965 and 1975. The energy crisis of 1973 resulted in initiatives to
reduce the energy consumption (thermal insulation, improved efficiency of installations), and led to an ongoing cutback of
2

The share of sustainable energy in relation to the total national energy consumption was 1.5% in 2002 (74.5 PJ) according CBS/Novem
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natural gas consumption. The continuing decrease of natural gas consumption is demonstrated in Figure 1.3: It shows a
reduction from 3145 m3 to 1736 m3 per household between 1980 and 2004 (45%). Especially the share of heating (coloured
red in Figure 1.3) decreased enormously. However, consumption for production of hot domestic water (blue) has more than
doubled in that period, from approximately 300 m3 to 475 m3 per household (58%). Consumption for cooking (green) roughly
remained the same.
Seen from a broad perspective, households are responsible for a large share of the total energy consumption in the
Netherlands; namely 15% [CBS, 2005]. Figure 1.4 shows the data.
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Figure 1.4 Fossil fuel per sector in PJ [CBS, 2005]

Waste is another theme - in addition to domestic energy consumption - that is closely related to energy consumption and
the exhaustion of energy sources. The total built environment is responsible for 40% of all waste in the Netherlands
[SenterNovem, 2005 (i)]. This is the equivalent of 24 million tons of waste. Figure 1.5 represents the waste production per
sector in 2004 in million tons of waste.
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Figure 1.5 Waste per sector in the Netherlands (million tons) [SenterNovem, 2005]

Assuming that the population keeps growing and consuming as much as they do now, and that space remains a limited good
all the more, it seems logical to invest in the reduction of energy consumption in the building sector. Renovation in particular
could contribute to a more sustainable environment with less energy consumption and less waste production.
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1.1.2

SURE-FIT: Roof-top extension research project

An additional motive for this study has been the participation in an international project called Sustainable Roof Extension
Retrofit for High-rise Social Housing in Europe, SuRE-Fit. This research study is commissioned by the European Union.
While gathering information for this thesis I got in contact with W/E consultants, a company that actively participates in the
SuRE-Fit project. W/E is a consultancy agency for sustainable building with offices in Utrecht and Tilburg, the Netherlands. I
applied for an internship and got involved in the project. The general aim of SuRE-Fit is to improve the process of roof-top
extension both technically as well as financially, and to contribute to the refurbishment of social housing and the reduction of
energy consumption. My personal contribution to the project consisted of the production of an inventory of roof-top extension
projects executed through-out Europe, and a study of the potential of wider application of roof-top extension projects in these
countries. More about the project and results of the study can be found in Chapter 3 and Appendix 111.1, 111.2 and 111.3.
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1.2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

This section defines the problem statement of this thesis. Four different issues that form the problem field will be described in
Section 1.2.1 - 1.2.4: Firstly, the lack of suitable housing and the poor quality of the existing housing stock. Secondly, the
excessive energy consumption of the existing stock. Thirdly, the fact that demolition is often preferred to conservation of the
housing stock. And fourthly, the fact that the benefits of roof-top extension are not being fully exploited. Section 1.2.5
concludes the problem statement.

1.2.1

LACK OF SUITABLE AND AFFORDABLE HOUSING; DEGRADATION OF THE EXISTING STOCK

The size of the Dutch building stock was 6.97 million buildings by the end of 2006 [CBS, 2007 (i)]. To meet the demand for
living space in the Netherlands, the Dutch government aims to build 80,000 new dwellings every year [VROM, 2007 (i)];
taking the effect of demolition into account, which means a grow1h of the building stock 1% per year. Hence, it would cost
100 years to replace the existing stock by new dwellings, and it therefore implies that buildings should last at least 100 year
[Thomsen, 2004].
The problem, however, is not the number of dwellings available, but their quality [Vollaard, 2007]. A number of nearly
900,000 multi-family dwellings, built between 1945 and 1975, are in such poor condition that they are facing either renovation
or demolition [Ham, 2006]. Many of those post-World War II buildings are not thermally insulated, and as a result, the
energetic performance of this part of the building stock is excessively poor. In addition to that, the buildings lack comfort, due
to small rooms, little daylight entrance, absence of decent balconies, absence of storage rooms and an elevator (See Figures
1.6 and 1.7). Nevertheless, the presence of large green zones, the proximity of city centres and the good infrastructure form
important beneficial aspects (Figures 1.8 and 1.9). It is mainly because of these factors that refurbishment, and even
extension of post-war multi-family housing, may be a viable solution for the housing problem . If the buildings can be
renovated in such a way that they do answer today's requirements, large amounts of building material could be saved, and at
the same time physical and social structures in the existing districts could be kept.
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1.2.2

ENERGY AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

Considering the poor technical condition of the early post-World War II stock,- a result of the enormous demand for housing
after World War II and the lack of skilled personnel - it is logical that these buildings require most fossil fuel for heating and
hot domestic water. Figure 1.10 is a graphic of the energy consumption for heating of households in relation with their age
(building period) [Schulze-Darup, 2004]. Data are given for the situation in Germany, but they give an indication for the
situation in the Netherlands as well. The figure shows the energy potential of renovation of the existing housing stock. The
energy consumption is given on the vertical axis. The horizontal axis displays the existing housing stock as a percentage of
the total stock. The blue area shows the total energy consumption for heating all dwellings. As can be seen in the figure, the
energy consumption of the group of buildings built before 1960 is now 250 kWh/m 2 per year. Renovation of this group of
buildings and reduction of energy consumption by a factor 10 would dramatically reduce their consumption to a level of 25
kWh/m2 per year (see the broken line- optimum energy). However, the economic optimal situation is reached at a level of 50
kWh/m2 per year (the dotted line- economical optimum).
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Figure 1.10 Energy consumption for heating (kWh/m 2a) of dwellings in Germany (% of total number of dwellings), shown per building
period [Schulze-Darup, 2004]

The most important conclusion, considering the information given above, is that 80% of the existing housing stock is
responsible for nearly 95% of the total energy consumption for heating [Lichtblau, 2004]. This fact supports the motive to
invest in renovation and improvement of thermal performance of the existing stock rather than just focus on new
development in order to meet the housing demand.

1.2.3

RENOVATION vs. DEMOLITION

Despite the environmental demerits, demolition of early post-war dwellings is often considered the best solution for the
housing problem: It is relatively cheap3, and it provides opportunities for new developments (generally safe investments) . On
the other hand, it provokes large amounts of waste materials and energy. Therefore, in contrast to renovation, demolition
cannot be considered a sustainable solution.
Nevertheless, it is of great importance to offer affordable housing in the short term . Especially in the low-income area (i.e.
starters, elderly people and other minorities), appropriate housing is difficult to find. New development usually takes 1.5 years
[SBR, 2007] whereas roof-top extension is faster in principle (existing foundations are re-used, and thus less materials are
needed). Using and adapting the existing housing stock offers great opportunities for both meeting the housing demand as
well as sustainable development solutions.
3

Refurbishments may lead to many unforeseen costs; examples of projects with financial demerits (e.g. Lage Land, Rotterdam) can be
found in the project gallery (Appendix 111.4)
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Several initiatives have been taken to upgrade existing buildings and their surroundings. The Dutch Government (Ministry of
Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment) set up an innovation programme for Urban Renewal in 2001. Financial
support was given to ambitious plans in the field of innovative refurbishment solutions. It resulted in good practices of
sustainable refurbishment of the existing housing stock. Now subsidies are given less commonly, refurbishment and
renovation are being executed less often. Housing associations do not consider it their responsibility to invest in sustainable
solutions (refurbishment). They rather make quick money (i.e. new development). For local authorities, such as
municipalities, new development may be beneficial and preferred above refurbishment because of exploitation incomes of
new procured ground. Obviously, the parties concerned are not persuaded of sustainable development yet. They do not take
into account that social problems in a district may not be solved by demolition followed up by new development only.

1.2.4 VERTICAL ROOF-TOP EXTENSION
Roof-top extension - briefly introduced in Chapter 1 already - has proven to be a viable solution in some cases where
refurbishment of existing housing low-rise 4 multi-family blocks was of necessity. Roof-topping aims to build new building
layers on top of existing buildings simultaneously with renovation works. The purpose is to upgrade the existing building and
to meet the demand for housing at the same time. Usually the extension of one or two building layers on top compensates
merging of existing dwellings. In this way the total amount of dwellings remains the same while major improvements of the
building as a whole can be achieved. In cases where privately owned houses are concerned 5 architectural accents can be a
motive too.
Despite all the advantages that roof extension may have, the implementation is not widely spread yet [Damen, 2006].
Comparing case studiesG did not show a general approach at first sight. The lack of a common approach stops parties from
applying roof-top extension; considering the small amount of roof-top extension projects, builders (or contractors, housing
companies etc.) rather go on in the traditional, established way. In addition, dealing with occupants of a building - an
expensive and complex element of renovation projects- is rather avoided than dealt with properly.

1.2.5

CONCLUSION

About 10% of the Dutch housing stock faces either renovation or demolition. From an energetic point of view it saves a lot of
resources when existing buildings are renovated: Especially considering the fact that this group of buildings is responsible for
the largest share of the total energy consumption for heating (see Figure 1.10). There is a wide range of technical measures
to improve outdated dwellings. Technical improvements alone are not sufficient however. The whole composition of a
residential area should be transformed into a dynamic, heterogeneous union. That radical change is not realised with new
development only. When extensive renovation works are executed, rooftop extension is a viable solution to provide new
dwellings, to upgrade existing apartments and at the same time to retain existing physical and social (infra)structures. This
accounts for buildings situated in favourable areas, with green zones and close to the city centres, especially. Yet,
considering the fact that less than 10 roof-top extension projects have been executed in the Netherlands up to now (for lowrise multi-family buildings), demolition, followed up by new development, seems to be preferred in practice. Apparently, the
whole process is not developed well enough to make the combination of renovation work and roof-top extension successful.
The factors that make these projects less attractive have not been eliminated yet. Taking the major energy improvements
that can be achieved into account, it is unfortunate to realize that innovations in the building sector - such as roof-top
extension -are not developed well enough to benefit from it.

4

Low-rise apartment buildings are housing blocks with at most 4 storeys and a ground floor. See also Section 2.4 for a more specific
definition
5 Chapter 3 deals with the inventory that was made of different types of roof-top extension projects
6 An explorative study has been made prior to this study. Results can be found in the project gallery, Appendix 111.4
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1.3

STATE OF THE ART

Although certain examples of roof-top extension can be found (although rarely) , the amount of relevant on the topic is limited.
Yet, a couple of similar or closely related studies are described in this section.
A study of the Swedish researcher S. Bergsten, called Industrialised Building Systems - Vertical extension of existing
buildings by use of light gauge steel framing systems and 40 CAD tools [Bergsten, 2005] deals with the influence of the
industrialized building process on roof-topping. In addition to studying the steel frame system, Bergsten tried to state the
potential of 4D CAD in order to improve the building process. In the conclusion the researcher emphasises that light-gauge
steel frame systems are most suitable for vertical extensions. 4D CAD, a tool that is able to combine 3D objects with the
factor time, can help to improve the process by providing a detailed planning and it can help to deal with difficulties of rooftopping, such as limited work space and material flows. The researcher also states that technique is not the limiting factor.
Instead, more attention should be paid to the process.
Another relevant study has been performed by A.W. Tomei for TNO [Tomei, 1999]: The application of steel in urban habitat;
extra storey on existing building. The main points were the fire safety, aspects that influence the physics of the building
(interior climate and acoustics), and lastly the structural features of the steel frame (stability, constructive capacity, vibration).
This study, again, mainly focused on technical aspects of roof-top extension executed in steel. Although providing certain
points of attention for building the extra storey, the study lacks detailed information about the building process.
A very relevant subject that does describe building processes is the Slimbouwen strategy by Prof. J.J.N. Lichtenberg.
The Slimbouwen vision is largely based on the use of industrial fabricated building elements and focuses on:
• Building order - the sequence of actions during the building process. Aim is to have a minimal dependence between
the different building elements. The building process can be shorter this way (5%) and less consultation is needed
during the building stage.
• Technical flexibility. Adaptation and accessibility of the building elements must be strived for. In this way, differences
in life span of the elements will not be problematic: components and ducts can be changed/extended easily.
• "Slim" - meaning light and compact - building. The reduction of the building's volume decreases the amount of
construction material.
In the field of energy, there are many untapped opportunities to save energy and to encourage the use of renewable energy
sources in Europe. The European Commission set up the programme Intelligent Energy - Europe (lEE). The Intelligent
Energy - Europe programme is a tool for funding actions to improve the conditions for intelligent energy use, and to lead
Europe towards a more energy intelligent level. Around 280 projects have been executed within the programme, of which
SuRE-Fit (see Section 1.1.2) is one example. A lot of attention is paid to improve the (social) housing stock in terms of
energy performance [lEE, 2006 (i)]. Most of these studies have resulted in demonstration projects.
The subject of this thesis is to combine both the technique of roof-topping of multi-family housing as well as the energy
efficient renovation of the existing housing stock.
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CHAPTER 2

AIM AND METHODOLOGY

This study is largely based on the hypothesis that roof-top extension has a positive contribution to sustainable development
of the existing housing stock. In addition, roof-top extension is usually executed in combination with high-level renovation of
the specific apartment block. As a result, the quality of the existing apartments is enhanced, and new houses are built at the
same time. This chapter specifically explains the aim of the study as well as the methodology that is used.

2.1

CENTRAL QUESTION and AIM

2.1.1

CENTRAL QUESTION

In Section 1.2 (Problem Statement), the problem field was described as:
1. There is a lack of suitable and affordable housing in the Netherlands. Degradation of the existing stock- mainly built
between 1945 and 1975 - results in large numbers of inappropriate houses. (This study focuses on the problems
of low-rise multi-family housing particularly.)

2. Buildings built between 1945-1975 have a very poor energy performance: An energy consumption of 220 kWh/m2per
year for heating is not uncommon for these apartments, whereas houses built according to the current standard
consume about 80 kWh/m2 per year.
3. High-level renovation is needed to upgrade these apartments to a modern level {both from a functional and an
energy point of view). However, despite negative consequences such as waste of materials, demolition is often
(economically) preferred to renovation.
4. Although roof-top extension could be a financial stimulus for renovation- since it creates extra financial resources for
investors due to an increased number of apartments - , roof-top extension is not often executed due to the
apparent complexity (and costs) of the process. In this way, synergy between renovation and roof-topping does not
occur.
The central question of this thesis is based on these four topical issues, and is formulated as follows:

To what extent can roof-top extension contribute positively to the renovation of low-rise multifamily housing in terms of
energy performance and comfort, while minimal hindrance for the occupants is realised during the building process?

2.1.2

AIM of the STUDY

The aim of this study is:

To optimise the process of roof-top extension and renovation of an existing low-rise multi-family apartment building in
order to achieve 80% fossil energy consumption reduction, and to achieve an improved level of comfort.

More concretely, the intended outcome of the study is the development of a roof-top extension strategy - tested in a design that results in a major energy upgrade of the whole building. At the same time, the comfort level of the existing apartment
buildings is comparable with new apartments after renovation. Having learned from similar projects in the past, the whole
process of renovation and roof-topping should not be annoying or of any disturbance for current occupants of the building in
order for the project to be successful.
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Indirect, beneficial outcomes of the project include:
• Meeting the demands for (affordable and) comfortable housing in (dense) urban areas;
• Reduction of the use of building materials;
• Re-use of existing building structures;
• Improvement of the existing building stock by enlargement of its life span (both economic as well as technical);
• Improvement of the (social structures in) neighbourhoods.

2.1.3

OPERATIONAL RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Operational questions have been defined in order to structure this study. The questions enable to answer the central
question, and to meet the aim of this study. A total of six sub-questions has been stated as follows:
1. What are the weaknesses of the early post-war apartment buildings, and what are the opportunities?
What are the characteristics of the buildings (architectural, social, technical, energy)?
What is the maximum additional load that certain buildings can carry?
2. What is comfort, and what level of comfort should be strived for?
What are the indicators for comfort?
What are the target groups?
What are the features of comfort for each target group (spatial, acoustic, thermal, functional)?
3. What opportunities does roof-top extension offer?
What are the characteristics of roof-topping?
What can be learned from previous roof-top extension projects?
Is there a common process for certain projects?
Under what conditions can roof-topping be executed?
What benefits does roof-top extension have (social, technical, energy etc.)?
4. How can the energy performance of existing buildings be improved?
To what extent must the energy performance be improved?
Which types of renovation exist?
What measures have to be taken in order to give a building an energy upgrade?
What requirements do Dutch building codes have?
5. How can a very low energy demand for the new development be achieved?
Which measures need to be taken?
What low-energy examples are available?
Which systems are suitable?
6. What is the new Programme of Requirements?
What are the target groups?
What limitations does the building have?
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2.2

METHODOLOGY

Up till now, not much expertise is available about roof-top extension in relation to energy efficiency. As a result, quantitative
information has proven to be hard to find. Case studies form the most important source to gather knowledge, together with
literature studies about energy efficient concepts and roof-topping.
First of all, case studies and literature study are a valuable input to answer most operational research questions. A
questionnaire has been set up to gather information about roof-top extension projects in a structured way. The questionnaire
focuses on comfort and energy, to be able to determine the opportunities for energy and comfort improvement of existing
apartment buildings. Then, starting points for the design are formulated. The Programme of Requirements is a specific
description of both quantitative as well as qualitative aspects that the building should have. Once these requirements are
defined, a comparison of different design solutions will give insight into the effects of roof-top extension on the energy
performance of the building. The final step is to develop a design.
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Figure 2.1 Approach Scheme of the Study
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2.3

DEFINITIONS I SCOPE

Roof-top extension
Roof-top extension is the process of adding new storeys or functions on top of an existing building. For the inventory of best
practices, a broad definition of roof-topping is accepted. So a larger collection and wide range of various projects can be
gathered. The following pictures show that somewhat more extensive additions (more than just one or two separate storeys)
are also considered to be roof-top extension:

2
3
Figure 2.2 Graphical representation of types ol roof-top extension that are included in the inventory. The existing apartment building is 1)
extended with one storey on top, 2) extended by addition of a lift shaft and a new storey, 3) enlarged with more than 100%.

Reduction of fossil energy consumption
This study mainly focuses on energy efficiency of the building during the user stage of the building. Although, of course, the
impact of production of elements and building parts on the environment will be considered, the starting point is to develop
low-energy houses that require minimal amounts of energy when they are occupied. The intended 80% reduction of fossil
energy consumption as stated in the description of the aim (Section 2.1.2), accounts for the existing apartments. A specific
standard or level of energy efficiency is not given (yet) for the new development, although it is without any doubt that these
dwellings have an outstanding energy character as well.
Architectural appearance of the design
The findings of this study will be implemented in a design. Although definitely not a prime issue, attention will be paid to the
aesthetical effects of the retrofit. Main point is that the design should contain a certain sustainability, or durability to avoid
becoming outdated and therefore unattractive to live in.
Comfort
Comfort is an elusive term. However, certain requirements for buildings that can measure comfort are available, such as
thermal aspects, acoustics and light. The parallels between the aspects is that they all describe the quality of a building (or a
dwelling, or a room) from the user's perspective. Therefore, apart from written requirements from building codes, user's
wishes should be respected at all times. Section 3.3 briefly deals with comfort.
Financial and economic issues
Financial and economic factors play an important role. Financial matters have often been a reason not to choose a (more
complex) renovation project but instead build new (cheap) buildings. However, it is a specialist field that requires extensive
knowledge in order to make reasonable decisions. In this study, only a rough estimation is made regarding costs.
Sustainable energy
Sustainable energy sources, often regarded as renewable energy sources, acquire energy from natural, infinite resources,
such as sun, wind and biomass. Primary energy is energy from oil, natural gas and coal.
Multi-family housing
Multi-family housing stands for all buildings that contain more than one living unit (dwellings, apartments). In the perspective
of this study, multi-family housing has more than one storey. Usually, the units have a floor plan that covers just one storey.
Only 30% of all multi-family housing in the rental sector in the Netherlands has a lifespan over 100 years (Hasselaar, 2004].
On the contrary, 60% of the owner-occupied multi-family housing lasts for more than 100 years. Apparently, the rental sector
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is an instable segment of the housing market. Considering the weak (financial) position of the majority of its occupants, it is
worth investing in this part of the housing stock: prevention of degradation in the social rental sector can avoid (social)
problems to occur in these districts.

Low-rise multi-family housing
The aim (Section 2.1.2) mentioned /ow-rise multi-family housing as the subject of this study. The definition of low-rise multifamily housing is indirectly derived from a study on social high-rise in Europe. According to this study [VROM/PRC, 2005],
high-rise dwellings are:
Residential buildings that consist of multiple housing units and that have more than 4 storeys. In other words, highrise dwellings are multi-family dwellings higher than 4 storeys.
Consequently, low-rise multi-family housing covers all multi-family buildings consisting of a ground floor and 3 or 4 storeys.
The reason that this group has been chosen is that they represent a large amount of the total building stock in the
Netherlands. In addition, these buildings have great potential to be successful in the future (see also Section 1.2.1 and
Appendix 111.1).
Figure 2.5 displays the maximum theoretical amount of dwellings that could be adapted according the roof-top hotel
approach. A more detailed description of the potential is given in Appendix 111.1. The total amount of multi-family buildings is
split into high-rise (:2::5 storeys) and /ow-rise (:::A storeys). This last group is suitable the Roof-Top Hotel approach. A number
of 64.2% of low-rise buildings with 4 or less storeys has been built between 1945 and 1990. Buildings built after 1980 are
excluded from the potential because they are too modern to renovate at this moment; from an economical point of view
renovation of these newer buildings could never be successful projects.
Apart from age of the building, ownership is an important feature of the housing stock too. In the Netherlands nearly 50% of
the housing stock is situated in the rental market. For multi-family low-rise dwellings this number is even more than 60%
VROM/PRC, 2005). Although it was mentioned earlier that the social sector is an important target group for this study, the
potential of the private market cannot be ignored. For the determination of the maximum theoretical potential, the following
assumption was made: despite differences in ownership of dwellings between all countries, 25% of all /ow-rise buildings in
the private market and 50% of /ow-rise dwellings in the rental market belong to the maximum number of buildings that are
suitable for roof-top extension.
What is left after expunging those factors is the maximum theoretical potential. For the Netherlands, the theoretical potential
is 420,750 buildings.
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Figure 2.5 Quantitative approach to the determination of the maximum theoretical number of dwellings that this study could be applied to

[W/E consultants, 2007)
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2.4

RELEVANCE

It is of great importance to improve the existing housing stock regarding energy performance. Knowing that roof-topping is an
effective mean in the sustainable upgrade of buildings, it is regrettable to see that the process is not being executed more
often. This study can provide a common approach for such projects, and it may have the following consequences:
• The advantages in the field of energy form the main profits of this study. Large amounts of energy can be saved if a
substantial share of the existing housing stock will be renovated in the way as proposed in this report.
• Favourable, from a social point of view, is the possibility to improve the social structure of a neighbourhood. If public
space is better looked after, people will experience less nuisance.
• Economical advantages can be achieved if the soil, that the building is located on, is (public) property. Costs for land
will not have to be paid and therefore, the cost price per unit (dwelling) can remain relatively low.
• What is new to this renovation concept is that the user of the building is given an important role in the process. The
importance of users during the process is fully exploited, leading to a less complex renovation approach respecting
the current tenants of a building. On a long term, the improved process must lead to (financial) benefits for the
involved housing associations (quick process, satisfied tenants, efficient renovation).
In addition, a primary inventory on roof-top extension projects showed that, in nearly all cases, the main focus was upon the
used techniques. Since research showed that the technical aspects of roof-top extension do not form any obstruction
anymore, this study focuses on the process. The hypothesis here is that once the process is well-developed (and thus: once
roof-top extension is also economically beneficial and not causing unacceptable nuisance) energy reduction and comfort
become main topics again.
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PART II

EXPLORATION AND ANALYSIS

SURVEY: CHAPTER 3
CASE STUDY WESTERPARK: CHAPTER 4
SYNTHESIS: CHAPTER 5

CHAPTER 3 SURVEY
Chapter 3 is about the exploration into the different fields related to this study. They are: Roof-top extension, sustainable
renovation (low-energy concepts), and comfort. This chapter provides a collection of useful information to answer the
operational research questions.

3.1

ROOF-TOP EXTENSION

Section 1.2.4 briefly discussed roof-top extension. Here, a more detailed description will be given. In Appendix 111.2 a
description of 12 projects that have been analysed can be found.

3.1.1

WHY ROOF-TOP EXTENSION?

Roof-top extension can be a solution for multiple housing issues. First of all, one of the most important purposes is to answer
the demand for space. New dwellings on top of existing buildings provide new living space without the need for completely
new buildings. In some cases the demand is purely quantitative (Fig. 3.1 ). In other cases, however, the need for space is
less dominant and the roof-top extension is rather used to emphasize aesthetical distinctions, either architectural or from an
urban point of view (Fig. 3.2). Secondly, modernizing an existing buildings is a second motive for roof-top extension. Case
studies prove that housing companies use the enlarged rental incomes (due to more rentable apartments) for the investment
costs for renovation work. In this way, roof-top extension can be seen as an effective means for renovation.

3.1.2

BENEFITS AND BARRIERS OF ROOF-TOP EXTENSION

Twelve roof-top extension projects, executed throughout Europe, have been analysed. In appendix 111.2 you will find detailed
descriptions of the projects. This section presents the benefits and barriers that could be derived from the case studies 1.

Benefits
• Sustainable development
In attractive areas in nearly all countries demand for affordable housing is an ever-ongoing phenomenon. Roof-top extension
is considered to be a good measure to provide dwellings and at the same time diminish the environmental impact of the new
development by re-using existing structures and reducing the amount of waste.

1 Apart from the case studies, a publication of SEV (formerly known as Stuurgroep Experimenten Volkshuisvesting) has been a
source of information. In 2001 the SEV published a research project on types and means of refurbishments (Gereedschappen
voor Herontwikkeling). One part of the publication deals with roof-top extension. It was the first of only few publications on this
specific topic [SEV, 2001].
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• Financial resources
Through rooftop extension it is possible to answer the demand for housing (both quantitative as well as qualitative) and at the
same time create financial resources for investments in the existing building stock. The buildings that have potential to be
vertically extended are located in attractive areas.
• Investment energy performance
Investments in the existing building should include improvement of the energetic performance. Most of the buildings that
have been analysed are built in between 1960 and 1980. This group of buildings is usually not insulated and that creates
major opportunities in the field of reducing energy consumption.
• Re-use and waste avoidance
Using the overcapacity of a building's construction, as roof-top extension does, avoids enormous flows of materials that
would have appeared with new construction. The impact on the environment as a logical result of enlarging the building stock
is much less substantial.
• Upgrade of the neighbourhood
When a building is upgraded, the whole area that the building is located in gets a boost. The financial support for new
facilities and services is larger. The roof-top extensions may work as exemplar for further refurbishments.
The two following examples are not general benefits of roof-topping. They occur only in specific cases or forms of vertical
extension:

• Addition qualitative spaces
By improving the whole building (i.e. intensive renovation of the original building) the quality of all existing dwellings can be
improved. Where apartments used to have small balconies at first, they now have large outdoor spaces. For example,
rearranging the fa9ade can solve problems with the entrance of daylight. When these functional changes are applied to the
building the refurbishment will have more effect since the building will have a longer lifespan, both technically as well as
economically.
• Differentiation and architectural/urban accents
Adding new dwellings opens opportunities for the creation of different programmes: often people who are raised and spent
their whole lives in the same neighbourhood are desperate to stay in their homes. Differentiation in the supply of dwellings
make moving within the same area possible. Architectural and even urban distinctions may influence the whole appearance
of the building or the area the building is situated in.
Barriers

It is important to overcome the barriers in order to successfully carry out roof-topping. Thus, a solution as how to deal with
negative aspects is given after every barrier. They are the Do's of roof-topping.
• Negative market conditions
If the demand for housing is not applicable for the location of the intended retrofit building it is hard to find investors.
DO: A decent analysis of both the demand as well as the supply. It is important to be aware of what exactly are the
requirements of home hunters. On the other hand it must be clear what potential the building, but also the area or
neighbourhood the building is located in, has. The condition of the existing building is an important factor of the future value
of the building. The higher the potential of the (location of the) building, the larger the future value and thus: the better the
building is suitable for retrofitting.

• Occupant's worries
How to deal with current tenants? When do you inform them and how? Positive reactions of tenants might be the relief that
'their' building is not going to be demolished but negative feelings prevail. People are worried about the amount of green
zones around the building that will be destroyed in favour of the development of new living spaces. Furthermore, they have
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their concerns about the capacity of the stairwells and lifts and above all, they scare all the construction works on top. In
situations where associations of house owners are involved these problems can be dealt with by presenting them the
advantages (e.g. improved value of the building) but for social housing projects the dwellers will not profit financially.
Investments in improvement of (the development of) common areas should be considered as a solution. Another feeling that
influences people is jealousy. This jealousy embraces the feeling that new dwellers, not even introduced to them, will have
better housing. Still they will often have to use the same transportation routes and that might cause friction in the
understanding of each other.
DO: The key to overcome those difficulties in support of the current and future occupants is communication among all
parties. Occupants should be informed about the project and its consequences for them in an early stage of the project.
Besides that, fear also plays a role but when people are showed a good example of roof-top retrofit they might change their
opinion easily. Support is also enlarged when the refurbishment has positive effects for the current tenants of the supporting
building. For example: the creation of common spaces, improvement of the infrastructural elements of the building and an
increase of green zones around the building. Support of occupants is more critical in case of social housing projects. Here,
tenants don't share the benefits of the project financially. For buildings in the private sector, with an active association of
housing owners, the profits will be in favour of the occupants of the current building as well.

• Inconvenient information about the original building
In one of the studied cases the housing association could not find specific technical information about the foundation of the
building that was going to be extended. Though experiences show an addition of very lightweight steel frame units won 't be
critical for the foundation the building license was not provided; a secondary foundation had to be constructed.
DO: It is very important to have all information about the supporting building present before starting the design process. In
the first stage of a project important decisions have to be made and limitations of the building might form a motive to choose
a different concept than was originally planned.

• Dissimilar laws
Law and regulation should not form an obstruction for roof-top extension projects. However, it turned out that, for example, in
the Netherlands different standards are used by different municipalities which causes similar projects being executed in one
city but not being executed in another city. Problems occurred in Tilburg, where a roof-top extension project was largely
delayed due to unfamiliarity with the local legislation regarding extension of gas pipelines. In other projects, the gas
pipelines were vertically extended to the new roof-top apartments, but in Tilburg that was not allowed. The whole system of
pipes and ducts had to be renewed. Though the requirements for new and existing buildings may differ sometimes (e.g.
dimensions of rooms, access ways etc.), in this case the new requirements proved to be dominant.
DO: To come to a successful project does not mean that a project should only match national building codes, regional plans
etcetera. Roof-top extension is not automatically 'new development' and therefore other strategies must be followed. The fact
that construction works are executed on top of dwellings requires specific measures. For example: when existing gas
pipelines are led through the new dwellings they must be of high quality. Often however, they are old-fashioned and
restricted to be just extended. Renewal is inevitable. Requirements regarding Fire Safety are defined nation-wide. However,
a developer can find himself doing a project in one city without any problems and having trouble implementing the same
design in another city due to differences in application of regulations among cities.

• Leakage during the execution
A frequent phenomenon during the execution stage is leakage. It occurs not only when the existing covering is removed but
also when the existing roof is used as working base for the new construction. Often the roofs are brittle and not walk able.
DO: A solution to avoid nuisance can be to cover the roof with a thin layer of concrete and build up from here. In some cases
the existing roofs must be removed anyway. In this situation it is necessary to work under good weather conditions. A
temporary roof covering is an option.
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• Hindrance during the execution -temporary removal of occupants
A very unpleasant side effect of roof-top retrofit is hindrance. It is impossible to not have any nuisance during the
construction works at all. In some cases, however, hindrance can be brought back to a minimum level. Hindrance and
unexpected incidents during the execution may lead to immense expenses.

DO: To minimise nuisance for the occupants the building process should be as short as possible. Using the Industrial
Flexible and Demountable (IFD) building method facilitates this idea. It is based on systemised production with minimum
work on site. Other positive features are that it reduces the amount of building materials, it reduces waste and it provides
high-quality products. Apart from this, using IFD simultaneously solves another barrier of roof topping: limited workspace will
not be such a dominant factor when all elements are only assembled on site.
• Lack of parking spaces
Enlarging the amount of dwellings in an area requires an increase of parking spaces too. Often residential districts are
already satisfied with cars.

DO: the area must support enlargement of parking spaces. An option is underground parking. More likely, considering costs,
is to transform green zones into car storage areas.
• Limitations due to the original building
In one inventoried case the new dwellings had shafts at unexpected locations; that was the result of the requirement
authorities had that the existing ducts had to be extended strictly vertically through the new dwellings.

DO: Boundaries set by the existing building influence the dimensions of the new houses on top. To avoid that routes and
infrastructure have to be facilitated within the existing grid, often a secondary structure is built on top of the supporting roof.
Space between the existing roof and the new structure can be used to store ducts and pipes of the new dwellings. On the
other hand, literally extending a building's grid automatically means adopting its dimensions and also its distribution facilities.
• Uncomfortable indoor climate
Light-weight building constructions are sensitive regarding thermal and acoustic comfort. Overheating of the construction and
noise nuisance are unwanted effects.

DO: When light building methods are used special attention must be paid to the following three themes: fire protection,
acoustic performance and thermal performance.
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3.1.3

OVERVIEW- TYPES OF ROOF-TOP EXTENSION

Characteristics as construction method and appearance for example may differ from project to project. They are categorized
in three groups. The categories can be found in the schedule on the following page (table 3.1 ).
Type

Contrast A+B

--

~
lA

~I

Extension A + A'

--

I

Integration A---+ B

I

----- ---·
A'

New development added on top

Vertically enlarging in the same
style

Old and new become one

Motives

New, flexible dwellings

Creation of similar dwellings

High-level renovation

Architecture

Separation old-new: visual,
infrastructure

Uniform appearance; looks like 1
new building afterwards

Building after retrofit resembles
new development

Programme

Maximum freedom new
dwellings; no limitations, start
from scratch

Programme of new dwellings
resembles the existing (same
grid)

Large freedom for new
programmes for both new and
existing dwellings

Construction

Creation of new 'ground level'

Simple, familiar techniques
extended

Freedom regarding construction
(usually building's stripped)

Energy

New: maximum freedom

Improvement of the energetic
performance of the whole building
(facade)

Integrated energy concept

Description

Existing: no changes

IFD

Optimal starting point;
completely prefab, only
assembly on site

Existing building requires specific
techniques; all work must be
done on site

Prefab elements; still much work
needs to be done on site

Execution

Roof-topping while current
occupants remain seated

Limited hindrance for occupants

Occupants of the supporting
building must be moved
temporarily

When

Existing building is in good
condition.

Supporting building needs
technical improvement

Supporting building needs major
improvements, both technical as
well as functional

Schlierbacher Weg (DE)

Nevanova (CZ)

Westerpark (NL)

Belssstrasse/Luedeckestrasse
(DE)

Ovrucska (SK)

Leeuw van Vlaanderen (NL)

Holh~ho

Complex 50 (NL)

Need for maximum flexibility of
the new dwellings

Examples2

(SK)

Fortbo (DK)
Lage Land (NL)
Table 3.1 Overv1ew of d1Herent types of roof-top extens1on

2

See also Appendix 111.2.
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3.1.4

EXECUTION ·ISSUES

The apparent complexity of roof-top extension is caused by several factors. Bergsten states the following reasons in her
study on vertical extension [Bergsten, 2005]:
•
•
•

There is a limited amount of space available to store machineries and building materials.
Dense locations complicate delivery of materials or building elements.
Nuisance: Current occupants will have to move out or will experience all sorts of inconveniences during the working
period while they remain seated.

There are no specific, technical regulations regarding roof-top extension. Of course, the new development should match with
the Dutch building code, but the existing building can do with old regulation together with, at the most, some adaptations.

3.1.5

FIRE SAFETY

Attention must be paid to fire safety. If the floor of the upper storey of a building is higher than 13m, the fire resistance of the
building should be at least 60 minutes. If this floor level is situated under 13m, the requirement is 30 minutes. In case of rooftop extension projects as proposed in this study 3 , fire resistance must be more than 30 minutes. However, the Dutch centre
for information and consultancy for the building sector4 concluded that "roof-top extension should be executed only if the
existing building has a fire resistance (against collapsing) of at least 60 minutes {according NEN 6702]'. To prevent a building
from collapsing after/during a fire, all dwellings should be separated constructively and protected against fire independently.

Figure 3.3 (Left) and Figure 3.4 (Right). Fig. 3.3 shows the section of a roof-top extension. All possibilities for the fire to cause
damage are displayed in Figure 3.4, the spread of a fire [Verburg, 2000]

3
4

Roof-top extension for multi-family buildings with not more than 4 storeys
Bouw Regelgeving lnformatie Advies Centrum (BRIAC)
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW-ENERGY RENOVATION

3.2

It is mentioned already that improvement of the energetic performance of the existing building stock will contribute to an
enormous progress in energy reduction. SenterNovem (an agency of the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs that promotes
sustainable development and innovation, both within the Netherlands and abroad) distinguishes different levels of
renovation. Table 3.2 shows these levels.

Renovation Level
Low-level (Adaptation)
Medium-level
High-level (Sustainable upgrade)

Measures
Renewal of bathroom (improved
efficiency), kitchen
Addition of insulation, renewal installatior
adaptations in the programme
Only carcass remains; new infrastructure
fa~ades, installations

Potential Energy Savings
Up to 25%
Up to 50%
Up to 80%

Table 3.2: Renovation Levels accord1ng to SenterNovem [11]

As shown in Table 3.2, major improvements applied to an existing building can lead to 80% energy savings. The aim of this
study is to reduce the consumption from 220 kWh/m 2 to 45 kWh/m 2 (80% improvement). This is a quite ambitious aim since
an energy consumption of 45 kWh/m 2 is even 50% less than new buildings consume. The best way to achieve the 80%
energy improvement is to firstly strip the building until only its carcass remains, and then to reconstruct the building as if it
were a new development (high-level renovation). From a technical point of view, this approach seems to have a lot of
potential, since it brings the building in such a good condition that it might even compete with new development. Especially
with the addition of new apartments on top, the building resembles a complete new building. However, high-level renovation
has also adverse effects; current tenants must move out during the conversion, which generally causes a lot of trouble. In
short, high-level renovation provides the best energy performance but is also very unpleasant for occupants of the existing
apartments.
The VISA (Vereniging lntegrale Bio-Logische Architectuur) has published a list of qualities that each building should have
after renovation [VIBA, 2004]. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social safety in and around the building.
Burglar-proof locks
Easily accessible (the building and each room inside)
Nearby facilities
A up-to-date technical condition of the building
Clear identity of the building
Luxurious appearance
Enough and qualitative living space
Flexibility for the users
Healthy indoor climate
Comfortable indoor climate (thermal, acoustic)

Several approaches for renovation of dwellings into an energy efficient and comfortable house have been developed over
the years. Examples of strategies and concepts are discussed in this section.

3.2.1

SENTERNOVEM: TRIAS ENERGETICA

The Trias Energetica approach was introduced in 1996 by Senter (Now: Senteri\Jovem) [Lysen, 1996]. The approach
involves three steps that lead to vast energy savings: Reduction of energy demand (super thermal insulation, ventilation with
heat recovery, optimal air tightness etc.); Use of renewable energy sources; And optimal efficiency of (fossil) energy sources
(Figure 3.5). Measures or characteristics per step are given in Table 3.3.
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The Trias Energetica concept :
th e m ost sustainable energy is saved energy

Figure 3.5 Schematic overview of the Trias Energetica approach [Rockwool.com]

1. Reduce energy consumption
Compact building form
Optimal insulation and avoidance of thermal bridges
Avoid unwanted ventilation losses through optimal air tightness
Positive orientation towards the sun (optimal daylight entrance but avoid overheating by direct sunlight)
Zoning
Avoid active cooling
2. Use renewable energy sources
Solar energy - passive: green house
Solar energy - active: solar collectors, photovoltaic panels
Heat pump and Low Temperature Heating (earth , water, air)
Wind
3. Use fossil energy sources efficiently
Heat recovery form ventilation air (combined with mechanical ventilation)
Low temperature systems have improved efficiency
Table 3.3 Measures per step of the Tnas Energetica approach for buildings

3.2.2

FACTOR-10 REDUCTION

One of the methods to reduce energy consumption is the Factor-1 0 reduction. The concept is developed by Burkhard
Schulze-Darup, a German architect [Schulze-Darup, 2004]. The concept is based on the theory that use of fossil fuels for
heating of post-war dwellings should be reduced by a factor 10 for long-term sustainability (See Figure 1.1 0). The reduction
has to be achieved by super thermal insulation and application of renewable sources of energy using solar collectors, wind
turbines and other active renewable systems.
Schulze Darup states the following (and other) advantages under economical, ecological and socio-cultural aspects that can
be achieved when using highly efficient renovation technologies:
•
•
•
•
•

The construction industry will be helped to overcome the standstill regarding renovations
The industry will be given a wide field for the application of innovative products
Dwellings built in the 1950's and 1960's will be revalued from an urban point of view
High comfort and coziness for the new dwellings instead of condensed water and mould problems
Considerable reduction of fossil fuels

In Figure 3.6 the energy balance is given for an existing dwelling before and after Factor-10 reduction renovation.
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Figure 3.6 Energy balance before and after renovation according the Factor-10 reduction method. The losses ('Verluste', 1•1 and 3'd
column) consist of the heat transmission through the building envelope (the outer walls, the roof, the cellar floor, the doors and windows,
and thermal bridges), and heat loss through infiltration. The heat gain ('Gewinne) is defined by internal heat gains (e.g. people and
electrical equipment), solar radiance, and the gains of the heating plan. The losses are minimized after renovation due to thermal insulation
of outer walls, roof, ground floor (cel lar), and elimination of thermal bridges. Besides, alter renovation the building is much more airtight,
resulting in lower losses through ventilation air. As a result, the heating demand (the red bars in the 2nd and 4th column) is only 25 kWh/m2
annually alter renovation, a reduction of 90% [PHPP, 2004].

3.2.3

PASSIVE HOUSE

A Passive-House is a house that performs well on indoor climate (comfort) despite the absence of a conventional heating
system . The yearly energy demand of a Passive-House is only 15 kWh/m2(1 ,5m3 natural gas equivalent per m2 yearly).
Measures that are usually taken (See also Appendix 111.3):
1. Reduction of heat loss through transmission
Re-value of outer walls >7 m2KJW (or: U-value outer walls< 0.14 W/m 2K)
U-value of windows <1 W/m2K
Avoidance of thermal bridges
2. Reduction/avoidance of heat loss through infiltration
Extremely airtight envelope (nso<0,6h)
3. Effective utilization of passive solar energy
South orientation of windows and decent solar screens
4. Mechanical ventilation
Continuous air flow with heat recovery.
5. Efficient electrical equipment
e.g. Dishwasher A-label
6.Utilization renewable energy sources
Solar collectors (40-60% hot domestic water supply) ; Photovoltaic cells etc.

3.2.4

THE 3-LITRE-HOUSE

A similar approach to the Factor-1 0 Reduction, is the 3-Litre-House concept (See also Appendix 111.3). The 3-Litre-House, an
invention of Luwoge, uses only 3 litres of fossil fuel to heat up 1m2of the dwelling each year. These 3 litres oil fuel= 3,9 mJ
natural gas equivalent= 3,9 * 8,79= 34,3 kWh per m2per year.
General characteristics of a 3-Litre-House are (Figure 3.7) :
•
•
•
•
•

Extremely high thermal insulation of the building envelope (R > 6.3 m2KIW)
Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (85% efficiency)
Triple glazing within synthetic window frames (U<0.8 W/m2K)
High efficient heating plant (e.g. combined heat and power)
Solar design element (e.g. balconies to avoid overheating due to direct sunlight)
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Das 3-Liter-Haus

• LUftung

• Daimmung
• Brennstoff:lelle
• Fenster

• lnnenputz
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• Balkon

Figure 3.7 Measures to be taken on the 3-Litres-House [Luwoge, 2006]

3.2.5

ENERGY NEUTRAL BUILDINGS

The term energy neutral is confusing. Similar terms, all meaning more or less the same, are used as well: Zero Energy;
Energy Balance; Energy Indifferent; C02 Balance; Energy Equilibrium. Generally, an energy neutral building has an energy
consumption that is compensated with electricity (from PV cells) over a span of 1 year. Technically, this target is relatively
easy achievable, but expensive considering the amount of PV cells that need to be installed. Therefore, financially it is more
efficient to build very energy efficient, than energy neutral. An analysis of 10 energy neutral dwellings in the Netherlands
[W/E, 2004] says the following measures were taken in all cases (See also Appendix 111.3):
•
•
•
•
•

Re-value > 4,0 m2KJW
U-value windows < 1,0 W/m2K
Ventilation losses reduced by means of heat-recovery
Solar collectors connected to a storage tank (for the benefit of low-temperature heating (often: combined with a
heat pump)
Photovoltaic panels

Six out of all 10 projects were all-electric. This means they are not connected to the public gas network. Energy is mostly
obtained from solar energy and from the heat storage capacity of the ground. Wind energy has never been used (only
effiecient on large scales). Users of the dwellings should be well-informed about the installations and about how they
operate, since installations are used often in energy neutral houses.

3.2.6

COMPARISON LOW-ENERGY CONCEPTS

An overview of the characteristics of 4 low-energy projects is given in Appendix 111.3 Figures 3.8-3.10 show the results of a
comparison of the projects.
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Figure 3.9 C02 emission per dwelling on a yearly basis.

The most striking difference is that the energy-neutral dwelling has an energy demand that is 100% higher than the passive
house concept (15-20 kWh/m 2more). However, on a yearly basis the C02 emission of the energy neutral dwelling is less
than the Passive House on a yearly basis.
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3.3

COMFORT

Different aspects of comfort can be distinguished: acoustic comfort, thermal comfort, spatial comfort, air quality comfort, and
light quality comfort.
The Dutch Building Code describes many factors related to comfort, most of them being characteristics of the building
physics. Examples are the requirements for heat resistance of the building envelope, the amount of daylight, ventilation and
moisture. In addition, several tools that describe comfort are developed over the years. The Toolkit by SenterNovem, and the
GPR Building Tool by W/E consultants are examples of such tools. In his thesis on renovation of gallery apartment buildings,
A. E. Schamhart describes a comfort model [Schamhart, 2006]. The model is based on the analysis of facilities that a building
(or a dwelling) provides, and the user's preferences. These two factors combined result in the level of comfort that is
reached.
Later in this report (Chapter 4) a case study project called Westerpark is analysed. Here, comfort will appear to be an
important factor. Related to the model briefly described above, user's preferences are considered to be very important.
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3.4

CONCLUSIONS

ROOF-TOP EXTENSION
SEV, an organisation for experiments in the housing sector, has taken several initiatives regarding roof-top extension since
the 1980's. However, these projects appeared to be unique projects that have not been applied on a large scale. The
complexity of the projects, having to deal with an existing building and current occupants made investors fear the challenge.
Nowadays, sustainability of products (and thus buildings) is becoming more important, from a technical and from an
economical point of view. This has led to certain (European) projects on roof-topping, of which SuRE-Fit is an examples. This
project aims to enlarge the knowledge about roof-top ex1ension to encourage wider implementation. The project is based on
the hypothesis that roof-top ex1ension has not only financial benefits, but that it may also contribute to substantial energy
saving in the built environment.
Vertical extension should be applied only when the most striking barrier can be overcome. Naturally, the project must meet
the official requirements, but apart from that, also occupant's worries are a very important issue. Enlarging the public's
support is easier in privately owned buildings where financial benefits are equally shared among dwellers. However,
examples show that root-topping in the public rental sector is possible as well. Letting the tenants participate in making
decisions and upgrading the whole building helps to increase the support.
The analysis of twelve projects led to the division of the projects into three groups, named contrast, extension and
integration. Which of those three concept suits a building best, depends for example on the level of renovation that is
required, the energy concept and the new programme.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW-ENERGY RENOVATION
Three different low-energy concepts have been described: Passive House, 3-Litre House and the Energy Neutral House. All
concepts rely on the Trias Energetica approach to a certain extent. This means all the given examples include
(1) Reduction of the energy demand (e.g. thermal insulation, ventilation with heat recovery, air tightness etc.);
(2) Use of renewable energy sources (PV panels, solar collectors);
(3) Optimal efficiency of (fossil) energy sources.
A comparison of four different case studies (See also Appendix 111.3) showed that an energy-neutral dwelling has an energy
demand that is 100% higher than the passive house concept (15·20 kWh/m 2 more). However, on a yearly basis the C02
emission of the energy neutral dwelling is less than the Passive House on a yearly basis.

COMFORT
Comfort is regulated in the Dutch Building Code through directives and requirements regarding thermal and acoustic
aspects, light etc. However, comfort is also closely related to the user of a building. Previous studies on comfort, and the
analysis of roof-top extension projects, prove that the user's preferences should be followed (and applied) as much as
possible to come to a successful project.
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CHAPTER 4

CASE-STUDY: WESTERPARK · TILBURG

A comprehensive analysis of roof-top extension and the opportunities for low-energy renovation are described in Chapter 3.
This chapter, Chapter 4, deals with a case study. This case study will be the subject of the design proposal, discussed in
Chapter 6.
The case that is considered in this study is called Westerpark. The Westerpark project contains several housing blocks. One
of those blocks, apartment block A, is the subject of the further design task. All findings of the explorative and deepening
study will be applied to this block. A design for roof-top extension was made in 2004 already by Peter van Hoogmoed, an
architect from Tilburg. Construction works have already begun; Appendix IV.1 contains a collection of pictures, made during
the different stages of the construction. The design following on the research of this study will not have any link with the
design by Van Hoogmoed architecten. Therefore, Chapter 4 focuses on the building in its original state, before renovation
plans were made. Drawings of the building in its original state can be found in Supplement B- Drawings.

4.1

WESTERPARK BACKGROUND

4.1 .1 URBAN PLAN and ARCHITECTURE
The area where the apartment building of the case study is located in, is called Het Zand, Tilburg. Approximately 20,000
people live in this district of Tilburg. The district is bordered by the Westerpark (South), the Antilopenweg, the Jachtslotstraat
and the Drijfjachtpad (West and North), and the Statenlaan (East). Figure 4.1 shows the Westerpark and its surroundings.

Most of the buildings in this area are built between 1960-1970. The urban plan itself dates from the 1950's, and contains
several characteristics of other urban plans in the Netherlands from that period: Subtle, well-thought designs, based on the
concept from the 1920's of ClAM (Congres International d'Architecture Moderne). (See Figure 4.2 for the visualisation of the
concept). Architects and urban experts Van Tijen and Maaskant developed the plan according this concept.
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Figure 4.2 Similar staircase access flats in different cities in the Southern regions of the Netherlands: Den Bosch, Eindhoven,
Breda and Roosendaal [Source: Peter van Hoogmoed architecten]

Figure 4.3 represents the strong urban composition of the area. The urban plan allows every apartment to receive direct
sunlight, both in the morning as well as in the afternoon. Block A is high-lighted since it is the subject of further elaboration in
this study.

Figure 4.3: Clear structure (according the ideas of ClAM) of the neighbourhood (Westerpark, Tilburg) [Source: Peter van Hoogmoed
architecten]
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The majority of the dwellings belongs to the rental sector. A relatively large amount of the apartments is occupied by singleperson households or elderly people with a low income [Municipality Tilburg, 2000]. The occupants of the apartments are
becoming increasingly dissatisfied with their living environment. Once they lived in modern dwellings in a vivid
neighbourhood. Now, occupants complain about noise nuisance, thermal discomfort, too little space, and other
inconveniences such as absence of lifts. Also social problems occur due to ageing of current residents and mutation of
different racial groups in the district.
However, the area has a lot of potential. All sorts of facilities, for all kinds of people are nearby: A shopping centre, access to
public transport (train station and several bus connections), elementary schools, high schools, the Tilburg university, a
hospital, a park, and the ring road is easily accessible. Especially the green zones around the buildings form a major quality
of the Westerpark. The park itself is approximately 80 by 900 meters. A great deal of plants and trees in between the building
blocks create a certain feeling of openness in the area. Nevertheless, these green zones in the public areas do not have a
specific function, and therefore they are not being used for recreation so much . This has led to a somewhat miserable state
of the public space.
Figure 4.4 gives an impression of Block A and the area the building is located in.

Figure 4.4 Impression of housing block A. Left: The North fa«;:ade with staircase and small balconies, adjacent to the kitchen and bathroom.
Right: The South fa«;:ade.

The urban plan for this region has been approved by the Deputy of the State of Noord-Brabant at December 19th, 1973. It
aimed to create multi-family housing, kid's playgrounds, public (green) areas and public roads and squares. A new plan
proposing renovation in combination with roof-top extension does not match with the existing urban plan. The most striking
issues would be that:
• after the refurbishment the housing block will have 4 (or even 5) floors, whereas only 3 storeys are permitted
• enlargement of the dwellings, and thus also changing the fa(fade, is not allowed
However, the municipality of Tilburg has proven to be willing to change the urban plan for ambitious projects that support
sustainable development.
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4.2

SPATIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The floor plan of two apartments from Block A is given in Figure 4.5. The apartments are partly directly adjacent to each
other. The vertical transport shaft borders both kitchens. The space is divided in such a way that the left apartment has one
more bedroom than the other apartment. The left apartment has a total surface of 65.3 m2; the apartment on the right side of
the staircase counts 57m2.

3670

3670

91

NORTH~

Figure 4.5 Floor plan of two adjacent apartments. Left apartment: 65.3 m2. Right: 57m 2.

Generally, these apartments are considered too small nowadays [Hilhorst, 1997]. Disparities will be found when the
programme of the original apartments is compared with the programme of spatial requirements of new apartments. User's
preferences concerning their apartment are more important than they were 50 years ago. In Table 4.1 the programme of the
smallest apartment from the case study is compared with the current requirements of dwellings for both seniors and starters
[Andeweg, 2005].
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Function

Required
dimensions for
seniors [mm]

Required
dimensions for
starters [mm]

Sitting room

3400*3300
(11.2 m2)

3150*3950
(12.4 m2)

Presence in the
original building
[mm]

Difference
[m 2] with
seniors

Difference [m 2] with
starters

3670*5420
{19.9 m2)

+ 0.9 m2

+ 0.6 m2

Dining room

2500*3100
(7.8 m2)

3150*2200
(6.9 m2)

Bedroom 1

3000*4300
(12.9 m2)

2700*3300
(6.6 m2)

3670*3690
(13.5 m2)

+ 0.6 m2

+ 6.9 m2

Other
bedrooms

2300*2700
(6.2 m2)

2100*2800
(5.9 m2)

3085*5420
(8.3m 2)

+ 2.1 m2

+ 2.4 m2

Kitchen

1800*2700
(4.9 m2)

1800*3000
(5.4 m2)

3690*1760
{6.5 m2)

+ 1.6 m2

+ 1.1 m2

Bathroom

1700*2700 or
2150*2150
(4.6 m2)

11 00*1800
(2m 2)

1325*211 0
(2.8 m2)

-1.8 m2

+ 0.8 m2

Number of
toilets

2

1

1

-1

+

Balcony

No requirements

2400*1500
(3.6 m2)

1140*1400
(1.6 m2)

+

-2m 2

Connections

No isolated rooms

Bathroom and
bedroom on same
storey

Bathroom and
bedroom on same
storey

+

+

Dwelling
type

Single-storey
dwelling

No specific
requirements

Staircase
apartment

+

+

Accessibility

Multi-family
housing: lift

No specific
requirements

No lift

-No lift

+

..
..
Table 4.1 The programme of the bu1ldmg 1n 1ts ong1nal state, compared w1th the programme of requirements of dwellings for sen1ors and
starters according M.T. Andeweg [Andeweg, 2005]

The table above shows that the requirements for the target groups seniors and starters can be merged with the existing
apartment plan with only minor adaptations such as addition of space and a lift.
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4.3

CONSTRUCTION

4.3.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Figure 4.6 represents the structural elements in the floor plan of one apartment. As the dimension lines show, the widest
span is 3670 mm; the smallest span is 2590 mm.
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Figure 4.6 Structural elements and shafts

The building consists of a concrete structure of floors and walls. The foundation is constructed without piles. The fa~ades do
not make up a part of the main structure of the building; they are self-supportive and transmit external horizontal forces. The
condition of the foundation has been tested in 2002 on deteriorations and the possibility to carry the additional load of rooftop apartments (Figure 4.7). The exact purpose of the test was to determine the amount of additional storeys that could be
built on top of the building. Results proved that the quality of the foundation was sufficient to retain the foundation without
further adaptations in the case of addition of one storey on top of the existing building.

Figure 4.7a and 4.7b The quality ol the foundation is being tested; searching for cracks, decay of the concrete [Source: Peter van
Hoogmoed architecten]
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Generally, buildings dating from before 1970, are assumed to allow a 10% increase of weight [Custer, 1999]. Table 4.2 gives
a rough estimation of the internal load of one section (= one staircase with 6 apartments and the ground floor, see Figure
4.8) of the Westerpark building. The total internal load of 20100 kN implies that the new roof-top dwelling including all
supporting elements should not produce a load more than 2010 kN.
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Figure 4.8 One part (section) of the building

Volume
A [m 2]

Thickness [m]

weight [kN/mJ]

Weight [kN]

32,22

0,32

24

247,4

Ground floor

153,6

0,175

24

645,1

Storey floors

460,78

0,16

22

1621,9

Roof

163,25

0,155

0,87 [kN/m2]

142,0

315,28

0,22

20

1387,2

Foundation

Fa~tades

Fa~tade

(North &South)

98,68

0,22

20

434,2

(Common) Structural walls

2669,42

0,21

23

12893,3

Internal walls

1378,16

0,11

(West)

18
2728,8
Total weight per section: 20100,0 kN
Max. total weight additional storey(s) per section : 2010 kN
. .

Table 4.2 Estimated total we1ght of a section of the apartment bulid1ng. For the fayades, only the closed elements have been calculated .
For detailed information about the calculation, please see attachment IV.1

A standard timber-framed construction corresponds with an internal load of approximately 185 kg/m2 [Rockwool, 2006]. In
that case, the load of one additional storey for one section of 9 * 16 m1, and height 3 m (with surface A = 440.4 m2, see
Figure 4.8) is: (185 * 9.8) * 440.4 =798.4 kN. Since the building consists of 4 such sections, the new construction can not
weigh more than 4 * 798.4 = 3193.6 kN. Taking an increase of furniture, people and wind into account, it seems reasonable
to opt for the addition of only one new storey.
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4.3.2 THE BUILDING ENVELOPE
Figure 4.9 represents a section of the fagade in its original state. The most important characteristics are the lack of thermal
insulation in the !agades, the presence of large thermal bridges and the window frames with single glazing.

~

Thermal

_ __y_ _ __ _

~
_ _ __y_
_ __ _

~

__ __y_ _ __ _

Therm al bridge

Nearly all !agades are non-structural. They consist of large frames, filled with either glass or closed panels. The frames are
placed directly in between the floors, and thus, can be removed easily. The end-fagades, however, are massive brickwork
walls. They do have a cavity, but that cavity is not insulated (see Figure 4.1 0). As a consequence, the thermal resistance of
closed wall elements is 0.76 m2KIW. If the cavity of 50 mm is filled with insulation material with a thermal conductivity of
0.059 W/mK (e.g . expanded silicate grain) , the heat resistance would already raise to 1.63 m2KJW, yet not even approaching
the Dutch Building Coded standard of 2.5 m2KJW.
Rc = 0.76 m2KJW

Re = 0.13 m2KJW

110

50

110 10

280

Figure 4.10 Vertical section of the

Figure 4.11 The East fa~de

end-la~ade
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F1gure 4.12 Detail: Storey floor,
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~

Reinforced concrete: 110 mm

I

and balcony JOined together

Figure 4.13 shows two essential elements of the favade that have to be dealt with. The first aspect is the extension of certain
walls past the favade line. These construction elements form thermal bridges, and in addition, they form an obstruction for
the creation of a new, linear favade. If these elements are removed, also the small balconies (the second aspect) at the
North favade have to be removed.
Small balconies form great
thermal bridges

Outer walls are partially extended
outside

3670

I

~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i==;l
\

I .

Outer walls are part1ally extended
outside

I

Figure 4.13 Floor plan of two apartments. Critical elements such as the extended wall and balconies are high-lighted
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4.3.3 THE ROOF
A global calculation in Section 4.3.1 (Table 4.2) guaranteed that one storey can be built on top of the existing building without
structural improvement of the building's foundation. However, the roof cannot be left undamaged. Figure 4.14 is a drawing of
a part of the existing roof. It shows the structural walls and the floor spans. Several chimneys (exhaust air ducts) and vertical
transportation shafts end on top of the roof. (In Figure 4.11 , the chimneys can be seen as well) .
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F1gure 4.14 Drawmg of a part of the ex1st1ng roof (See also Draw1ng P 08a)

There are two ways of dealing with these 'obstructions':
1. Retaining and keep using the shafts and ducts.
This means that they will have to be extended vertically and led through/in between the new apartments. The
disadvantage of this solution is that the floor plan of the new apartments is dependent on the existing structure of
ducts and pipes. Besides, extension of the shafts is complex and requires a great deal of labour.
2. Eliminate the existing shafts and make a by-pass.
Here, the system of pipes and ducts will also be extended, however not directly through the new dwellings, but
along them (outside, or in between apartments).

4.3.4 OTHER TECHNICAL ASPECTS
Comparing the technical characteristics of the building with the requirements according the Dutch Building Code (2006)
results in the following list of attention points:
• The dimensions of the meter cupboard in each apartment are too small: 262 • 650 mm whereas 310 • 750 mm is
required.
• The existing toilet is too small: 963 * 1105 mm. Requirement: 900 * 1200 mm.
• The building does not meet the fire safety requirements; doors must be 30-minutes fire resistant for example.
• Escape routes must be designed.
• The clear height of the apartments is 2600 mm, which is exactly in line with the requirements. However, when new
floor covering or a new ceiling is attached, the height will be reduced to± 2500 mm.
The municipality can exempt the building team from some of the requirements according the Article-19 procedure (Wet op de
Ruimtelijke Ordening). In the case of the height of the apartments, exemption from the directive will probably be no issue. In
the case of fire safety and escape routes, the requirements must be complied with (and thus attention must be paid to it in
the new design).
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4.4

BUILDING PHYSICS

It has already been mentioned in Section 4.3 that the apartments have a poor energy performance, mainly due to a lack of
thermal insulation and the presence of thermal bridges in the construction. The large amounts of glass and the orientation of
the windows to the South logically result in overheating in summer. Also in winter, the large cold surfaces cause an
uncomfortable indoor climate. Comfort is a term that is closely related to the building physics of a design.

4A1 THERMALPERFORMANCE
The Westerpark apartment building barely has thermal insulation, since it was not common to insulate buildings until1973.
The outer walls do have a cavity - although small, 50mm - but this cavity is not filled with insulating material. The total
thermal resistance of these walls is Rc = 0.76 m2KIW (see also Figure 4.9). The Dutch Building Code (2006) requires a Revalue of 2.5 m2KIW. Originally, all apartments had a window system that consisted of wooden frames with single glazing. The
total thermal transmittance of the glazing is U = 5.8 W/m 2K. However, in the 1970's the building was renovated to a small
degree and the single glazing panes were replaced by double glazing (U = 3.3 W/m 2K). Table 4.3 shows the differences of
these characteristics in comparison with the level that can be achieved when building according the Dutch Building Code or
the 3-L House concept.
Heat resistance

Rcfayade (m2KIW]
Rc ground floor [m2KIW]
Rcroof (m2KIW]
U-value Glazing [W/m2K]

Westerpark- Original
situation
0.76
0.48
1.45
5.8

Westerpark renovation 1970
0.76
0.48
1.45
3.3

Dutch Building Code
2006 (NEN 1068)
~ 2.5
~ 2.5
~ 2.5
$4.2

Sustainable Building
Concept 3-L House
~ 7.0

$1.2

Table 4.3 rhermal performance of the case study 1n companson w1th modern standards

Apartments are heated by local gas-fired units. The units are placed in the living room, kitchen and bedrooms. A geyser,
located in the kitchen, provides hot water for kitchen and bathroom. The geyser is an open system. For safety reasons (risk
of carbon monoxide poisoning), these heating systems for both hot water and space heating must be replaced after
renovation by more modern and less energy consuming systems.

Figure 4.15 Outdated kitchen of one of the Westerpark apartments. This picture shows the geyser as well as a gas·fired heating unit
[Source: Van Hoogmoed architecten]
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4.4.2 THERMAL BRIDGES
Thermal bridges, (parts of a building envelope where heat is transferred at a much higher rate than the surrounding area)
are responsible for either heat loss (in winter) or heat gain (in summer) through transmission. Condensation at these critical
points of a construction can result in mould, which leads to degradation of construction elements and may even result in
reduction of air quality. The Westerpark apartment building contains large thermal bridges (See also Figure 4.9). The way the
floors and the fayade are connected results in large thermal bridges all around the building. Also the construction of the
balconies (Figure 4.1 0) is realized in such a way that heat can be transmitted easily. Since the building does not have any
thermal insulation (apart from 30 mm in between some fa~tade panels), the contribution of the thermal bridge to the total heat
loss (as a result of transmission) is not exceptional. However, if the fa~tades are renovated (and thus upgraded with the
addition of thermal insulation), the effect of thermal bridges becomes substantial. The risk in that case is that condensation
within the construction may occur, as a result of large temperature differences between inside (e.g. 20°C) and outside (0°C).
However, external insulation does not bring about exceptional risks for the negative effects of condensation (such as mould).
The software tool KOBRA is used to quantify the effect of thermal bridges in the existing construction. The complete
overview can be found in Appendix IV.3. In Table 4.4, the results are presented for the following connections: Floor-fayade,
balcony-fayade with window frames, and the roof edge. For every calculation, the conditions are similar: outside temperature
8e = 0 °C; inside temperature 8; = 20 oc; constant ground temperature 8s = 10 °C. Other settings are:
Rsi = 0.13 m2KJW -7 h; = 7.69 W/m2K
Re = 0.04 m2KJW -7 he= 25 W/m2K
Table 4.4 shows that the total heat loss through the thermal bridges in all cases is very large. The condensation risk however
is limited (due to the lack of thermal insulation in between the building element, the vapour pressure in the construction never
exceeds the saturation vapour pressure). The effect of the thermal bridges, acquired with this calculation, are used for the
HAM BASE simulation as well (See Section 4.4.6).

External lineair heat loss
value ljJe [W/mK].
Internal lineair heat loss
value ljJ; [W/mK].

0.99 W/mK

0.06 W/mK

0.75 W/mK

1.12 W/mK

0.08 W/mK

0.78 W/mK

Table 4.4 Overview of the effect of thermal bridges on the condensation risk and heat loss (See also Appendix IV.3)
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4.4.3 AIRTIGHTNESS
Optimal airtightness is considered one of the main measures in order to limit heat loss in winter. Infiltration (through chinks)
causes unwanted ventilation (due to the lack of airtightness of the building). Therefore, a building with a proper airtightness
performs better on energy, especially when mechanical ventilation systems are involved [Feist, 1997]. In the original design
of the Westerpark apartments, no special attention is paid to airtightness.

4.4.4 VENTILATION
The apartments are ventilated with natural ventilation only. Both the front and back fa~ade contain windows that can be
opened in order to provide the apartments fresh air. A natural flow of exhaust (polluted) air is ensured by air grids in kitchen
and bathroom. A great disadvantage of this type of ventilation system is that it consumes a great deal of energy (indirectly
natural gas) due to uncontrolled loss of heat. However, occupants are satisfied with this kind of ventilation because they like
to open their windows, and thus prefer natural ventilation after renovation as well [Van Hoogmoed architecten, 2007].

4.4.5 DAYLIGHT ILLUMINATION
The Dutch Building Code prescribes that every zone of a dwelling in the Netherlands should have a so called daylight
surface (Ae) that is at least 10% of the total floor space of that zone (NEN 2057) [NNI, 2003]. However this requirement did
not exist at the time Westerpark was built. Yet it is relevant to test the apartments on daylight penetration since the quality of
the apartments after renovation must be in line with new development. There are no substantial obstructions - such as large
balconies or galleries -for the entry of daylight, and the requirement can be achieved easily.

Ae = AJ * Cb * Cu (m2), with

Ae =equivalent daylight surface
AJ = surface of the daylight opening (situated 0.6 m above the floor)
Cb

=reduction factor for building related obstacles

Cu

= reduction factor for ex1ernal obstacles

Living room (18m2): Ae = 5.04 * 1 * 1 = 5.04 m2 =28%
Bedroom #3 (8.3 m2): Ae = 2.52 * 1 * 1 = 2.52 m2 =30%
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4.4.6 BUILDING SIMULATION: HAMBASE
In order to provide information about the indoor climate of the apartments, a simulation of the building is made using
HAMBASE. HAMBASE (Heat, Air and Moisture, Building And System Engineering) is an application that runs on Matlab
(Matrix Laboratory) software. With this software, it is possible to simulate indoor temperatures, relative humidity, and energy
consumption for heating and cooling. More specifically, the simulation has given inside into the energy consumption for
heating of the building (or: the apartment). Precise details about the simulation, and the output, can be found in Appendix
IV.4 en Appendix IV.5.
One existing apartment (Located at the 3'd storey, at the West end of the building) is simulated. The characteristics are:
Simulation period:
Total surface:
Volume:
Thermal insulation :
Heating:

1 year (1976)
67.9 m2 (effective surface)
189.7 m3
No thermal insulation; single glazing
Locally (by gas fired heaters)

(2
3670

3085

NOR1H~

Zone 3: Kitchen & Bathroom

Figure 4.16 The simulated apartment is divided in three zones that have different conditions

The apartment is divided into three zones that differ regarding the use of the rooms (simulation profiles) or conditions.
Zone {1 }= 50.3 m3; Living room (A=18 m2, 1=50.3 m3)
Zone {2}= 108.1 m3; Bedrooms and Corridor (A=38.7 m2, 1=1 08.1 m3)
Zonee {3}= 31.3 m3; Bathroom, kitchen, toilet (A=11.2 m2, 1=31.3 m3)
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The results for zone 1: the living room (A= 18 m2)

Energy consumption for heating is 3488 kWh. This resembles 3488 I 18 = 193.8 kWh/m 2 per year for zone 1.
The whole apartment consumes 1396.5 m3 natural gas per year.

Energy balance: Heat gains (1 ;2) and losses (3 ;4;5;6)

2
1 · Solar

2: Casual

4

3
3 Trans

4Vent

heating=3489 kWh

5
5 Healing

6
6: Cooling

cooling=O kWh
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:>.
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~ 3000
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Figure 4.17 The results of the HAMBASE simulation for zone 1. The upper graphic represents the energy balance. The first two columns are
heat gains: solar and internal casual gains. The other bars are the heat losses: transmission, ventilation, heating and cooling. The second
graphic shows the capacity of a heating system [W] that is needed for space heating of zone 1 of the apartment.

It is clear from Figure 4.17 that the energy consumption of the existing apartments is excessively high. In particular, the heat
loss caused by transmission of heat is enormous, 6064 kWh. The capacity of the heating system should be up to 6000 W to
always answer the heating demand.
The capacity of the heating system is also calculated by hand to check the outcome of the HAMBASE simulation. Four
different heat flows are distinguished: heat loss through transmission, heat loss as a result of ventilation, heat gain due to
internal heat sources, and heat gain as a result of solar radiation. The worst case scenario is considered: the heat gains are
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nil. As a result, the capacity equals the total heat flow that is now determined by the heat losses through transmission and
ventilation:

¢;i = heat flow between room i to room j [W]
Ax= surface with Uk between room i and room J [m 2]
8; =temperature room i: Assumed: 20 [0 C]
8i =temperature room j: Assumed: 0 [0 C]
p = density of the air: 1.2 [kg/m3]
cp = specific heat of the air: 1000 [kJ/kgK]
V;i =ventilation volume of air between room i and room j: Assumed: 1 [m3/s]

The heat loss through the floor and through the wall adjacent to another apartment is assumed to be nil. In this way, heat will
only be lost through the facades and the roof.

I Ax[m2]
Roof
Facade

Uk [W/m 2K]
0.69
0.38

70
72

Table 4.5 The surface A [m 2) and the thermal transmittance [Wfm2K] of the bu1ld1ng components

According formula [1], the heat flow from apartment type A to outside is 3905 W. The energy level [W] obtained from the
HAMBASE simulation showed that 3905 W is sufficient in most situations. However, at certain peaks (see Figure 4.17)
additional heating is inevitable. A smaller ventilation volume per second (e.g. 0.6 instead of 1) would decrease the heat flow,
and thus the capacity of the heating installation. That underlines the importance of airtight building.
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4.5

RENOVATION VAN HOOGMOED ARCHITECTEN

Van Hoogmoed started the design for renovation of the Westerpark (completed 2008/2009). The concept was to improve the
buildings so they could answer today's requirements regarding comfort and energy efficiency. Besides, the idea was that the
new development should not disrespect the architecture of the blocks, being so characteristic for the post-war period in the
Netherlands. Concretely it meant: Enlargement of the living areas (one additional room, larger balconies), improvement of
the technical performance (partially renewed fagade, addition of a lift) and sustainable measures (5m2 solar collectors per
dwelling, HR++ glazing, sun protection). The project is described in Appendix 111.3 in a more detailed way.
In Section 4.5, the design will be discussed briefly. Then, the level of improvement that is achieved regarding energy in
relation to the costs will be described. Lastly, the building process and the costs are analyzed.
4.5.1

DESIGN PETER VAN HOOGMOED

The design includes the addition of lifts in every staircases, high-level renovation of the existing apartments and addition of
one storey. Please see Appendix IV.1 for floor plans and a section of the new design.

Figure 4.18 An impression of the block after renovation [Source: Van Hoogmoed architecten]

4.5.2

GPR- MEASURING SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability has been one of the focus points of the design by Van Hoogmoed architecten. The measures that have been
taken in order to minimize the consumption of fossil energy are: Extra thermal insulation, improvement of windows and
doors, sun protection, increased efficiency of installations and solar panels for the supply of energy for the common spaces.
However, !agades are largely retained.
For the SuRE-Fit project, calculations regarding the energy performance of the project have been made. The software tool
used for that is GPR. GPR is a sustainability tool that is developed by the municipality of Tilburg and W/E consultant.
Although the tool is not all-embracing, it gives a clear idea of how a building performs regarding the different themes of
sustainability. From the website www.gprgebouw.nl:
GPR® is a software tool, which quantifies the environmental impact and the design quality for new buildings as well as
for the refurbishment of existing buildings. It is suitable as a decision making tool as it helps to find an optimum
between the reduction of environmental load along with improvement of the quality of the building. Thus, a building is
rated for several themes on a scale of 1 to 10. Essential to the GPR® methodology is that a building is assessed on a
broad range of sustainability and quality criteria, divided into the following themes: Energy, Environment, Health, User's
comfort and Future Value of the building.
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The renovation design by Van Hoogmoed architecten for the Westerpark building is tested according the GPR tool [W/E,
2007]. The results can be found in Table 4.6 (only in Dutch available).

J

,

Table 4.6 The performance of the Westerpark building after the renovation by Van Hoogmoed architecten. A score of '7" corresponds with
the level of the Dutch Building Code. The current situation (before renovation) is given in the first row (2,8... 5,5). The situation after
renovation is displayed in the second row (6,7 ... 7,3). The different themes that are discussed are in succession: Energy, Environment,
Health, User's comfort and Future Value of the building.

The results above demonstrate that improvement for all themes is possible (a score of '1 0" is the maximum) -especially in
the field of energy. The reason for this is that not all fa~ades are given a layer of thermal insulation; most of the fa~ades are
kept in their original condition.

4.5.3

PROCESS

All occupants have voluntarily left the building before the renovation work started. The housing association offered all of them
alternative apartments. According to the regulation (Besluit Beheer Sociale Huurwonigen) the alternative apartments were of
similar (or better) quality. Also € 5000 was given to cover the costs of moving. Occupants were given priority after completion
of the renovation to move back into the apartments.
The unfamiliarity with such renovation/roof-top ex1ension projects resulted in unforeseen situations. An example: To
construct dwellings on ground level (formerly: storage space) the ground had to be deepened and an additional foundation
had to be realized. In comparison with the other activities, this action proved to be very complex and expensive at the same
time. Also difficulties occurred when extending existing ducts: Regulations require different quality than before. Completely
stripping the building and 'rebuilding' it resembles new development. This implies that all current regulation has to be applied,
whereas for low-level renovation, the old standard (regarding for example height of rooms, width of doors) would suffice in
most cases.
4.5.4

FINANCIAL ASPECTS

High-level renovation usually costs approximately € 50,000 per dwelling. This project, including both renovation and roof-top
ex1ension has cost € 119,000 per dwelling. It can be concluded that this project was not profitable. Considering the fact that
one building block contains 24 apartments, costs that were made to support the occupants to move out already amount to
120,000 euro.
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Financial matters affect occupants as well. The monthly rent of the renovated apartment was 260 (excluding heating costs)
and increases with 30% to €421-€451 . This price includes central heating. The new roof-top apartments will cost €527 per
month. Having taken energy saving measures results in a partial compensation for this increase, according to the housing
association.
A summary of the total costs of the renovation project is given in Table 4.7. This accounts for the construction of 3 blocks.
Costs [€]
1.00
Soil
Building costs
11,905,572
Ex1ra costs
1,008,185
Total
12,913,758
Table 4.7 Summary bu1ld1ng costs [Source: Overv1ew 'grootboekrekemngen, Van Hoogmoed arch1tecten].
0

4.6

0

CONCLUSION

The area where the Westerpark building is located forms an important reason to conserve the building: Nearby are
significant facilities such as a shopping centre, public transport connections, schools, a hospital and a park. The fact that this
type of building (the stair-case access apartment building) is built in such a large ex1ent since World War II, makes
renovation of the apartments even more viable.
Considering the spatial characteristics of the existing apartments, it can be concluded that apartments for starters and
seniors fit in the existing structure best. Only the addition of a lift and a larger balcony could answer the wishes of these two
target groups.
Structurally, the addition of one storey on top of the existing building would not cause difficulties for either strength or stability
of the existing building. The maximum span is 3.67 m, and is no structural obstruction for a supporting steel construction on
top of the existing roof.
To bring the energy performance to a level of only 45 kWh/m 2 per year (80% improvement compared to the existing
situation), some radical measures must be taken . Special attention must be paid to the avoidance of thermal bridges, and to
the addition of thermal insulation.
If existing shafts are re-used, the vertical transportation must be ex1ended along/through the additional storey. There are two
ways of dealing with existing pipes, ducts and shafts on the roof; Either retaining or by-passing them. Both solutions affect
the flexibility and complexity of the process and it depends on the requirements of the new design which options is best.
Likewise all expectations, the existing performs substantially weak on energy. The simulation of one apartment of the original
building showed that the energy consumption for heating is 193.8 kWh/m 2 per year. On a yearly basis, the apartments
consume approximately 1396 m3 natural gas. Aiming at an energy consumption for heating that is comparable with the 3Litre-House standard (35 kWh/m 2 per year), the current heating demand must decrease with nearly 90%. This corresponds
with the Factor-1 0 reduction method.
A renovation design in combination with roof-top extension is initiated and executed by Van Hoogmoed architecten. The
design aims to improve the energy performance of the building and comprises the realization of different dwelling types.
However, the energy performance of the building after the renovation is substandard. The Dutch Building Code standard is
not even realized, because not all fac;:ades are improved (but kept in their original state).
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CHAPTER 5

SYNTHESIS

This chapter can be considered as the summary of all previous chapters. At the same time, it is the starting point for the
development of the renovation concept.

5.1

EVALUATION OF THE SURVEY

Table 5.1 on the next page includes an overview in which the problem definition, the proposed solutions, the useful means, the
ambition and the strategy are summarized.
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Problem definition

Solution I AIM

Means

Ambition

Strategy

1. Poor quality of the
existing housing stock:

Conserve existing housing
stock and build extra houses

Renovation
External
Addition of lifts, balconies, and
storage rooms

Minimise hindrance during
____.
the work

Separation external-internal
activities

Renovation
(Improve comfort and energy
performance)

Limited Functionality &
Comfort (No lift, small
balconies, no storage space)
High Energy Consumption.

Step 1:
Construction new dwellings,
addition of lift (extern) and
staircase

External thermal insulation;
avoidance thermal bridges,
HR++ glazing; airtight details;
heat recovery on ventilation

Step 2:
Renovation of the exterior
(insulation, piping, new
windows)

>.

(but also qualities: location,
infrastructure, green areas)
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2. Lack of suitable housing:
Demand for housing,
especially for starters.
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:::J

Addition ventilation shafts
Internal
Renew bathroom,
rearrangement rooms
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Ci)
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_a..Q)

Roof-top Extension
(financial resource for
investments)

Roof-top Extension
External
Construction of new dwellings

Step 3 (optional):
Interior renovation
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____.

Short building process
Avoid breaking through
walls/floors

co~

c::cu.-o
Q)
.2::
Q)

Re-use ducts/pipes

"0

3. Demolition often
preferred to conservation:

Light-weight units

Waste of materials/capacity
on the built environment

80% improvement of energy
performance

____.

Table 5.1 Overv1ew thes1s and approach
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3-Liter-House renovation
concept
Rc > 7 m2KNJ
No thermal bridges
Air tightness
Ventilation with HR

PART Ill

DESIGN

DESIGN: CHAPTER 6

CHAPTER 6

DESIGN

Chapter 6 deals with the new design of the Westerpark apartment building. First, the concept will be described. Next, the
design elaboration will be explained.

6.1
6.1.1

STARTING POINTS and CONCEPT
STARTING POINTS

Starting points concerning the existing apartments- RENOVATION:
1)

Increase the level of comfort and functionality of the apartments by means of:
a) More efficient use of the space. The existing balconies, of only 1.2 m2, will be replaced by bigger ones. In addition,
the space will be arranged differently in the new situation: The bathroom is going to be extended, and more storage
room is provided. As a consequence, one bedroom will have to be sacrificed. All facilities , such as the kitchen, the
bathroom and the public space will be upgraded to a level that resembles modern standards.
b) Addition of a lift and upgrade of the staircase.

2)

Improvement of the energy performance
a) The aim is to realise an 80% energy improvement compared to the original situation, meaning to realise a maximum
fossil energy consumption of 45 kWh/m 2 per year for heating. The main focus is thermal insulation of the building
and avoidance of thermal bridges. Table 6.1 shows the measures that have to be taken to achieve the intended
energy performance improvement. The measures are derived from Chapter 3.2 where opportunities for sustainable
energy development were discussed. Taking these measures has led to the transformation of the existing
apartments into comfortable, modern-standard apartments:

Topic
Thermal insulation

Requirement I aim
Rc <:: 7 m2KfW

Source
3-Liter House Concept

19'C < Tsurl;tloor/wall < 26'C

Rijksgebouwendienst
(1999): Bouwfysische
kwaliteit Rijkshuisvesting;
Thermohygrisch comfort
NEN 2778 Vochtwering
3-Liter House Concept

Optimal windows

U ~ 0.8 W/m2K

Avoidance of thermal
bridges (temperature
factor for condensation)

f > 0.65

{ = Ti.s.miu- T

0

·

7i- To

Bakker, F.E.; Aarts, M. P.
J.; Hak, C.C.J.M;
Schellen, H.L. (2004):
Bouwfysisch Ontwerpen
2, TU/e
NEN 2778

Table 6.1 See also next page
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Measure
224 mm thermal
insulation for all closed
parts (Neopor, A=0.031
W/mK, +1- 400 kg/m3)
Thermal insulation and
avoidance of thermal
bridges

Triple glazing with
Vinidur synthetic
frames (poly-urethane)
The effect of existing
thermal bridges will be
eliminated by addition
of outer thermal
insulation in
combination with
optimal ventilation

Topic
Optimal airtightness

Requirement I aim
qv1o-value :S 0,625 dm3/s
per m2

Source

Avoidance of active
cooling

Measure
Decent details: seal up
chinks
Avoid overheating:
provide sun protection
and optimal ventilation

Table 6.1 Overv1ew of the energy and comfort measures

Starting points concerning the new apartments- ADDITION OF LOW-ENERGY APARTMENTS:
1)

A total of Slight-weight, timber-framed apartments, functioning independently from the existing building.
a) All units (including the structure, the fayade, the internal walls and the finishing) cannot weigh more than 3193.6 kN
(See Section 4.3.1 Structural Design).
b) A steel construction on top of the existing roof forms the new 'ground level' for the apartments. The space between
the existing roof and the floor of the new apartments will be used for installations (placement and transport).

c) The new apartments will have separate HVAC systems (existing systems will not be extended) and will therefore
function independently from the rest of the building.

2)

Energy consumption of the apartments for heating: 15 kWh/m 2 per year.
a) Alike the starting points for renovation of the existing apartments, the new apartments will have a minimal energy
demand for heating as well. The aim is to reach the Passive House standard, which means a total annual fossil
energy consumption for heating of only 15 kWh/m 2 . The challenge is to realise this with light-weight building
materials only, since thermal mass - one of the characteristics of most passive houses - is not advisable in this
case.

b) Solar energy (both active and passive) affects the energy consumption favourably and will therefore be implemented.

6.1.2

AMBITION

The ambition concerning the starting points mentioned in the previous section is twofold:

· Minimal hindrance for the occupants. This implies re-use of existing infrastructural facilities wherever possible
(avoidance of internal demolition); existing shafts are retained and re-used whenever possible and internal
structures are left untouched as much as possible.
· Implementation of low-energy measures. This means applying the Trias Energetica methodology (see Chapter
3.2). More concretely: Reduction of the energy demand of the apartments, use of sustainable energy sources, and
efficient use of fossil energy sources.
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~1~

GENERALCONCEPT

The concept, in principle, is to conserve an existing building and to renovate it, resulting in a low-energy building with a
functionality that is comparable to new apartments. The addition of new apartments on top of the existing building provides
more space for living (and also dwelling type differentiation) while a minimum of building material is needed.
The concept consists of three independent steps. Separation of the different steps provides maximum freedom for both owner
and occupant. (See also the leaflet).
Step 1: Measures taken independently from the existing building
Firstly, the staircase is upgraded, including the addition of a lift. After that, new dwellings are realized on top of the building,
offering temporary or permanent accommodation: The Roof-Top Hotel.

Figure 6.1 Step 1. A conceptual section of the existing building. The staircase and the Roof-top Hotel are hatched.

Step 2: Measures taken on the outside of the building
The outside of the building is renovated: Addition of thermal insulation, piping for ventilation, the addition of balconies, and
new windows.

Improvement of
the facades

Addition of

Figure 6.2 Step 2. The building envelope is improved. Also, a piping system (for ventilation) is installed and new balconies are attached to
the building. The floor plan (right) also shows the ventilation pipes along the fa9ade.

Step 3: Measures taken to modernise the interior of the apartments
This step is optional; Occupants are to decide whether they want their interior to be renovated or not. The possibilities range
from small adaptations of the dwelling to high-level renovation with rearrangement of the kitchen and the bathroom.

Interior renovation

Figure 6.3 Step 3. The outside of the building does not change. Only interior changes are made.
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6.2

PRE-DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The concept, introduced before, can lead to numerous different designs. Appendix Vl.1 provides a representation of the
design process: It shows the different design variants that have been developed and the criteria that were used to choose the
most favourable solution. The two most important decisions, regarding further development of the design that had to be made
in this stage are:
The location and connection of the staircase (Elaborated in Variant 1-4)
The treatment of the existing balconies, i.e. either re-use or remove them. (Elaborated in Type 1-2)
6.2.1

LOCATION and CONNECTION of the STAIRCASE

Four different design variants, Variant 1 - Variant 4, have been developed (See Appendix Vl.1 ). The main purpose was to
find a solution for the placement of a lift that makes every apartment easily accessible. The designs do not show how the
apartments might look like after the interior renovation (Step 3 from the Concept), but focus on the common (external)
renovation work. The fourth variant has been chosen to be most favourable; it is elaborated and showed in Figure 6.4:

3670
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Figure 6.4 Concept floor plan : A lift is added to the building; the stairs will be partly preserved; the
insulation; windows and window frames are renewed; balconies are enlarged.

fa~ade

will have optimal thermal

The main point of this variant is the fact that half of the existing stairs is retained. The stair consists of two prefabricated
elements that are fixed at two sides (see Figure 6.5). To transform the stairs into the proposed, linear composition, the
following actions have to be taken:
- construction of a new secondary structure to support the stairs-balcony
- removal of one part of the prefab stairs and balcony
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Original situation

Removal of 1 part and addition of
secondary construction

New situation: linear stairs

Figure 6.5 Transformation of the stairs

6.2.2 RE-USE or REMOVAL of existing balconies
The existing apartments have 2 balconies in the current, original situation: One of 1.6 m2 at the South far;:ade, and one of 3m 2
at the North far;:ade. The smallest balcony is going to be replaced by a much larger one. For energy reasons, the new
balconies will be attached in such a way that thermal bridges will be avoided (i.e. at the outside, separately from the building).
:It- - - - -t - - - --- -- I

s-- '119 ();
Figure 6.6 The new balconies will have a common surface of

6.3

24m 2.

BUILDING PROCESS AND BUILDING ORDER

The building process takes place in parallel with the 3-Step approach of the concept (see Section 6.1.3). An appropriate
process is essential for the successful execution of the renovation I roof-top ex1ension project. In this section, the process
(the order in which all activities should take place) is described and illustrated step by step. A rough planning of the activities
is provided in Appendix Vl.2. Minimisation of hindrance for occupants during construction work is in contrast with the impact
of high-level renovation and new development. Therefore, a balance must be found between the merits and the demerits of
the work. Although other factors are important as well (e.g. financial matters, legal matters), this study focuses on the topic
hindrance. Important factors for disturbance/hindrance are the duration of the work, and the amount of nuisance (e.g. noise,
dust production) that is produced.
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6.3.1

STEP 1: MEASURES TAKEN INDEPENDTLY FROM THE EXISTING BUILDING

STEP 1A- ADDITION OF THE LIFT AND UPGRADE OF THE STAIRCASE
Firstly, the staircase is upgraded. The most important feature is that the staircase can be used during the construction: The
order of the construction of the different elements does always facilitate access possibilities for the apartments. A lift is built
firstly. Then, the existing stairs are partly removed, though access is provided by use of the lift. Once the floors that connect
the lift with the apartments are finished, the prefabricated stairs elements are placed. The fa~ade is built in the last stage.

(1) The existing building

(2) Extern: construction of the lift shaft including floors

(3} Removal of the fa~ade and a part of the roof

(4} Construction of a secondary structure underneath the
split-level balconies and removal of one stairs element per
sto ; the stairs are cut off and lifted out their

(5) A temporary stairs is placed: access to the dwellings is
guaranteed

(6} Floors connecting the building with the lift shaft are
placed; the temporary stairs can be removed now
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II
(7) The previously removed stairs elements are replaced,
180° rotated so that transportation from one storey to
another is realized in one direction (no turns)

(8) The new fayade is placed.

Figure 6.7 Sequence of the measure that are taken for the modernization of the staircase, while access to the apartments is guaranteed.
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Figure 6.8 The floor plan before (left) and after (right) renovation step 1A- Modernization of the staircase is taken

STEP 1B- CONSTRUCTION OF THE ROOF· TOP APARTMENTS
Secondly, new dwellings are realized on top of the building, offering temporally or permanent accommodation: The Roof·
Top Hotel. A total of 6 light-weight apartments, functioning separately from the existing building are built on top of the
building. All units consist of prefabricated timber-framed elements. A steel construction on top of the existing roof forms the
new 'ground level' for the apartments. The space between the existing roof and the floor of the new apartments will be used
for installations (placement and transport). The new apartments will have separate HVAC systems (existing systems will not
be extended) and will therefore function independently from the rest of the building.
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9 '10

Figure 6.9 A vertical section of the building before the roof-top extension (left) and after the roof-top extension (right)

The new apartments, the Roof-Top Hotel, are luxurious and spacious. One roof-top apartment has the same functional floor
space as two modernized existing apartments. The reason for this is that the apartments should be easily rentable after the
renovation of the building is completed. Besides, a more heterogeneous supply of dwellings is secured this way.
In Drawing DV03 (See Drawings section) the connection of the existing building and the new development is elaborated. The
plan of the dwelling can be seen in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11 Floor plan of a roof-top dwelling: 120 m2 plus 80.4 m2 balcony

6.3.2 STEP 2: EXTERNAL IMPROVEMENTS ON THE BUILDING
In this step, the outside of the building is renovated. This is divided into three sub-steps: facilitation of the ventilation system,
thermal insulation of the fa~ade, and the addition of balconies.

STEP 2A- THE CONSTRUCTION OF A PIPING SYSTEM FOR VENTILATION
The existing building relies on natural ventilation for the refreshment of indoor air. Exhaust air grids are situated in the
kitchen, the bathroom and the toilet. The exhaust of (polluted) air is not mechanically supported though. After renovation, the
apartments have a mechanical ventilation system (See also Section 6.6.4 Ventilation). Step 2A includes the construction of
the supply air ducts that are part of the new mechanical ventilation system. In this stage, the pipes will be attached along the
existing fa~ade. This work can be done completely from the outside of the building so that the occupant will not experience
any hindrance from the construction of the system.
The new ventilation pipes are used for transportation of supply air. The pipes spring from a centralised point at the roof.
Horizontally, the pipes are put down underneath the new roof-top apartments. They are collected at one point (per building
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section), and from here they are vertically led through the new roof. Here, where the pipes group together, the air is led
through a heat exchanger.

Figure 6.12 The ventilation pipes are installed along the existing fat;:ade (before the fat;:ade is thermally insulated). Through the open space
between the existing roof and the floor of the new roof-top apartments, the pipes are led to a shaft, on top of which the heat exchanger is
placed.

s~

·a' ducts {C:::120 mm)

0
Figure 6.13 This horizontal section shows how the pipes are integrated in the fat;:ade. Please take note of the fact that this figure already
shows the thermal insulation; the insulation is attached in Step 28.

STEP 28 -IMPROVEMENT OF THE FACADE: ADDITION OF THERMAL INSULATION AND NEW WINDOWS
Step 28 involves the addition of thermal insulation of the fa~ades (outside) and the renewal of windows and window frames .
Again for this step, the building process and order are adjusted in such a way that all the apartments can remain occupied.
The wooden window frames of the existing apartments are preserved. The glazing is taken out and the original window
frames are reused as setting block for the new, also wooden, window frames (see Figure 6.14}. An advantage of this method
is that it is quick and that it does not damage the fa~ade and thus, does not cause many inconveniences for the occupants.
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The thermal resistance of the walls is improved from Rc = 1.3 m2KJW to Rc = 7.6 m2KJW (See also Section 6.5 Measures on

the building envelope).
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Figure 6.14 Horizontal (left) and vertical section (right) of the existing fac;:ade after renovation. The existing frame is not taken out but used
to attach the new window frame to. The order: (1) Removal of protrusions (e.g. the windowsill); (2) Attachment of anchors to the new
window frames; (3) Assembly of the new frames; (4) Removal of the existing glazing; (5) Placement of the new glazing; (6) Insulation of the
fac;:ade; (7) Assembly of the new windowsill; (8) Finishing.

STEP 2C- CONSTRUCTION OF NEW BALCONIES
Each apartment of the original building has a balcony of 4.4 m2 . The analysis proved that current wishes regarding the size of
balconies require at least 2 m2 more (starters on the housing market). In the renovation design, the long South-facing fa({ade
is optimally utilized: a large balcony stretches from one side of the building to the other side; the total surface in the new
situation is 25.4 m2 for apartment type A. Besides offering the occupant a convenient place to stay outside in good weather,
the balconies prevent the unwanted effect of overheating as a result of direct sunlight.

prefabricated conaete balcony ISO mm

column (d =90mm)

new v.;ndow frame

30 mm floor covering
20 mm acous1ic layer
existing floor 160 mm conaele
20 mm acoustic layer
ce~ing - finishing 10 mm

..,

Insulating

mow panes: U=0.6 Wlm2K

Figure 6.15 A vertical section of the balcony and the renovated fac;:ade. The balcony has its own structure that is place in front of the
building. To minimise the thermal bridge effect, the balcony has only a small number of connection points with the fac;:ade.
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Figure 6.16 Before renovation (left), each apartment has a balcony that is 4.4 m2. After renovation (right), the balconies are 25.4 m2 for this
type of apartment
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6.3.3 STEP 3: INTERIOR UPGRADE
This step is optional; Occupants are to decide whether they want their interior to be renovated or not. The possibilities range
from small adaptations of the dwelling to high-level renovation with rearrangement of kitchen and bathroom. While work is
executed, occupants can use the Roof-Top Hotel as temporary accommodation. This study does not deal with the technical
elaboration of this step. However, Figure 6.17 illustrates how the apartment might look after the interior renovation.
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Figure 6.17 is a representation of the floor plan of one apartment after renovation Step 3.
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6.4 THE APPEARANCE OF THE BUILDING
In this study only one of the many possible designs is elaborated. The figures below illustrate how divers every renovation
project can be.

Figure 6.18 Elevations of the South fa9<1de of the building. Clockwise from top left: Original situation; Roof-top extension two storeys; Rooftop extension with space boxes; Roof-top extension with 1-storey units.
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6.5 MEASURES ON THE BUILDING ENVELOPE
6.5.1

THERMAL INSULATION

The whole building is 'wrapped' with thermal insulation to achieve the required thermal heat resistance of Rc 2!: 7 m2KIW. This
is reached by the application of Neopor® insulation with a thermal conductivity of 0.032 W/mK. The following amounts of
insulation have been applied:

Renovation
Fac;:ade
Roof
Floor

Thickness [mm]
220
220
100

Rooftop apartments
Fac;:ade
Roof
Floor

..

Thickness [mm]
220
300
100

Table 6.2 Thermal~nsulat1on per bu1ld1ng element

Existing fa~ades (renovation)
The insulation of the existing fac;:ades is realised with 220 mm I'Jeopor® (A=0.032 W/mK) resulting in a total heat resistance
of Rc = 7.6 m2KIW (see Table 6.3). The cavity was too small (50mm) to fill it up with an effective amount of thermal
insulation . Insulation attached to the inner leaf of the wall construction was no option either, since the large thermal bridges
in the construction would not be eliminated with this type of insulation, and the risk on condensation would have enlarged.
Therefore, the insulation layer is attached to the outer walls. A calculation of the moisture balance of the fac;:ade after
renovation is made using the Glaser method (considering vapour diffusion transport within the waii).The following
assumptions have been taken:

oc

9;= 20
9e= 0 °C

Rsi = 0.13 m2KJW -7 h; = 7.69 W/m2K
Re= 0.04 m2KJW -7 he= 25 W/m2K

Psa~20J = 2336

q>; =50%
q>e = 80%

Pa
Psat(OJ = 611 Pa

Requirement: fRsi > 0.65 -7 f(o 13) > 0.65
Results:

Element
Air outside
Re

d
[m]

A
[W/mK]

R
t:.T
[m2K/Wj (oCj
0.04

0.105

Insulation

0.220

0.032

6.88

18.06

Outer leaf

0.110

0.75

0.146

0.383

T
[oCj
0

Pmax
(Pa]
611

0.11

615

Cavity
Inner leaf
Hardboard

0.05
0.110
0.012

A;

Air inside
Total

0.502

0.17
0.65
0.15

0.169
0.08

18.55

2144

18.99

2198

19.44

2253

20

11

540.8

13

1.43

70.31

19.65

2296

20

2336

Pw
(Pa]
489
489
1030
1100

0.05

2.458
1103

11

1.21

59.49
1162

10

0.210

7.62

50

1

0.444

0.341

l:.Pw
[Pa]

2090

0.446

0.13

~·d

[m]

I

1

18.16

~

[-]

0.12

5.900
a68
1168

85

13.81

679

..
Table 6.3 Overv1ew of the different construction layers (thickness [m] and thermal conductiVIty [W/mK)), ~nclud1ng the temperature and
vapour pressure differences
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Thermal resistance after renovation:
R1 = 7.62 m2KJW
Rc = R1 - Re -Ri = 7.45 m2KJW
U =1/R1 =0.13 W/m2K

Vapour pressure:
p; = q>; X Psat(20) = 0.5 X 2336 = 1168 Pa -? 9dew= 9.3 °C
p; = q>; X Psat(20) = 0.5 X 2336 = 1168 Pa -? 9dew= 9.3 °C
f:J.Pw = Pi- Pe = 1168 - 489 = 679 Pa

Temperature factor:
f1o 13) = (T,o- Te)/(Ti- Te) = (19.65- 0)/(20-0) = 0.98 -? this suffices the requirement f1o 13) > 0.65
The vapour pressure Pw does never exceed the maximum pressure Pmax, thus condensation is not a risk for this construction.
Insulating the outer walls has a large architectural impact on the (appearance) of the building; The brickwork will not be visible
after renovation. The insulation panels get a plaster finishing. There are two options for fixing the insulation blocks to the
existing fa~ades: either mechanically, or glued. For gluing, the background surface must be very even. Since the brickwork
has small deviations (relieD the mechanical system is adopted.

6.5.2

GLAZING AND WINDOW FRAMES

The thermal performance is also improved by better window frames and glazing. An overview of the characteristics of
different types of window frames and glazing is given in Table 6.4.
Type window frame
Wood
Aluminum (with thermal break)
PVC (2 chambers)
Highly insulating window frame
Glazing type
Single
Standard double
Low-e double glazing, air/argon/krypton filled
Low-e triple glazing, argon/krypton

U-value [W/m2K]
1.8 »> used for the renovation
2.4
2.2
0.65 >» used for the new apartments
5.7
3
1.8 I 1.3 I 1
0.6 »> applied to all apartments

Table 6.4 Window frames and glaz1ng types

6.5.3

AIRTIGHTNESS

The airtightness concerns the control of airflow in the building. The level of airtightness is expressed as the nso-value, being
the number of times per hour the air volume is refreshed by uncontrolled infiltration of outdoor air when creating a pressure
difference of 50 Pa between indoor and outdoor. The ambition is set at 0.6 air changes per hour: nso=0.6 [1/h]. The efficiency
of heating systems and the level of comfort are higher if air leakage at ceiling or wall junctions are avoided.

Figure 6.18 Sealing joints by means of Rapid cell (quick tape); Uni tape (universal tape); Elasto (flexible tape)
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6.6 SYSTEM RELATED MEASURES
Next to the optimisation of the building envelope, the renovation involves the application of system-related measures. The
aspects that are dealt with in this section are: Heating/Cooling (6.6.1 }, Hot water supply (6.6.2}, Solar Collectors (6.6.3}, and
Ventilation (6.6.4).

6.6.1

SPACE HEATING AND COOLING

A distinction is made between the heating system of existing and new apartments. For the existing apartments, the main
objective was to realise an energy efficient alternative for the existing system without the need for large infrastructural
adaptations. The yearly energy demand was nearly 194 kWh/m2 in the original situation. The energy demand is already
largely reduced as a result of the thermal insulation of the building envelope. However, despite this demand reduction, an
additional heating system is needed to provide the rest energy demand (i.e.77 kWh/m 2 per year, see Section 6.7). In the
original situation, rooms are locally heated by gas-fired stoves. After renovation, apartments are partly heated through preheated ventilation air (see Ventilation). In addition, electrical heaters are installed at those locations where extra heat is
required, such as the bathroom and the living room.
Heating of the roof-top dwellings is realised by low-temperature floor heating. The applied
floor system has a height of less than 1Omm; The Uponor Siccus system (See Figure
6.19 on the right). This is a so-called dry floor system (lightweight: 25 kg/m2), consisting
of installation plates, heat-conducting lamellae and heating pipes. It is a system that can
be installed quickly by just one person (and thus reduces the process time). Due to the
limited height, this system could be applied to the existing apartments as well. In summer,
the floor system could be used for cooling. However, active cooling should be avoided at
any time (see Ventilation).
Figure 6.19 Uponor Siccus floor heating

The renovation design with large (overhanging) balconies prevents overheating of all apartments (see Figure 6.20). In the
winter situation, direct sunlight can enter the apartment, resulting in an improvement of the indoor climate. In the summer
however, the balconies prevent sunlight to heat up the apartments. Still, sunscreens will be installed (outdoors) to avoid
unwanted direct light in the apartments (e.g. watching TV at a sunny winter day).
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Figure 6.20 A section of a part of the building (South fa(fade). In the winter situation, direct sunlight can enter the apartment, resulting in an
improvement of the indoor climate. In the summer however, the balconies prevent sunlight to heat up the apartments.
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6.6.2

HOT WATER SUPPLY

The options regarding the hot water supply are diverse. An overview is given below:
Direct water he ate~ on electricity
on gas
Storage tank \heated by ""'gas
\
electricity
connected I~ heating boiler
heat pump
Table 6.5 Overview of the possibilities for the supply of hot water

Both hot and cold water for domestic use of the existing apartments will be distributed to the apartments using the existing
water pipes system. However, the collective heater (existing building) is replaced by a high-efficient individual heating system:
A fuel-fired system that produces heat with 95% efficiency. The system (HR++) is installed centralised in between the kitchen
and the bathroom. An advantage of this system (in relation with the existing system) is that thermal losses due to
transportation are brought to a minimum.
For the roof-top apartments, solar collectors, installed on a frame on the flat roof, are connected to a water container at every
independent apartment, providing the apartments with hot water individually. This system will be discussed in the next
section. The maximum daily hot water consumption per person (Classification 'standard') is 451 I 60 °C, with a maximum of 41
I minute (60 °C}. For the existing apartments, occupied with 2 persons the consumption would be:
Daily consumption of hot water: (2 * 45) * 4.2 * (60-1 0) = 18.9 MJiday = 5.3 kWh

6.6.3

SOLAR COLLECTORS

The hot water system of the roof-top apartments is connected with a solar collector. Although the roof area is large (approx.
140 m2 of flat roof is available per dwelling) only 5m 2 will be used for solar collectors. This amount will be sufficient for the
supply of hot water for the new apartments. The collectors are south-oriented with a 35° slope. The system consists of a solar
collector (1), a control unit (2) and a water tank (3)(see Figure 6.21 ). The absorbed energy heats up the water that circulates
through the solar panel. After circulating through the solar collectors, the water goes into a heat exchanger. Through a
process of heat exchange, the heat transfer fluid heats up the water contained in the storage tank. The heated water then
circulates through the solar reserve, and on to the hot water tank of the building where it is immediately tapped, or in some
cases, to be further heated by a fuel fired heater. The water tank is stored in the 'laundry room' of each roof-top apartment
(See also Drawing P 09).

I

[:J

_______ J

Figure 6.21 The principles of solar collectors: A collector (1 ), a control unit (2), and the water tank (3).
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Considering the daily consumption of hot water for an apartment occupied with 2 persons of 18.9 MJ, the yearly demand will
be 6.9 GJ per dwelling. The energy obtained from the collector under the condition of 5.5 hours sun (spring: average 700W) =
700 * 5.5 * 3600 = 1.4 MJ per m2 collector. However, also a cloudy sky produces energy. As a result, the yearly maximum
energy gain is 1.4 GJ per m2. In theory, 5m 2would cover the demand for hot water.
The conventional heating of hot water (with gas) is responsible for 392 kg C02per year:
1m3gas =31 .65 MJ
Emission of C02of 1m3 gas =1.8 kg C02
Demand: 6.9 GJ = 6900 MJ
Total: 6900/31 .65 =218m3 natural gas with an emission of 218 * 1.8 = 392 kg C02.
Assuming that half of the solar energy is effectively used (= Y2 (5*1.4) = 3.5 GJ ), the avoided C02 emission is 196 kg C02 per
year.

6.6.4

VENTILATION

Ventilation is a very important means in terms of comfort and energy consumption . Optimal ventilation of the apartments can
avoid condensation and provides a qualitative air comfort (see also Section 4.4.2). A mechanical ventilation system is used
for both the existing and the new apartments. The applied system is a so called hybrid ventilation system that is - in principle
- mechanically driven, but also allows natural ventilation with the side condition that natural ventilation is used as much as
possible to minimize the energy use. Hybrid ventilation takes advantage of natural ventilation forces, using mechanical forces
only when natural forces do not suffice. The system is user friendly, since windows can be opened without disturbing the
ventilation.
A heat recovery unit is installed to benefit from the fact that the outgoing air is heated. In the heat exchanger, outgoing air and
incoming fresh air are collected collectively for 6 existing apartments (6 apartments per staircase, see also Figure 6.12) . The
roof-top apartments have their own individual system. The air supply is C02 dependent, which enlarges the efficiency of the
system : when the air quality is sufficient enough, the system automatically turns off.
Figure 6.22 illustrates how the system operates and Figure 6.23 shows the pipes and required capacities in a floor plan. The
existing exhaust air shaft is re-used: All outgoing air will be collected and transported to this shaft. The red zone represents
an airtight zone were all outgoing air is collected. Fresh air enters the rooms through grids in the walls. The largest grid (this
one for the living room) has a maximum height of 2.4 em with a length of 0.5 m (Flow rate: 65 m3/h or 0.018 m3/s; Vair = 1.5
m/s). C02 sensors measure the air quality in the rooms. When the conditions change (e.g. more people in one room) the
system automatically enlarges the supply of fresh air.
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Figure 6.22 The existing building (left) has natural ventilation. Fresh air (represented in blue) enters the apartments through grids above
the windows. Exhaust air (coloured red) leaves through a shalt, centralised in the apartments. After renovation (right) the ventilation
system is transformed to a mechanical (balanced) system. Incoming air comes from grids in the walls that are supplied by fresh air- either
cold or pre-heated.

Air supply ducts
d = 95 mm

Figure 6.23 The different incoming and outgoing airflows.
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The external pipes (diameters 95 and 120 mm) with supply air are attached along the fagade before the thermal insulation
layer is attached; As a result, thermal losses are minimised. The diameter of the pipes are determined (see also Figure 6.13):
Va;r = 2 mls
(for the vertical pipes along the fagades; The Vair is 2 mls in the main pipes)
Ventilation rate= 0.625 h·1
Volume apartment = 190 m3

-7

Flow rate:
0.625 • 190 = 118.75 m3lh = 0.033 m3ls
2
Total surface pipe (nr ) :
0.033 I 2 = 0.0165 m2
Diameter circular pipe (d = 2r) : 2 • (0.0132 I n) 112 = 0.115 m = 115 mm
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6.7 EVALUATION OF THE DESIGN
The energy consumption for heating is 578 kWh for zone 1 of the apartment after renovation. This resembles 578 I 20.2 =
28.6 kWh/m 2 per year for zone 1. This means a decrease of 85.2% (from 193.8 to 28.6 kWh/m 2 per year).

Energy balance. Heat gains (1:2) and tossed (3;4,5,6)
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After renovation
Figure 6.24 Note that the scale of theY-axis is different! The simulation results of the apartment before renovation (on the left) and after
renovation (on the right). The energy demand lor space heating of zone 1 has decreased from 3488 kWh to 578 kWh . This means a
reduction of 193.8-28.6 kWh/m 2 = 165.2 kWh/m2 per year.
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Figure 6.25 Note that the scale of theY-axis is different. The capacity of the heating system [W] that is needed for space heating of zone
1 of the apartment can be considerably smaller after renovation. A peak demand of 1909 W in the new situation is the maximum required
energy capacity. Before renovation, the peak was more than 6000W.

Figure 6.24 shows that not only the heat losses, but also the heat gains have diminished after renovation. This is a result of the
fact that heat transmittance through the fa~ade is smaller, leading to smaller losses in winter, but also smaller gains in the summer
situation. It could also imply that the opportunities of solar energy are not fully exploited.
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PART IV

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION: CHAPTER 7
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CHAPTER 7

7.1

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Background
This thesis is based on the idea that if the poor quality of a part of the existing housing stock is improved, the buildings could
function at least another 50 years. Multi-family apartment buildings with a stair case access (built between 1945 -1975) are
the subject of this study. The qualities of these buildings (e.g. located in favourable areas, close to city centres and with welldeveloped infra-structural connections) stand in contrast with their poor condition: the high energy consumption (up to 220
kWh/m 2 for heating per year) and the limited functionality (no appropriate balconies, no lift etc.). Renovation could save a
substantial amount of fossil energy and could also bring about an enormous improvement of the comfort level.
Roof-top extension
Roof-top ex1ension, the addition of apartments on top of existing buildings, has been considered a valuable means to
combine the renovation with . The addition of new living space using existing building structures saves building materials and
expensive building soil.
Survey - Renovation
However, the first part of the survey of this study (the SuRE-Fit research project, in cooperation with W/E consultants)
showed that renovation combined with roof-top extension was not attractive for owners of these multi-family buildings at all. In
most cases, the occupants of the building have to move out their apartment temporary on the expense of the owner (€5000
per apartment plus costs for alternative living space). Often , the renovation projects were more expensive than demolition
followed up by new construction would have been. Taking these financial demerits into account, this study aimed to eliminate
these disadvantages of renovation by improving the process and by making renovation profitable again.
Another outcome of the study was that the user of a building is often ignored in the process. The hindrance that occupants
experience during the renovation process often leads to negative advertisements on the project. In this study, attention is paid
to the user of the building in two ways. Firstly, the requirements of the users are analysed, leading to a description of comfort
improving measures that had to be taken: the addition of a lift, larger balconies, more storage space etc. Secondly, the
renovation concept focuses on minimal hindrance.

Concept
The process is divided into 3 steps, of which only the last step requires the tenants to move out short. The 3 steps of the
renovation concept are: 1) Measures that are taken independently from the existing building (staircase, roof-top apartments
-? Roof-Top Hotel), 2) Measures that are taken on the outside of the building (addition of the air pipes, insulation of the
favade, renewal of the windows, addition of the balconies), 3) Measures that have to be applied inside the apartment (e.g. the
modernization of the kitchen and the bathroom). The occupants are to decide to what level they want their interior to be
renovated. The purpose of the Roof-Top Hotel is to temporary function as alternative living space for the occupants of the
existing building. After all apartments have been renovated, the Roof-Top Hotel can be rented to others. Thus indirectly, the
occupants decide how long they have to move and live in the Roof-Top Hotel. A positive effect of the 3-Step approach is that
a considerable reduction of construction time is achieved. The renovation work can be executed independently from the user
of the building.
Design
The building is transformed into a modern building that is comfortable to live in. All the apartments are easily accessible due
to the addition of the lift. The existing stairs are reconstructed in such a way that the staircase can be in operation even during
the renovation. The large south-facing balconies enlarge the effective space of the apartments to a large ex1ent.
At the same time, the energy performance of the building is comparable with low-energy houses, and thus even better than
the current Dutch standard. The measures that are taken can be divided into measures on the building envelope, and system
related measures. For the existing apartments, measures on the envelope form the most important part of the renovation. An
explanation for this is that these measures can all be taken on the outside of the building, not causing any obstructions for
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daily life in the building. For this reason, the ventilation pipes for incoming fresh air (demand driven ventilation) are attached
on the outside of the building. In this way, an optimal indoor climate can be realised without demolishing the existing
structure.
The measures on the new roof-top apartments on the other hand, have a more system-related character. Obviously, the
building envelope of the new construction is optimised (220 mm thermal insulation, triple glazing, optimal airtightness), but
here a more advanced installation concept is applied. Solar collectors connected to a hot water storage tank take care of the
hot water supply.
The initial aim was to decrease the energy consumption for space heating (of the existing apartments) with 80%. The
simulated demand was 193.8 kWh/m2 per year. The measures that were taken result in a decrease of 85.2%. The largest
improvement is the reduction of the heat loss through transmission . On the other hand, also the heat gains have diminished.

Evaluation and recommendations
The concept developed in this study eliminates the threats of high-level renovation. Besides, the qualities of existing staircase
access apartment buildings are exploited. The process involves minimisation of hindrance and the reduction of process time
due to the 3-Step approach. Certain 'sacrifices' had to be made to achieve the minimisation of hindrance: the application of
industrialised (prefabricated) building elements - often mentioned the solution for sustainable, life-span depending building
the last years - could not be adopted completely. For instance, two different methods for the thermal insulation of the faQade
have been compared. The first option involved replacing the existing fa~tade by a prefabricated timber frame faQade panel,
equipped with high efficient window frames and glazing, and with integrated ventilation facilities. In the second option the
existing faQade was retained (including the window frames), and later from the outside covered with thermal insulation
material. This last option induces more on-sight work. Yet, the second option has been applied due to advantage of
avoidance (minimisation) of hindrance for the current occupants of the building. A follow-up of this study could be the
investigation on prefabricated (or at least more industrialised) solutions for the renovation of fa~tades with minimal
disturbance.
Lack of expertise in the field of building costs results in the absence of quantitative financial information about the proposed
renovation concept. The fact however that house owners save money due to shorter and less complex projects is clear. Due
to the Roof-Top Hotel, house owners can also save expenses for the alternative apartments they have to offer occupants
(including additional moving costs). It could be interesting to further investigate the effect of the building market and building
costs in order to determine the exact financial advantages of this renovation concept.
Chapter 6 (Design) focused on the technical elaboration of the proposed renovation concept. Section 6.4 briefly discussed
the variety of designs that can be accomplished. Yet, the effects of the different designs are not considered on an aesthetical
or urban level.
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the potential for each European country is given.
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Abstract
In most Western European countries a vast number of post World War II apartment buildings exists; Often
situated close to city centres but technically outdated and with a poor energy performance.
High level renovation is difficult for many reasons, and demolition and building new is considered to be
cheaper. This has negative consequences for both occupants and environment: distortion of social
infrastructures, people have to move to more expensive apartments, destruction of capital and massive
generation of waste and need for new building materials.
In this study a renovation concept is developed based on minimum hindrance for the occupants and
preventing demolition and the destruction of physical and social infrastructures. The concept consists of
passive house elements in combination with roof-top extensions and solar applications. The result is very
low fossil energy consumption for the upgraded apartments, a minimum of disturbance for the occupants
and an increased density realized by topping up the building. Besides, total freedom of choice for both the
occupant and the owner is provided.
The concept consists of three independent steps. Step 1: Construction of new dwellings on top offering
temporally or permanent accommodation for the occupants: The Roof-Top Hotel. Step 2: Renovation of the
building envelope: thermal insulation, piping for ventilation and new windows. Step 3: Interior renovation,
only at occupant's discretion.
Using the Roof Top Hotel approach existing apartment buildings can be updated with total freedom for both
occupants and owners bringing more comfort and a highly increased energy performance.

1. Introduction
1.1 Problem statement

As a result of degradation of the existing housing stock, the Netherlands now have to deal with a lack of
suitable (and affordable) housing [Vollaard, 2007]. The part of the stock referred to concerns buildings built
between 1945-1975, a great deal of them being multi-family housing [VROM/PRC, 2005]. This group of
buildings generally has a very poor energy performance: an excessively high fossil energy consumption of
220 kWh/m 2 per year for heating, whereas houses built according the current standard (2009) consume
about 80 kWh/m 2 per year. Besides, the apartments are considered uncomfortable. For instance due to lack
of useful balconies and storage space.
1.2 Opportunities and threats

In addition to renovation, roof-top extension is a sustainable way of meeting the housing demand and
upgrading the existing stock. The potential for this solution is supported by the fact that these buildings, due
to their large number and their homogeneity, are very suitable for a common renovation concept. As such,

their lifespan can be increased with another 50 years, without harmful environmental impact (material
savings , re-use) .
However, despite negative consequences such as waste of materials, demolition seems to be
(economically) preferred to renovation in practice. Cost inefficiency is the most disadvantageous aspect.
Currently, high-level renovation is often a (financial) risk for housing companies. Mostly, tenants have to
move out their apartments for several months (or even up to 2 years), which brings about large costs for the
housing companies; € 5000 per household to support moving costs, and the company has to provide similar
living accommodation. Renovation usually results in increase of monthly rent, which is only partly justified by
decrease of heating costs. Yet, improvement of the energy performance of a building is not automatically
well-perceived by tenants; they want the measures to be easily visible or measurable [Meyer, 2008]. Paying
higher rents can thus be justified if other weaknesses are also eliminated; e.g. renewal of heating systems,
bigger balconies, modernization of kitchen and bathroom .

1.3 Objective

Aiming at sustainable development and Passive House standards for both existing and new housing, the
objective of this study is to optimise the process of roof-top extension and renovation of an existing low-rise
multi-family apartment building in order to achieve 80% fossil energy consumption reduction, and an
improved level of comfort.

2. Approach
This study focuses on the development of a renovation concept applicable for social housing (multi-family
apartment buildings (<4 storeys)). An exploration in the field of roof-top extension and renovation was made
using a SWOT analysis of case studies in Europe [W/E, 2007]. Aim was to determine the context of the
project (internal market policies, provisions for reduction of energy use in social housing), construction
methods, building process, architectural and engineering aspects, energy calculation, and social impact of
the project.
Comparing the results of the analysis with current requirements regarding energy performance and user's
demands led to a defined programme of requirements focusing on energy reduction and comfort
[Municipality Tilburg, 2000]. Elaboration of the requirements results in a design proposal. In the last stage,
the design is tested on energy performance related to the Passive House standard [Feist, 1999].

3. Analysis
3.1 Root-top extension

Twelve roof-top extension projects, executed throughout Europe, have been analysed [W/E, 2007][Custer,
1999]. An overview of the most important benefits and barriers that were derived from the case studies:
Benefits
• Sustainable development (with limited environmental impact)
• Financial resources (new dwellings: more income for owners)
• Investment energy performance (motive to renovate the whole building)
• Re-use and waste avoidance
• Upgrade of the neighbourhood (differentiation and architectural/urban accents)
Barriers

•

•
•
•
•

Occupant's worries
Hindrance during the execution (e.g. noise, leakage)
Negative market conditions
Inconvenient information about the original building
Dissimilar laws

In the European context, it can be concluded that the whole process of high-level renovation in combination
with roof-top extension is not developed well enough and too complex.

3.2 Case study
An existing apartment building in the Westerpark (Tilburg, NL) is analysed and used for further development
of the renovation concept. A design for roof-top extension was made in 2004 already by Van Hoogmoed

Architecten. Construction work is partly completed. The area where the Westerpark building is located forms
an important reason to maintain the building: nearby are significant facilities such as a shopping centre,
public transport connections, schools, a hospital and a park. The fact that this type of building (the stair-case
access apartment building) is built in such a large extent since World War II, makes renovation of the
apartments even more viable.

Figure 1. Photo case study:
Considering the spatial characteristics (Fig. 2) of the existing apartments, it can be concluded that
apartments for starters and seniors fit in the existing structure best [Andeweg, 2005]. Only the addition of a
lift and a larger balcony, combined with full renovation of the kitchen and the bathroom, could answer the
wishes of these two target groups.

As far as the structure of the building is concerned, the addition of one storey on top of the existing
building would not cause any structural difficulties for the existing building. Adding a standard timber-framed
construction on top of the building would mean an additional load of only 40% of the building's overload
capacity, which is roughly 8,000 kN.
The building envelope is a weak part of the existing building (See Fig. 3 and Tab.1). It lacks thermal
insulation and there are large thermal bridges. Radical measures must be taken in order to overcome these
weaknesses and to reach an energy consumption level of only 45 kWh/m 2 per year (80% improvement in
relation to the existing situation).
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and heat flow through construction elements (thermal bridges)

Table 1: Thermal resistance of the original building
Fa~ade

Rc [m"'KIW]
Existing building
Dutch Building Code
(2006)
Passive House

0.76

U [W/m"K]
1.32

Roof
Rc [m"'KIW]
1.45

U [W/m"K]
0.69

Glazing
U [W/m"K]
5.8

~

2.5

< 0.40

~

2.5

< 0.40

:::; 4.2

~

7.0

< 0.14

~

7.0

< 0.14

:::; 1.2

Aiming at a temperature factor of minimal 0.65, thermal bridges and their effects on the building are
calculated using KOBRA simulation software. The results are given in Table 2. The table shows that none of
the joints achieves the 0.65 temperature factor. As a result, an considerably high heat loss occurs at these
points. However, the condensation risk is limited . Renovation, especially if external insulation is applied, will
decrease the heat loss to a great extent. Also, the minimal surface temperature will be higher, reducing the
risk on condensation.
Table 2: Condensation risk and heat loss evaluation of trivial joints of the original building: Foundation;
Fa9ade-Fioor; Balcony-Fa9ade
Condensation risk evaluation
Foundation
0.52
Temp. factor fRsi [-]
Surface temp. [0 C]
10.3
Low
Risk

Facade - Floor
0.58
11.7
High

Balcony-Fa9ade
0.66
13.2
Moderate

4. Results
The proposed renovation concept consists of three steps. Separation of the different steps provides
maximum freedom for both owner and occupant. Each step will be explained in the next three sections.
4.1 Step 1: Independent from the building
Step 1A
Firstly, the staircase is upgraded. The most important feature is that the staircase can be used: The order of
the construction of the different elements does always facilitate access possibilities for the apartments. A lift
is built firstly. Then, the existing stairs are partly removed, though access is provided by use of the lift. Once
the floors that connect the lift with the apartments are finished, the prefabricated stairs elements are placed.
The fa9ade is built in the last stage.

Figure 4. The stairs in their original state (left); Construction of the lift (middle); The split-level balcony is
retained but cut off, and the prefabricated stairs elements are attached in line with the first
element (right).
Step 1B
Secondly, New dwellings are realized on top of the building, offering temporally or permanent
accommodation: The Roof-Top Hotel. A total of 6 light-weight, timber-framed prefab apartments, functioning
separately from the existing building are built on top of the building. All units consist of prefabricated timberframed elements. A steel construction on top of the existing roof forms the new 'ground level' for the

apartments. The space between the existing roof and the floor of the new apartments will be used for
installations (placement and transport).
The new apartments will have separate HVAC systems (existing systems will not be extended) and will
therefore function independently from the rest of the building.
2

A total fossil energy consumption of 15 kWh/m per year for heating the apartments is strived for. Alike the
starting points for renovation of the existing apartments, the new apartments will have an optimal building
envelope, containing 220mm thermal insulation and optimum glazing. The measures are collected in Table 3.
Table 3: Energy measures applied to both the existing building and new construction

Topic

Aim

Thermal insulation
19"C < Tsurt;floor/wall < 26"C
Optimal windows
Avoidance of thermal bridges
Optimal air tightness

f > 0.65
9v1a-value ::; 0.625

Measure
224 mm Neor.or, f..=0.031 W/mK,
+1- 400 kg/m )
Thermal insulation & avoidance of
thermal bridges
Triple glazing, Vinidur synthetic
frames (poly-urethane)
External thermal insulation in
combination with optimal ventilation
Decent details: seal up chinks

Figure 5. Concept Step 1 is applied to the building; a section (left) and a schematic floor plan (right). The
activities that are executed are independent from the building: construction of the lift and stairs,
and addition of roof-top dwellings.

4.2 Step 2: External
The outside of the building is renovated. The following measures are taken:
Step 2A
A piping system for the mechanical heat recovery ventilation is facilitated. The supply of fresh air is realized
by air pipes placed on the outside of the building. In this way, the occupant will not experience any hindrance
from the construction of the system.
Step 28
This step involves the addition of thermal insulation of the far;ades (outside) and the renewal of windows and
window frames. The existing window frames are kept, only the glass panes are taken out. The new window
frames are attached directly to the existing frames. As a result , this stage of the renovation will be quick and
will not disturb the occupants to a great extent.

lnple glazing

:¢ ~-~-~

Figure 6. Horizontal section. External renovation: the addition of thermal insulation and new windows and
window frames. The existing frames are kept and reused, in order to not disturb the occupant.

Step 2C
Large balconies are attached to the building.

Improvement of
the facad es

Addition of

Figure 7. Concept Step 2: activities/measures on the outside of the building: e.g. insulation of the fa9ades
(including thermal insulation and the addition of supply air ducts), renewal of the windows, and
addition of balconies.

4.3 Step 3: Internal

This step is optional; Occupants are to decide whether they want their interior to be renovated or not. The
possibilities range from small adaptations of the dwelling to high-level renovation with rearrangement of
kitchen and bathroom. While work is executed, occupants can use the Roof-Top Hotel as temporary
accommodation. Figure 8 is a representation of the floor plan of one apartment after renovation step 3.
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Figure 8. Floor plan of the apartment after renovation. Measures: Addition balcony (1), renewal
bathroom/kitchen (2), placement lift and renewal stairs (3), 220mm external thermal insulation (4),
mechanical air supply (5)

4.4 The building after renovation step 1-2-3.
The renovation concept provides maximum freedom of choice for both owner and occupant. The occupant
can decide the new layout of the apartment and the renewal of the kitchen and bathroom. The owner isdepending on the structure and the limits of the existing building- free to build the new roof-top apartments.
Figure 9 shows the elevation of the existing building and two optional designs.

'

Figure 9a. Elevation of the existing building

Figure 9b. Elevation of two optional designs. Left: roof-top extension with prefabricated timber-framed units.
Right: roof-top extension with space boxes.

5. Conclusions
With the three-step renovation approach it is possible to renovate existing apartments so that they match
current standards in terms of comfort and energy. At the same time, the threats of high-level renovation
(hindrance for the occupants and slow, complicated processes) are eliminated. The demand for building
materials is limited and the high energy consuming part of the building stock is improved.
The level of comfort is increased by giving the apartments more efficient space. Due to the installed lift, the
building can serve many target groups, including elderly people and disabled people. The existing balconies
(1.2 m2 ) are replaced by bigger ones. Furthermore, if is opted for interior renovation, bathroom and kitchen are extended,
and more storage room is provided. A consequence is, however, that one bedroom has to be sacrificed. The addition
of a vast layer of thermal insulation (220 mm) and the renewal of windows and window frames improves the
energy performance of the existing apartments to a large extent.
The concept is favourable for both the current occupants of the building (minimization of the hindrance and
freedom of choice) and for the owner (optimization of the renovation process and avoidance of costs for
alternative, temporary housing due to the Roof-Top Hotel).
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Appendix 111.1 Potential study
This appendix is about the potential study that was carried out within the framework of the SuRE-Fit project. It firstly
describes the approach that was used to determine the number of potential dwellings for SuRE-Fit. Then, an overview of
the potential for each European country is given.

111.2.1

Approach- An example: the Netherlands

A questionnaire developed by W/E consultant, leader of Work-package 2, was distributed among all consortium members in
March 2007. Consortium members were asked to give a description of the housing market in their countries. Aim was to
define the background of SuRE-Fit; Is there a market for sustainable refurbishment? What financial or legal aspects play a
role? And also: what building types are suitable? Shortly after the 2 nd SuRE-Fit meeting 1 members had the opportunity to
review the potential study (especially the assumption that were made) and suggest chances.
The study is divided into two parts. The first section has a quantitative character: it is about studying literature about
(national) housing markets. It gives insight in the size of the market, common dwelling types and the diversity of the market.
Figures about the condition (age) of the stock are also available in the literature. Collecting and using those numbers results
in a maximum, theoretical potentialfor SuRE-Fit for each country.
However, not all buildings derived from this potential are automatically suitable. Several factors may reduce the maximum
number. For example: roof topping will not be feasible if the building is located in an unattractive area where there is no
demand for housing at all. Furthermore, legal aspects, like limitations regarding the addition of dwellings in certain areas,
may also influence the amount of potential buildings. These limitations, or conditions, form the maximum practical potential. It
is a very realistic number about the amount of dwellings that roof-top retrofit can be applied to.
The picture below shows the division into the quantitative number and the limiting factors:

Market:

- Size, type and diversity
- Condition of the stock

········· ·· ·····-·····-~-~~~~-~s-~~~---····-···· ··········--······-R
Building task:- Expected development
- Motives for retrofitting

Conditions:

- Financial aspects
- Legal aspects
- Environmental aspects

Figure 111.2.1: Approach potential study
As an example of how the potential can be found for each country the situation of the Netherlands is given. The data are
based on figures from 2005.

1

Prague June 2007, hosted by STU-k
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138.246
6.634.647

2.063.375

Total amount
of dwellings

Multi-family
dwellings

High-rise ( 2::5 storeys)

1.925.129
Low-rise ( SuRE-Fit)

Before 1945

1945-1990

After1990

25% private sector and 50% public rental sector is suitable

391.200

Maximum theoretical potential

Figure 111.2.2: Quantitative approach [Source: Sustainable Refurbishment of High-Rise in EU, VROM/PRC, 2005]

The total amount of multi-family buildings is split into high-rise (:?:5 storeys) and low-rise (-s:4 storeys). This last group is
suitable for SuRE-Fit considering the definition 2. A number of 64.2% of all low-rise buildings with 4 or less storeys has been
built between 1945 and 1990. We assume that buildings built before 1960 won't be part of the potential since they are too old
to be able to function at least another 40 years. Besides that, some of those old buildings have been giving the monumentstatus which means adaptations on the roof would never be accepted. Even so buildings built after 1980 do not belong to the
potential. Buildings from this period are just too young and it would be economically and often also technically unwise to
retrofit these buildings.
Now some other factors start playing a role. Ownership, for example, is an important feature of the housing stock too. SuREFit is meant to serve low-cost social housing. In the Netherlands nearly 50% of the housing stock is situated in the rental
market. For multi-family low-rise dwellings this number is even more than 60%. For the determination of the maximum
theoretical potential we made the following assumption that includes not only the social housing sector but also other rental
and private markets: despite differences in ownership of dwellings between all countries, 25% of all/ow-rise buildings in the
private market and 50% of low-rise dwellings in the rental market belong to the potential.
What is left after expunging those factors is the maximum theoretical potential. This number will be given for all countries. In
the example of the Netherlands the theoretical potential is 391 ,200 buildings.
Before finding the estimated reduction of energy when SuRE-Fit would be applied to this amount of dwellings the following
assumptions have been made:
The demand for energy of existing dwellings built between 1960-1980 is about 250kWh/m 2 per year. However,
most of the buildings have been renovated before. The renovation works consisted of replacement of windows,
2 In

Section 2.3 the definition of the potential building type for SuRE-Fit was stated as: A multi-family building with
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addition of thermal insulation etcetera. Through various levels ol renovation improvements in the energetic
performance of 25% up to 80% can be realised. For the Netherlands we assume that the potential stock is
improved with 25-40% which leads to an average demand for energy of 170 kWh/m 2per year.
The average surface of both existing as well as new dwellings: 75m2 [SenterNovem 2006].
Average consumption of new dwellings according the Dutch Building Code: approximately 100 kWh/m 2per year.
After retrofitting the energy consumption of the existing dwellings can be decreased by 50%.
The new dwellings are energy neutral.
An amount of 1/3 ol new dwellings will be added.
The dwellings use natural gas for heating and hot domestic water with an emission of 0.056 kg C02 per MJ .

Potential

Max potential
Addition
Total

#dwellings
Theoretical
391201
130400
521601

Practical

Tot. Current
Demand
[GWh]
Max
4988
978
5966

Tot. Current
Demand [PJ]
Max.
18,0
3,5
21,5

Max potential
Addition
Total

Demand after Demand after
retrofit [GWh]
retrofit [PJ]
Max.
Max.
2494
9,0
0
0
2494
9,0
Current
Emiss. [Mton
C02]
Max.
1,01
0,20
1,20

After SuREFit [Mton
C02]
Max.
0,50
0,00
0,50

Table 111.2.1 Potenttal
Saved by SuRE-Fit

3472 GWh
12.5 PJ
0.70 Mton C02

A maximum reduction of 0.70 Mton C02 is 5.4% of the Kyoto target for the Netherlands.
(Emission of 0.056 kg C02 per MJ natural gas; Kyoto target reduction of 8% in relation to the emission ol1 990 (which was
218.9 Mton C02)) .
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1292554

Multi-family

52%
1699173
25%
1028378
43%
12413293
54%
20864611
29%
50014
31%
2063375
39%
985731
58%
1467673
52%
2237937
41%
2219622
74%
20311915
23%
1140063
48%
9953483
9%
110238
19%
3951377
57%
2161714
34%
1449466
63%
7910013
52%
858830
28%
220883
68%
421094
71%
679283
61%
791043

Low-rise

Built '60-'80

No data*

1359338

429551

984158

245165

7855063

2694287

19612734

9620217

41912

11830

1925129

965928

883215

282756

1144785

585257

No data*

1790350

662429

No data*

1775697

783083

15701110

6566029

1115438

420007

6907717

3666944

No data*

88191

22753

3856544

1218263

1431055

658493

1113190

535094

4833018

1798800

536769

281310

193494

109281

No data*

336875

168775

No data*

543426

219544

No data*

632834

202507

Max.
potential

6%
211554
2%
87397
3%
987456
2%
600000
4%
6719
6%
391201
1%
35000
13%
327744
7%
314654
4%
214565
3%
807153
2%
111932
6%
1245844
1%
10683
3%
732176
2%
60000
3%
145813
6%
741106
6%
104085
5%
35626
7%
43881
8%
74645
4%
55487

Saved
Energy
[GWh)

1878
776
8764
5325
60
3472
311
2909
2793
1904
13045
993
11057
95
6498
580
1035
5262
739
253
312
530
394
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Total#
Dwellings

Low-rise

Multi-family

Built '60-'80

Max.
potential

Saved
Energy
[GWh]

..:

CYPRUS

(I)

292710

:t=

-o
(I)

:::!:

21%

No data*

60005

48004

3%
23426

7965

57

10%

MALTA

TOTAL

179180

No data*

68805

20229

17077

121

198583985

95049225
48%

74778852
38%

32191958

7369763

69159

4%

GWh

Table 111.2.2 Overv1ew of potential for SuRE-F1t for all25 EU countnes

A total number of 7,369,763 dwellings belongs to the theoretical potential of SuRE-Fit.

Figure 111.2.3 shows the potential per European area as a percentage of total housing stock in that part of Europe.

Potential per European zone [Ofo of total stock]
70%
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• % Max.Potential
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49%

46%

14%

47%

33%

40%

36%

13%

32%

53%

4%

7%

4%

2%

4%

6%

Figure lii . 2~3 Poteniial for SuRE-Fit per European area as a percentage of the total stock
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Appendix 111.2 Description of the case studies
This appendix describes 10 of the projects (all roof-top extensions) that were analysed. Most of the projects are executed or
initiated by one of the consortium member of the SuRE-Fit project ..

Contents

Schlierbacher Weg, Berlin-Neukolln Suckow, Germany ............................................................................................................. 2
Nevanova, Prague, Czech Republic ........................................................................................................................................... 4
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Legerskeho, Bratislava, Slovakia ............................................................................................................................................... 8
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Schlierbacher Weg, Berlin-Neukolln Buckow, Germany
Introduction
This building for the social housing sector was constructed in 1953. The district the building is situated in was in such
deterioral state that renovation together with roof-top extension was executed to both technically as well as socially upgrade
this sub-urban area in Berlin-Neukolln. Some existing apartments have been merged to enlarge usable space and besides
that the building is extended with 4 new apartments on top. The building now consists of 14 apartments in total. This solution
(the renovation and roof-top extension) was cheaper than demolish the building and execute new development.
Original building and adaptations
The characteristics of the existing building represent the tendency of housing low-income people in the 1950ies: lowstandard buildings with a simple, poor geometry, no balconies, windows with single glazing and a sloped roof, covered with
asbestos panels. There are merely facilities; lifts won't be found in buildings like this.
The foundation of the existing structure needed to be improved. The renovation consisted of improvement of the facades and
addition of balconies. The new thermal insulation provides a pleasant indoor climate for every apartment.
Roof-top dwellings
The roof-top dwellings consist of timber frame walls and concrete floors. A new concrete slab has been placed directly over
the existing roof structure to create an even base for the new apartments. The concrete slab is wider than the existing roof
and therefore forms an overhang that is used as sun protection for the apartments underneath.
Minimization of fossil energy consumption was part of the concept. The walls have been insulated with 17 em insulation and
the roof construction with 18 em to realise this. HR++ glazing is used for the windows. The new apartments have 3 rooms and
vary from 76m2to 90m2.
This project was finished ten years ago already. It proves that it is possible to create comfortable dwellings with a low fossil
energy use with simple and low-cost solutions.

Source: http://www.baufroesche.de/umbau/berlin_lankwitz/
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Overview of the project
The new dwellings are designed like independent units on top of the existing building. No integration is made. In this way
nuisance during the execution stage is minimized. In appearance too, the roof-top dwellings differ a lot from the rest of the
dwellings. The placement of the concrete slab as a new basis (new 'ground level') created a flexible starting point for further
construction of the light-weight walls. All options were open for the new design . Except some technical improvements the
existing dwellings have not experienced major changes. The fact that roof-top extension was considered the solution rather
than the problem made this project succeed easily and the result is a building that can be compared with the best new social
housing.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Schlierbacher Weg, Berlin-Neukolln, Buckow, Germany
In use
Apartment building
Housing Association
Stadt und Land Wohnbauten GmbH
Baufrosche Kassel
NN
Stadt und Land Wohnbauten GmbH

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1963
1991
1994
Social housing/social housing
12/14
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Nevanova, Prague, Czech Republic
Introduction
New buildings are too expensive for the majority of house hunters in the Czech Republic. Besides, new housing
development is mainly carried out in unattractive areas. Improvement of the existing stock therefore seems a logical solution.
The staircase access flat Nevanova (built before 1980) is one of those buildings that is owned by the municipality of Prague
that has been renovated and simultaneously vertically extended (2003). Renovation was necessary due to the bad technical
performance of the building (leaking roof, poor thermal insulation of windows, walls, roof and floors) and the miserable state
of the surroundings. The need for small dwellings for starters and small families resulted into the addition of an extra storey.
The building used to have 32 dwellings but in the new situation this number has been enlarged to 52.

Original building
The building has 5 storeys (of which one is the souterrain) and is divided into two equal blocks with a separate entry. The
most important changes that have been made are addition of thermal insulation - so that the effect of thermal bridges is
eliminated - and improvement of the installations. Besides that, the existing loggias have been equipped with frameless
glazing. The yearly energy demand is 146 kWh/m2 (for both heating as well as for the supply of hot water), provided by a
collective heating system.
Roof-top dwellings
It was not necessary to improve (strengthen) the building's construction . Although the new development consists of mainly
one extra floor, at some places two-storey maisonettes have been realised. The existing fa~ade is renewed and now
provides an image of uniformity with the new dwellings on top. The former roof was removed and after that the shaft of the
staircase could be simply extended. This caused the occupants a lot of inconvenience. In the same way the shaft and stairs
were extended, the walls were extended too. It resulted in dwellings that have the same grid as the underlying apartments.
The energy consumption of the new dwellings (that have a surface of less than 60m2) is 104 kWh/m 2.
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Overview of the project
This large building has had an enormous extension of 20 new dwellings. The new houses on top are very small: they have
no more than two rooms and are less than 60m 2. However, they meet the large demand for dwellings like this. The demand
for small housing led to the extension. The fact that the roof had to be removed completely to realise this extension caused a
lot of hindrance for the occupants: dust in their dwellings, noise and leakage of rainwater. An extension like this, a literally
vertical extension of the existing structure, was sufficient because there was no need to functionally retrofit the existing
dwelling (e.g. the need of extra space).

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Nevanova 1076-1097, Praha 6
Use
Staircase access flat
Municipality
Municipal district Praha-Repy
lng, arch . Martin Hlavac &lng. Jaroslava Vranova
D plus, projektova a inzenyrska
REMIN s.r.o. (engineering supervision)

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

<1980
2001
2003
Housing/housing
32/52
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Ovrucska, Bratislava, Slovakia

Source : REB REALilY (http://www.reb.sklindex.php?ID=2881)
Introduction
The initiative for the renovation of this building {built in the 1960ies in the private sector) was taken in 2005 by a private
developer. The expected year of completion is 2008. The retrofitting is combined with the addition of 10 new roof-top
dwellings. The investors relied on the need for housing in this area and used this demand to create financial resources for
the costs of a new roof.
Original building
The building has a construction of concrete floors with brickwork walls. Serious problems concerning the indoor climate of
the dwellings occurred every winter. As a result of the lack of proper insulation the indoor temperatures were unacceptable
and thermal bridges caused moisture inside. Thermal insulation and better installations must now provide these problems to
occur again.
Roof-top dwellings
The design consists of two new storeys.
Ten apartments are going to be added in
total, which means an increase of
approximately 40% dwellings. The fact
that load bearing walls are extended
straight does not mean that all
apartments
have
the
same
measurements: in the two drawings
below you can see that houses of
different sizes can be realised. The
appearance is in line with the architecture
of the surrounding buildings.

Flat nr. 9 - last floor
1. Hallway (corridor)
2. Kitchen
3. Dining room
4. Living room
5. Wardrobe
6 . Bathroom
7. Room
8. Room
9. Terrace
Total
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7,45 m 2
7,80 m2
18,10 m 2
15,60 m 2
4,80 m2
6,20 m 2
14,00 m 2
16,10 m 2
58,10 m 2
96,20 m 2
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Source: REB REALITY http://www.reb.sklindex.php?ID=2881

Overview of the project
Through expansion new living space is created with simple techniques and low costs. The new dwellings do form contrast
visually but technically the building can be considered as one uniform design. This way of extension does not provide much
flexibility but still the design makes it possible to have dwellings of different sizes. There is no specific information about
energetic measures available (yet).

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Ovrucska, Bratislava, Slovakia
Construction
Apartment building (gallery)
Private: Association of owners
Private developer

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1960ies
2005
2008
Residential/residential
24/34
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Legerskeho, Bratislava, Slovakia
Introduction
The building, built around 1960, is in a very bad condition at the moment. To maintain the building renovation is necessary.
Extension of the building with 24 new dwellings is planned to make this renovation economically more efficient and to meet
the demand for housing in Slovakia's capital.

Original building
Although the original dwellings are very small (not bigger than 60 m2) they won't be enlarged. The poor condition of the
indoor's technical equipment (e.g. water and savage pipes) asked for a complete new infrastructure. Thermal bridges, a
leaking roof and poor insulation were the most striking problems that had to be dealt with.
Roof-top dwellings
Like the project above, this expansion will be realised through extending the brickwork walls too. The biggest problem is
foreseen in dealing with the required parking space: this building is situated in a dense area and probably there won't be
enough place to park cars. All 24 dwellings are small (less than 60m2) and have only two rooms.
Overview of the project
It was possible to improve an existing building and at the same time create new dwellings with low-cost simple techniques.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Legerskeho, Bratislava, Slovakia
Construction
Apartment building (gallery)
Private: Association of owners
Private developer

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1960ies
2004
2007
Residential/residential
60/84
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Holleho Street, Bratislava, Slovakia
Introduction
This roof-top extension project was finished in 2002. A number of 7 new dwellings are constructed op top of a residential
building (private rental) that houses some offices at the ground floor. As the pictures show the area that this building is
located in can be described as highly dense. It is not just a residential district, there are also offices and related facilities in
the neighbourhood.

Original building
The building has a structure of concrete floors and load-bearing brickwork walls; very functionally designed. Problems
occurring before the renovation were uncomfortable indoor temperatures (both in winter as well as in summer), draught and
thermal bridges that caused moisture. In an earlier stage the dwellings were expanded with balconies and the roof had been
renovated before too. Compared to the Slovakian projects that were analysed before this building has relative large living
spaces: between 60 and 75 m2. Still, existing dwellings are enlarged so that they now offer a better quality of living. The two
original staircases are replaced by one staircase with a lift. It is striking, however, that even after the retrofitting the thermal
insulation is still not sufficient.
Roof-top dwellings
Seven new apartments in total are constructed divided into two new building layers. The first and the second storey of the
extension differ from each other: the first one has a concrete structure with brickwork walls (HEBEL) and the upper one is
produced with a space truss. The apartments have a rather large usable area that is between 76 and 90 m2. It was not
possible to just add a random volume (with a various form) on top of the building due to restrictions concerning illumination
levels. This form, however, supports the policy regarding requirement for daylight within the dwellings (both the new ones as
the existing ones). The intention was to let the appearance of the new dwellings not compete with the surroundings. In order
to obtain reduction of energy consumption the building uses an energy efficient ventilation system, has low temperature
heating, optimal air tightness and a positive orientation towards the sun.
Overview of the project
In a dense area that this building is located in, two extra storeys seem to be an economically attractive solution to meet the
continuing demand for housing. Two different construction types are used here together: a heaped heavy construction and a
lightweight space truss.
Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Holleho, Bratislava, Slovakia
Use
Apartment building (gallery)
Private: Association of owners
Private developer
IKS s.r.o.

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1950ies
1998
2002
Residential (offices 1st floor) /residential (offices)
30/37
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Westerpark, Tilburg, the Netherlands
Introduction
In 2003, housing association TIWOS took the initiative to retrofit different apartment blocks in the Westerpark, Tilburg. The
design stage is finished and the expected year of completion of the project is 2008. The concept is to improve the buildings
so they can answer today's requirements regarding comfort and energy efficiency. Besides that, the idea was that the new
development should not disrespect the architecture of the blocks, being so characteristic for the post-war period in Holland.
Concrete it meant: enlargement of the living areas, improvement of the technical performance and sustainable solutions. It is
difficult to build new dwellings elsewhere in the city (due to the limited space and restrictions made by the municipalities) and
therefore vertical extension is considered a good way of answering the increasing demand for housing. After the renovation
works the total amount of dwellings will be 108, of which 17 are specially designed for seniors of Turkish origin. There is a
common meeting room where through a satellite various television channels can be watched that are not standard in the
Netherlands.
Original buildings

All blocks have a concrete structure for both floors and
walls. The facades are load-bearing and have wooden
window frames with single glazing. Nearly all blocks
suffered from deteriorations and problems like
uncomfortable indoor climates. The measures that will
be taken in order to minimize the consumption of fossil
energy are: extra insulation, improvement of windows
and doors, sun protection, increased efficiency of
installations and solar panels for the supply of energy
for the common spaces. Besides that, all existing
apartments are enlarged, the stairwells will have lifts
and the old facades will be renewed completely. New,
floating floors must overcome noise hindrance between
dwellings. The stairwells and lifts are replaced outside
the former fayade but are still indoors, due to the new
fayade (see section).

Roof-top dwellings
The new dwellings have the same repetitive rhythm as
the existing blocks have. The extension is made of
timber framed panels that are assembled at the site.
These panels are prefabricated and have therefore an
optimal performance in terms of air tightness,

Measurements include high quality glass (HR++), extra
air tightness, good sun protection, positive orientation
towards the sun, acoustic insulation, solar panels and 5
m2solar collectors per dwelling. Dimensions of the dwellings can differ but they are between 76 and 90m2.
First, a steel frame is attached to the existing roof to be able to assembly the prefab timer framed construction afterwards.
The space that appeared between the existing roof and the 'ground floor' of the roof-top dwellings is used to house ducts and
pipes.

Appendix 111.2 Description Case studies
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An impression of the block after retrofitting

Overview of the project
This project is an example of high-level renovation . The new facades give the building a complete new, but uniform image.
For the whole Westerpark this means a full upgrade. Another advantage of the new facades is that they house the new
stairwells so that the apartments have more usable space and that at the same time the technical weaknesses of the old
fa~ade are eliminated. The roof-topping can hardly be seen as a separate construction : extensive integration of both the
existing as well as the new dwellings created a complete new design . The common room is a not very standard part of the
design that answers the wishes of a very specific target group. This specific demand could not have been realised in the
existing structure and therefore an integrated design was necessary.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Westerpark, Tilburg, the Netherlands
Design
Staircase access flat
Housing association
Housing association TIWOS
van Hoogmoed architecten
Adviesbureau van Boxsel
Bouwgroep Moonen

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1957
2003
2008
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Leeuw van Vlaanderen, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Introduction
The Leeuw van Vlaanderen is a staircase access flat that was built in 1958 after a
design by J.P. Kloos. The now inconvenient situation along the highway A10 in
Amsterdam (this road did not used to be here back then) caused a lot of noise
hindrance and that is why measures needed to be taken: either demolishment or
retrofitting . The fact that tenants, despite all negative aspects like the poor air quality
and the enormous sound production around their building, still wanted to stay in
their houses made the housing association realise that retrofitting might be a
suitable solution. The building's function as acoustic buffer for the area behind the
building was an important factor to remain the building as well.
The project is an example of how can be dealt with buildings and urban renewing at
problematic locations. Good communication between all participants (like the
designers, consultants, tenants and public bodies) has played a key role during the
whole process. In advance a social plan was developed. It described for example
that tenants of the existing building should return to their dwellings as soon as
possible and all costs they made were paid back. Recently (May 2007), the project
won the 151 price in the yearly Dutch Renovation competition.
Original building
The retrofitting was finished in 2006. The long building block consisted of 9 staircase entrances that lead to 5 storeys. In the
new situation just 3 accesses are left. They have lifts and apartments can now be reached by galleries. Outdoor spaces for
the existing apartments are created at the East side of the building, where the hindrance of traffic is less audible. The
brickwork walls did not have any insulation. The thermal performance is improved, the air tightness is improved and together
with the new fat;:ade this resulted in a decrease of energy consumption with 40%. The apartments are now considered very
comfortable.
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Former situation; Elevation (upper), Floor plan at street level (middle), Floor plan storey (under) [Source: Hillen, M., Wonen in de Berm,
artikel de Architect, juli-augustus 2006]

There used to be 72 social housing units. In the new situation this number became 54. Next to those 54 social rental houses
also 42 rental houses in the private sector were created. Besides the differences in ownership the buildings also vary from
each other regarding their floor plan. Due to the heights of the rooms after stripping the whole building (which just left the
concrete construction) it was possible to create various plans.

I I I

I I I I

Elevation of the building in its original state: each colouor stands for a different type of dwelling
[Source: Hillen, M., Wonen in de Berm, artikel de Architect, juli-augustus 2006]
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In the new situation there is much more differentiation
[Source: Hillen, M., Wonen in de Berm, artikel de Architect, juli-augustus 2006)

At the side of the busy road , a second skin is placed in front of the existing far;;ade. It creates a zone of 2 meters that
functions as acoustic (sound level in the dwellings decreased from 73dB(A) to 35dB(A)) and thermal buffer. Ventilation also
takes place in this zone: through a natural flow that has its origin at the 'clean' side of the building air is running vertically
through the other side of the building (see drawings).
Three staircases became one staircase with galleries:
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[Source: Hillen, M., Wonen in de Berm, artikel de Architect, juli-augustus 2006]
Roof-top dwellings
The roof-top dwellings have a steel frame construction and were assembled at the building site easily. They also took
complete steel frame units as a solution into consideration but after analysing both options this one got eliminated due to its
longer preparation time. This very light-weight construction needs special constructive elements to deal with wind pressure.
A steel construction is attached to the roof. The space that appeared between the existing roof and the 'ground floor' of the
roof-top dwellings is used to house ducts and pipes. The steel construction formed the base for the new dwellings.
Floors: sigma205-profiles with steel sheets (19mm). Total height floor: 282mm (including 45mm anhydrite covering and
beams with gypsum layers). The steel beams HEA 220 (fire protected).
Walls: C-profiles with double gypsum
sheets. Double walls between
dwellings make sure the acoustic
requirements are answered.

The new apartments have an
average floor plan that is bigger than
90m2 and have 4, sometimes even
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more rooms. An outdoor space on top of the first extension storey is created due to the recessed walls (see drawings) .

Overview
According its completely different appearance - due to its new fayade - the building can now be considered as one new
building. A new level of roof-top extending: total integration of the old and new part (e.g . the ventilation concept). The new
fayade (together with all other energy-related measures) results in a decrease of (fossil) energy consumption of 40%. The
used method of light-weight building did not require any adaptations but some strengthening to protect the new dwelling
against wind. Although units would have been faster the building team chose elements because the lesser preparation time
that elements need (NB, the authorities asked for those units because they wanted to minimise the hindrance for traffic of the
A10 motorway). A quality of this project is that at such a difficult location (where no-one would ever build something)
comfortable dwellings arose. The good communication between all participants made this project pass by quite smoothly.
The grade of differentiation is high: the building houses many different building types. A complete new routing supports the
idea of integration of old and new.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers

Contractor
Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

Appendix 111.2 Description Case stud ies

Leeuw van Vlaanderen, Amsterdam, NL
Use
Staircase access flat
Housing association Far West
Housing association Far West I Municipality A' dam
Heren 5 architecten
Atelier Bouwkunde Rotterdam (Building Technology); Pieters
Bouwtechniek Amsterdam (Construction); W/E adviseurs Gouda
(Building Physics); Adviesbureau Niemann Zwolle (Fire Safety)
Coen Hogendoorn Bouw

1958
2003
January 2006
Social housing/social housing

72/96
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Complex 50, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Introduction
The retrofitting of Complex 50 is a good example of how a building can be changed into a sustainable building with roof-top
apartments on top. The problems of the building in its former state include technical problems (e.g. poor insulation) but also
other forms of problems: too little daylight, monotone living areas and the lack of social cohesion.
Starting points can be summarised as follows : investments in the existing structure of the whole area, major improvement of
the quality of living zones, differentiation (in terms of different types of dwellings for different target groups) and reducing of
the consumption of fossil energy. Light-weight roof-top dwellings, made of steel and wood, are built on top of the building.
This project won the first price in the Dutch Renovation Competition of 2001. The jury appreciated the way to this successful
refurbishment of early post-war districts in the Netherlands.

Original building
Several apartments, situated on ground level, are vertically
merged. These dwellings are meant for families and they
have their own entrance. Senior dwellings are situated
closer to the lifts. Besides the enlargement and new
arrangement of dwellings, the apartments also have better
illumination levels, balconies and an advanced technical
equipment.
The former appearance of Complex 50 with its orthogonal
lines is maintained. A new concrete grid is placed in fronts of
the entire building. The new grid is completed with far;;ade
panels that guarantee thermal comfort and acoustic comfort.
Next to that, the new, total mechanical ventilation system
helps to improve the quality of the indoor climate.

Roof-top dwellings
Two storeys are built on top of Complex 50. Prefab timberframes are attached to a steel structure that is constructed
on top of the existing roof. The steel construction ensures
that the new apartments needn't to follow the same
dimensions as the existing ones; it is a flexible solution. The
lower roof-top layer houses all rooms and facilities; the
upper one contains just an extra room and a terrace. The
sustainable measures that were taken distinguish this
project from other refurbishment projects. A number of 6
collective heating systems are installed and they provide the
heating of all dwellings through low temperature. In the future this system can be extended with other energy efficient
systems like a combined heat&power system.
Source: He! Oosten, Amsterdam
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Overview of the project
The orthogonal appearance of this post-war building is maintained (even emphasized) in the new situation. Due to the
magnitude of the project construction time took quite long. The tenants had to move out their houses for nearly a year.
The timber frame panels are a light-weight solution and therefore support the IFD-idea very well. Quality of living for the
original dwellers is guaranteed: the luminance levels in the apartments improved drastically, balconies are enlarged and it is
made possible to control the indoor climate. The energy-saving measures have not just been taken for new dwellings but for
the whole building. In the future it is possible to extend (or adapt) the installations if necessary.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Leeuw van Vlaanderen, Amsterdam, NL
Use
Staircase access flat
Housing association Far West
Housing association Far West I Municipality A'dam
Van Schagen architecten
W/E adviseurs Gouda
Coen Hogendoorn Bouw

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

2001
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Fortbo, Rodovre, Denmark
Introduction
The project was originally built for private rental housing. However, privatisation took place so that the building now can be
identified as a condominium with owner-occupied dwellings and joint ownership of the plot and other common facilities. Two
third of the building is now owned by its occupant.

A common investment such as roof-top extension must be supported by at least 2/3 of the members of the owner's
association . Due to this voting rule it is sometimes hard to make decisions about common investments. In 1998 all involved
parties agreed on the extension project.

Negative experiences, besides the leaking roofs, were noise hindrance and the fact that nobody took care of the dwellers'
situation during the works.
The developer used a business model that spread the economic risks among many parties. Disadvantageously, the architect
and the contractor both did not get earning on a sustainable level for their role in the project. The outcome for the developer
was even worse: the company lost money in the project. A similar project (executed later in Hvidovre) seemed to have better
results, mainly due to the house price inflations that started to increase since the year 2000.

Original building
Fortbo consists of 3 flat roofed residential
blocks and typically for the 50ies and 60ies the
3-storey settlement was constructed with
reinforced concrete slaps and load-carrying
transversal party walls, which were all
concreted in situ. Gable and parapet walls
were constructed of yellow brickwork. The
windows are combined in continuous horizontal
window ribbons creating a clearly visual
separation between the storeys. The lay-out of
the dwellings across the building provides light
flooding through from both facades into flats. All
flats are provided with room wide balconies.
Common facilities such as e.g. storage shared
rooms for the residents and common facilities are located in the 1/2-basement. The staircases are not equipped with
elevators but those are added in the new situation. Over the years the flat felted roofs were increasingly ruin-down and
percolating water and more severe leakages required still more extended maintenance. With a spreading fungus attack and
the generally advanced rate of deterioration the roofs were in a state where repair was no longer economical or technical
Appendix 111.2 Description Case studies
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feasible, but a whole replacement was required. The buildings have collective heating systems. The natural ventilation
system is changed into a mechanical ventilation system. insulation provides better energetic performances.

Roof-top dwellings
The architect created 24 new attic dwellings with a wide open acces balcony at the entrance favade and to the opposite side
with a large continous wide balcony: 2-sided orientation to both facades. The interior of the flats were laid out with an open
plan design. A light wooden construction was chosen for the new attic construction diminishing the additional loads on the
host structure. The structure rests on an intermediate structural floor. That floor consists of a steel framework fastened to the
structural transversal walls of the existing building. During the execution they found out the roof was brittle and not walk-able:
the result was leakage in some of the underlying apartments. All internal partition walls are built as dry wall constructions
with a single layer of gypsum boards on a thin plate strut frame; a similar construction is used for the party walls, but with
double layer of gypsym boards on the thin plate frame.
A steel staircase that is situated at one gable functions as escape route together with the staircase in the combined elevator
and staircase tower situated at the opposite gable. All technical installations are separated from the installations of the host
building. The capacity of the heating station has later turned out to be insufficient, probably because the pipes are calcified.
Supply of heating and water is connected to the mains running in the ground floor and led to the roof-top dwellings. All
vertical transport (pipes for heating, utility water and electric wiring) are collected and led through internal decommissioned
chutes in the staircases. At the attic they are distributed horizontally under the flooring. The sewage system of the upper floor
is connected to the extended down pipes of the host building and their ventilation pipes are led above the roof.

Overview
The property owner played an important role. As the roof leakages occurred on one of the buildings frequently the property
owner stepped up an effort to secure financial support for the project. The idea of roof-top extension came up when trying to
find a solution for the inconveniences. It was unclear who was taking responsibility of all (possible) damages during the
proces. The significant achievement of the project was that the problem wit a leaking roof was solved without cost for the
property owner. Disturbances were minimized by placement of the elevator towers next to a gable with no windows or
opening of the buildings. However, the dwellers still experienced a lot of noise hindrance but since they expected this kind of
disturbance they accepted it. Besides that, it was only for a relatively short period.
Property owner had 2 objectives: free of cost construction of a new roof (to replace the existing one) and get proceeds from
the sale to be used for modernisation of the common green areas around the property.
Future tenant's wishes have been considered really well before the design was made: the typical buyer group expect a
terrace, parking space and access to an elevator. Besides that, the apartments contain added quality in terms of panoramic
windows and entrance of daylight in the central parts of the apartments. Expected targetgroup: people above 50 looking for a
house that doesn't need much maintenance. Besides that, also families with children are living in the new dwelligns. The
value of the roof-top dwellings is in the top range of the area, namely 20-30% above the value of the existing apartments.

Name project
Stage of the project
Building type
Building owner
Initiator
Design
Consultants/engineers
Contractor

Fortbo, R0dovre, Denmark
Use
Apartment building
Private
Association of owners
Steen Pedersen
Berti! Gantriis

Year of construction (original)
Start extension project
Year of completion
Function before/after
Number of dwellings before/after

1955
1998
2001
Private rentaVPrivate rental
72/96
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Appendix 111.3 Examples of low-energy houses I renovation concepts
This appendix shows photos of the low-energy houses that are discussed in Section 3.2
- Passive-House
- 3-Litre-House
- Energy-neutral House

LOW-ENERGY CONCEPTS

An overview of the different concepts can be found on the next page. The overview clearly shows that the concepts are all very
similar. The most striking difference is that the energy-neutral dwelling has an energy demand that is 50% higher than the passive
house concept (15-20 kWh/m 2more). However, on a yearly basis the C02 emission of the energy neutral dwelling is less than the
Passive House on a yearly basis.
111.3.1

EXAPMLE 1: PASSIVE HOUSE 1: LIVING TODAY HEUSDEN/DESTELBERGEN (BELGIUM)

Figure 111.3 (left) Picture of the construction. A: timber frame tilled with 140 mm insulation. 8: Insulating layer without obstructions 100 mm. C:
Second timber frame element, filled with 90 mm insulation.
Figure 111.4(right) Ducts and pipes are facilitated under the construction [www.passtiehuisplattorm.be]
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111.3.2

EXAPMLE 2: PASSIVE HOUSE 2: DIJKWONINGEN SLIEDRECHT (THE NETHERLANDS)

111.3.3

EXAPMLE 3: 3-LITRE-HOUSE

111.3.4

EXAPMLE 4: ENERGY NEUTRAL DWELLINGS HAVANKPARK LEEUWARDEN (THE NETHERLANDS)
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Appendix 3b: Low-energy concepts- An overview
Passive House 1- Living Today
General
Kris Baert + Myriam Camerlynck
Initiative
Architect
Bart Cobbaert
Realisation
2002
Surface
130 m2
Investment I m2 [€]
8001m2
Energy demand [kWhlm2a] (See remark 1) 15 kWhlm2 yearly
C02 production [kgljr] (See remark 2)
400kg C02
Construction type
Tim r frame
700 kglm
Mass construction [kglm3]
Insulation
Walls, d [mm] and U [Wim2K]
Roof, d [mm] and U [Wim2K]
Floors, d [mm] and U [Wim2K]
Glazing, U [Wim2K]
Thermal bridges
Airtightness
Compact building
Other
Heat recovery I indoor climate
Heat recovery ventilation (air-air)
Heat recovery (water-air)
Heat exchaneg (ground)
Insulated ducts
Low-temperature heating
Efficient heating system
Other
Passive solar use
Thermal mass (envelope)
Positive orientation
Sun blinds
Renewable energy sources
Fotovoltaic cells (PV)
Thermal panels (collectors)
Biomass
Wind turbines
Other
Efficient use of electricity
Hot-fill for washing machine
High efficient lighting

Passive House 2 - Dijkwoningen Sliedrecht

3-Litre House

E-neutral - Havankpark Leeuwarden

Municipality Sliedrecht
Erik Franke
2004
122,5 m2
12001m2
15 kWhlm2 yearly
376kg C02
Massive (concrete)
<2000 kglm3

Luwoge BASF
Luwoge BASF
?

Municipality Leeuwarden
Kamps & Jacobs
2001

Assumed: 125m2

?

?

? (addtional 40.000 euro per dwelling
Absolute: 3956 kWh per year (See remark 3!)
0 kg C02 over a yearly span
Masonry, twice 120mm
1900 kglm3

330 mm with U = 0,110 Wlm2K
U = 0,094 Wlm2K
U = 0,194 Wlm2K
U = 0,79 Wlm2K
minimal
20x better than Belgium requirments
yes

320 mm with U = 0,116 Wlm2K
U = 0,116 Wlm2K
U = 0,116 Wlm2K
U = 0,6 Wlm2K
minimal
n50 = 1,2 h-1 (requir. NL: n50=2,32 h-1)
yes

X

X

yes

34 kWhlm2 yearly
870kg C02
Masonry
1900 kglm3

200 mm with U = 0,16 Wlm2K
U = 0,16 Wlm2K
U = 0,16 Wlm2K
U = 0,8 Wlm2K
none
yes
no
Thermal wax on walls

180 mm with U = 0,20 Wlm2K
240 mm EPS with U = 0,21 Wlm2K
U = 0,18 Wlm2K
U=1,1 Wlm2K(??)
none
qv1 0 < 0,8 dm31sm2
no,but efficient placement of common installations

yes, 85% efficiency
no
no
yes
yes, low-temperature heating
combined heat power

yes
no
no

night ventilation

yes, 88% efficiency
yes
yes
yes
yes, low-temp. radiators
Combined Solar-gas
additional radiators for winter

X

X

yes

yes
yes, and Solatube
yes, balconies

yes
yes
yes, balconies

yes
yes
yes

no
no
biomass
no

yes, 26m2 per dwelling and 79m2 for coli. Installation
yes, incl. storage tank (10001)
no
no

X

no
yes, 4,23 m2
no
no
combined solar-gas for hot water

X

X

yes
yes

NIA
NIA

X

yes
yes

X

yes, 1=40m, W=1 ,5m, diameter=11 Omm
yes
yes
X

no
yes, with boiler (gas)
no
no

X

X

X

yes, low-temperature floor heating
heat pump (ground)

Remark 1. Energy demand for heating and hot domestic water
Remark 2. C02 calculation example Passive House 1
Qv = 15 kWhlm2 per year with surface = 130 m2
Qv(total) = 1950 kWh per year energy= 195018,79 = 221 ,8 m3 ae
C02-emission 1 m3 natural gas is 1,8kg. Total emission = 400 kg C02

These two projects focus on active utilization of solar energy mainly. They are dependent on
installations to a great extent. Their energy demand is 50% higher than the passive house concept.
(15-20 kWhlm2 more). However, on a yearly basis the C02 emission of energy neutral dwellings
is less.

Remark 3. Assumed, the surface of the dwellings is 125m2, the energy
demand is 32 kWhlm2 per year
10
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DESIGN RENOVATION VAN HOOGMOED ARCHITECTEN

This appendix shows the design for the renovation of Westerpark by Van Hoogmoed architecten.
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Appendix IV.2

PHOTOS RENOVATION VAN HOOGMOED ARCHITECTEN

This appendix displays the building process of the renovation project for Westerpark by Van Hoogmoed architecten.

THE ORIGINAL SITUATION

START INITIATIVE and DESIGN- 2003 [Source: Van Hoogmoed architecten]

Appendix IV.2 Photos renovabon van Hoogmoed architecten
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DEMOLITION WORK- August 2007 [Source: Van Hoogmoed Architecten]

CONSTRUCTION (1/2)- October 2007

Appendix IV 2 Photos renovation van Hoogmoed architecten
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CONSTRUCTION (2/2) -October 2007

COMPLETION -October 2007
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Appendix IV.3 THERMAL BRIDGES (KOBRA)
This appendix contains KOBRA calculations with the simulated effects of thermal bridges.

IV.3 THERMAL BRIDGES
The software package KOBRA Version 2.2 is used to obtain insight in the thermal behaviour of building details. Main
purpose was to determine the effect of thermal bridges, in order to gather optimal input for the Ham BASE simulation.
The program provied a two-dimension steady state simulation. For every calculation, the conditions are similar: outside
temperature 8e = 0°C; inside temperature 8i = 20°C.
The results of the calculation of building details relevant for apartment type A (see figure IV.2.1) are described
underneath. For each detail, the following structure is used:
The first figure describes the detail: dimensions and materials with their characteristics are given.
The second figure contains several results:
1.

It shows the conditions: Rs; = 0.13 m2KJW; Re = 0.04 m2KJW; 8; = 20 o C; 8e= 0 °C.

2.

A condensation risk evaluation: the temperature factor corresponding with that surface resistance is given for
3 different spots of the construction (called 0, Land K), together with the surface temperature of this specific
spot. The comments (Low risk, moderate risk etc) are based on the starting point fRsi > 0.65.

Remark: Important remark: KOBRA allows only the evaluation of two-dimensional thermal bridges. Three-dimensional
thermal bridges, possibly more sensitive for condensation risk, may occur [Manual KOBRA V 2.2].
3.

A heat flow evaluation:
-The U-values [W/m 2K] of the flanking elements.
-The total heat loss Q [W/m] through the building detail. As 1 meter perpendicular to the section of the
detail represented is considered, the heat loss is expressed in W/m.
- The coupling coefficient L;e [W/mK], being the total heat loss for a unit temperature difference
between inside and outside.

Finally, the third figure represents the graphic output of the calculation. This is a drawing of the isotherms (the heat flow
lines are not displayed). It gives a clear insight into the heat flow through the detail.
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IV.3.1 DETAILS FROM THE BUILDING IN ITS ORIGINAL STATE

Detail A-original: Connection
Group:

___;!

Fa~ade-

- Detai 1:
p.51-91

Floor

_2_91

INPUT DATA

•
•
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u
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9.935
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7.7
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lil.9

9 . 992

= 2.44"'

2 "'

Figure IV.3.1 Properties detail A-original

Group :
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Figure IV.3.2 Results detail A-original
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[DC)
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J.0.0
9.0
8.0
7.0
6.0
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3.0
2.0
J..0
0.0

Figure IV.3.3 Isotherm detail A-original

There is a severe risk of condensation, especially directly under the floor (point 0). The temperature factor is only 0.58.
The thermal coupling coefficient ljJ (a value for the total heat loss for a unit temperature difference between inside and
outside) is 2.2 W/mK.
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Detail 8-original: Connection Wall-Window (horizontal)
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Figure IV.3.4 Properties detail B-original
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Figure IV.3.5 Results detail B-original
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Figure IV.3.6 Isotherm detail B·original

The risk of condensation is limited. Also, the heat loss through this specific building element is not excessively high.
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Detail C-original: Connection Balcony- Window frames
Gr-oup:
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Figure IV.3.7 Properties detail C-original
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Figure IV.3.8 Results detail C-original
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Figure IV.3.9 Isotherm detail C·original

The heat loss through this joint is excessively high: 20.5 W/m . In the renovation design, certain large thermal bridges
should be avoided.
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Appendix IV.4 and IV.S HAMBASE -Input and out information
This appendix explains the input for the simulation and the assumptions that were taken.

CALCULATION TYPE A- BEFORE RENOVATION

PART 1: THE CALCULATION PERIOD
The simulation period is an average year in the Netherlands: 1976.
BAS.Period=[1976,1,1,365];
Daylight savings as a result of changing the clock one hour between March and October is taken into account.
BAS. DSTime=1 ;

PART II: THE BUILDING
ZONES
A zone consists of one room or several adjacent rooms with about the same temperature and relative humidity and the same
climate control. Apartment Type A is divided into three zones:

I

3670

3085

m

(4

FORMAT BAS.Vol{zone
number}=volume (m3):
BAS.Vol{1}= 50.3 m3;
Living room (A=18 m2, 1=50.3
m3)
BAS. Vol{2}= 108.1 mJ;
Bedrooms and Corridor
(A=38.7 m2, 1=108.1 m3)
BAS.Vol{3}= 31 .3 mJ;
Bathroom, kitchen, toilet
(A=11 .2 m2, 1=31.3 m3)

Zone 3 : Kitchen & Bathroom

Figure IV.2- 1 Division of zones
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CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS DATA
Every construction component is given a different construction 10-number. The order of the input of the properties of all
layers in such a construction component is standard from indoors to outdoors and for construction components between
zones from the zone with the lowest zone-number to the highest. The material properties of the component layer are inserted
by a materiaiiD-number.

FORMAT BAS.Con{coniD}=[Ri,d1 ,matiD, ... ,dn,matiD,Re,ab,eb] with:
d1 ... dn =material layer thickness [m]
matiD = materiaiiD-number.
Ri =internal surface heat transfer resistance (for example Ri=0.13) [m2KIW]
Re =surface heat transfer resistance at the opposite site (for example Re=0.04) [m 2K/W]
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-] e.g. light ab=0.4, dark ab=0.9.
eb = externallongwave emmisivity [-].Almost always: eb=0.9
Internal surface heat transfer resistance (R; in [m2KJW]) and surface heat transfer resistance at opposite site (Rein [m2KIW])
are determined according NEN 1068. [Source: Bouwkunde Tabellenboek, §11.8]:
Construction
Roofs/walls adjacent to outside
Other separations
Floors; above cellar/ground
Floors; vertical heat transfer
Floors adjacent to outside

R1 [m 2 K/W]
0.13
0.13
0.17
0.10
0.17

Re[m 2KIW]
0.04
0.13
0.17
0.10
0.04

Ro[m 2KIW]
0.17
0.26
0.34
0.20
0.21

For all construction components, the external long-wave emissivity eb [-]is taken as 0.9.
Overview of all construction components:
1.

External masonry walls (all external walls (=all facades) are considered to be masonry)
R; = 0.13 m2KJW

Re = 0.04 m2KJW
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.8

d
ID
2.

Plaster

Concrete block

Insulation

0.010
361

0.110
343

0.025
474

Cavity (not
ventilated)
0.025
002

Brick stone
0.110
238

Concrete block

Plaster

0.110
343

0.010
361

Internal load-bearing walls between apartments
R; = 0.13 m2KJW
Re = 0.13 m2KJW
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.5

d
ID

3.

Plaster

Concrete block

0.010
361

0.110
343

Cavity (not
ventilated)
0.050
002

Internal load-bearing wall within apartments
R; = 0.13 m2KJW
Re = 0.13 m2KJW
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.5
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d
ID
4.

Concrete block
0.210
343

Plaster
0.010
361

Plaster
0.010
361

Non load-bearing internal wall

R; = 0.13 m2KfW
Re = 0.13 m2KfW
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.5

d
ID
5.

Light-weight concrete
0.110
319

Plaster
0.010
361

Plaster
0.010
361

Ground floor construction

R; = 0.17 m2KfW
Re = 0.17 m2 K!W
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.9

d
ID
6.

Finishing
0.025
317

Concrete floor
0.150
344

Internal floor (between apartments)

R; = 0.13 m2 K!W
Re = 0.13 m2 K!W
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.6

d
ID
7.

Plaster
0.010
361

Concrete floor
0.160
344

Finishing (light-weight
0.030
317

Roof construction

R; = 0.13 m2KfW
Re = 0.04 m2 K!W
ab = external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-] = 0.8

d
ID
8.

Plaster
0.025
317

Concrete slab
0.100
344

Insulation
0.050
474

PVC Roof covering
0.005
601

Exterior door
R; = 0.13 m2 K!W

Re =0.04 m2K!W
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.8

9.

Wood
0.040
d
501
ID
lntenor door
R; = 0.13 m2KJW
Re = 0.13 m2K!W
ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-]= 0.6
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d
ID

Wood
0.040
505

GLAZING SYSTEMS DATA
Three different glazing systems have been described as follows:
FORMAT BAS.Gias[glaiD}=[Uglas,CFr,ZTA,ZTAw,CFrw,Uglasw] with:
Uglas = U-value without sun blinds [W/m2K]
CFr =convection factor without blinds[-]
ZTA =Solar gain factor[-] without blinds
ZTAw =Solar gain factor[-] with blinds
CFrw =convection factor with blinds[-]
Uglasw = U-value with blinds [W/m2K]
BAS.Gias{glaiD}
{1} saint-roch skn 165
{2} single glazing with
interior sun blinds
[3} HR glazing with
interior sun blinds

Uglas
1.309
5.7

CFr
0.047
0.01

ZTA
0.308
0.80

ZTAw
0.072
0.31

CFrw
0.116
0.34

Uglasw
1.253
5.7

1.4

0.03

0.65

0.3

0.4

1.4

In this calculation, the situation before renovation is considered. Therefore, only glazing system type 2 is used.
ORIENTATIONS
The tilt and the orientation with respect to the south describes the orientation of each surface of the building envelope.
FORMAT BAS.Or{oriD}=[beta gamma] with:
beta =tilt (vertical=90,horizontal=0)
gamma= azimuth (east=-90, west=90, south=O, north=180)
Facade
north facade (back)
east facade (right)
south facade (front)
west facade (left)
horizontal roof

Name
BAS.Or[1}
BAS.Or{2}
BAS.Or{3}
BAS.Or[4}
BAS.Or[5}

beta
90.0
90.0
90.0
90.0
0.0

gamma
180.0
-90.0
0.0
90.0
0.0

SHADOWING
There are no large obstructions in the close proximity of the apartment block. Therefore, shadowing is not an issue for this
simulation.
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WALLS
Figure IV.2- 2 shows the different walls and windows that the apartment consist of. They are:
External walls:
Windows in external walls:
Constant temperature walls:
Adiabatic external walls:
Internal walls:

wall ex
windows
walliO
wallia
wallin

INSERT PICTURE
Figure IV.2 -2 Sketch

I. EXTERNAL WALLS
FORMAT BAS.wallex{exiD} = [zonenr,surf,coniD,oriD,bridge];
zonenr =select zone number from ZONES section
surf =total surface area[m2] including the windows surface area.
coniD =select construction 10-number from CONSTRUCTION section.
oriD =select orientation ID-number from ORIENTATIONS section
bridge= the heat loss in W/K of the thermal bridges (choose 0 if unknown)
The effect of thermal bridges in the construction is simulation with the KOBRA software package [Physibel, 2002] . The
calculation can be found in Appendix IV.3. The coupling coefficient of the thermal bridge is 2.2 W/mK for the connection
fayade-floor. For the roof-edge, the coefficient is 1.5 W/mK.

West facade
North fa!fade
South facade
Roof

Name
BASE.wallex{1}
BASE.wallex{2}
BASE.wallex{3}
BASE.wallex{4}
BASE.wallex{5}
BASE.wallex{6}
BASE.wallex{7}
BASE.wallex{8}
BASE.wallex{9}

Zone Number
1
2
2
3
1
2
1
2
3

Surface [m2]
14.3
11 .2
10.5
8.4
10.5
5.7
18.0
38.7
11.2

Con.ID
1
1
10
10
10
10
7
7
7

Or.ID
4
4
1
1
3
3
5
5
5

Bridge [W/K]
11.2
8.8
8.3
6.6
8.3
12.3
13.3
13.4
4.5

II. WINDOWS IN EXTERNAL WALLS
FORMAT window{winiD} = [exiD, surf,glaiD, shaiD];
exiD =select external construction 10-number from CONSTRUCTIONS section
surf = surface area of the glazing [m2]
glaiD =select glass 10-number from GLAZING section
shaiD =select 10-number of shadow from SHADOW section, no shadow: shaiD=O

Name
BASE.window(1}
BASE.window{2}
BASE. window{3}
BASE.window{4}
BASE.window(5}
BASE.window{6}

exiD
1
3
4
5
6
6
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Surface [m2]
2.01
4.08
4.14
4.31
4.12
1.83

glaiD
2
2
2
2
2
2

shaiD
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Ill. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE WALLS
FORMAT walliO{iOID} = [zonenr, surf, coniD ,temp];
zonenr =select zone number from ZONES section
surf =total surface area [m2]
coniD =select construction ID-number from CONSTRUCTION section.
temp =constant temperature [oC],e.g ground= '1 0'
bridge =the heat loss in W/K of the thermal bridges (0 if unknown)
Assumption : walls adjacent to the staircase are constant temperature walls, and the temperature is 10°C. Appendix IV.3
describes the thermal bridge in these walls. The coupling coefficient of the thermal bridge is 2.2 W/mK with a temperature
difference of 10°C.

Name
BASE. walliO{ 1}
BASE.walli0{2}

zonenr
3
2

Surface [m2]
11 .2
3.08

coniD
1
8

Temp [0 C]
10
10

Bridge [W/K]
8.8
8.7

IV. ADIABATIC EXTERNAL WALLS
Floor height: 2.6m.

Subject
Floors separating
apartments
Walls staircase

Name
BASE.wallia{1}
BASE.wallia{2}
BASE.wallia{3}
BASE.wallia{4}
BASE.wallia{5}_
BASE.wallia{6}

Zonenr
1
2
3
2
2
2

Surface [m2]
18
38.7
11.2
4.36
3.38
10.6

coniD
6
6
6
2
2
2

Surface [m2]
13.3
10.4
9.8
7.8
11.3
9.6

coniD
3
3
3
3
3
3

V. INTERNAL WALLS BETWEEN AND IN ZONES
Name
BASE.wallin{1}
BASE.wallin{2}
BASE.wallin{3}
BASE.wallin{4}
BASE.wallin{5}
BASE.wallin{6}

Zonenr1
1
2
1
2
2
2

Zonenr2
2
3
2
3
2
2
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PART Ill: PROFILES FOR INTERNAL SOURCES, VENTILATION, SUNBLINDS AND FREE COOLING
PROFILES
Profiles enable to describe the use of a zone on a certain day. In this case, 3 different profiles have been distinguished. The
following variables need to be specified:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

BAS.Ers{proiD} = irradiance level for sun blinds [W/m2].
BAS.dayper{proiD} = [hrnr1 ,hrnr2,hrnr3], the starting time of a new period
BAS.wmin{proiD} = [... ], the ventilation ACR [1/hr], for each period
BAS.wmax{proiD} = [.. . ], the ventilation ACR [1/hr] in case free cooling
BAS.Tfc{proiD} = [... ], treshold [oC] for free cooling, for each period
BAS.Tsetmin{proiD}= [. .. ], setpoint [oC] switch for heating, (in case of no heating choose -1 00)
BAS.Tsetmax{proiD} = [... ], setpoint [oC] switch for cooling, (in case of no cooling choose 100)
BAS.Qint{proiD} = [... ], internal heat gains [W]
BAS.Gint{proiD} = [.. . ], moisture gains [kg/s]
BAS.RVmin{proiD} = [. . . ], setpoint [%]switch for humidification,(in case of no humidifcation choose -1)
BAS.RVmax{proiD} = [... ], setpoint [%]switch for dehumidification,(in case of no dehumidifcation choose 101)

Ad a: The irradiance level is assumed 300 W/m 2for every profile.
Ad b: The division of each day into several periods is based on the expected behaviour of two adults, both working.
Ad h: Estimation of internal heat gains is based on research by Bojic [Bojic, 2002]. An hourly activity level of 108 W/person in
the living/dining room, and 72 W/person in the bedroom are augmented with the mean loads from lighting and electric
appliances (subsequently 15.5 and 12.4 W/m2).
Ad i: based on moisture calculations by TenWolde [TenWolde, 2001], see Table IV.2-1:

Residential Design Moisture Generation Rates
Number of bedrooms

.\1oisture generation rate

!bedroom

8 kglday

0.9 x 10-' kg/s

0.7 lbih

2 bedrooms

12 kg/day

1.3

X

lO... kg/s

1.1 lbih

3 bedrooms

14 kg/day

1.6

X

10-' kg/s.

13 ~bih

4 be.drooms

15 kgiday

1.7 x 10-' kg/s

1.41b/h

Additional bedrooms + 1 kg/day +O. 1 x 10-' k._ws

-+Q.09 1b/b

*
Table IV.2-1: Residential design moisture generation rates [TenWolde, 2001]
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Zone 1: Living room
Profile 1: Weekdays
Period
07:00- 09:00
09:00- 18:00
18:00- 22:00
22:00- 07:00

Activity
Breakfast
No activity
Sitting, watching TV
No activity

VVmin

VVmax

1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

5
1.7
5
1.7

VVmin

VVmax

1.7
2.5
1.7

5
7.5
1.7

Tfc
25
100
25
25

Tsetmin

Tsetmax

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

19
12
20
12

100
100
100
100

160
0
160
0

0
0

-1
-1
-1
-1

101
101
101
101

Tfc
25
25
25

Tsetmin

Tsetmax

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

20
22
12

100
100
100

160
200
0

0.2'10-4
0.2'10-4

-1
-1
-1

101
101
101

Tfc
25
100
25

Tsetmin

Tsetmax

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

17
15
15

100
100
100

108
0
108

0
0

-1
-1
-1

101
101
101

Tfc
25
100
25

Tsetmin

Tsetmax
100
100
100

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

17
15
15

108
0
108

0
0

-1
-1
-1

101
101
101

Tfc
23
100
23
100

Tsetmin

Tsetmax

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

18
15
18
15

100
100
100
100

180
0
180
0

0.6'10""

-1
-1
-1
-1

101
101
101
101

Tfc
23
100
23
100

Tsetmin

Tsetmax

Oint

Gint

RVmin

RVmax

18
15
18
15

100
100
100
100

180
0
180
0

0.6'10""

-1
-1
-1
-1

101
101
101
101

0.2'10-4

0

Profile 2: Weekends
Period
10:00- 18:00
18:00- 24:00
24:00- 10:00

Activity
Sitting, reading
Eating, more people
Sleeping

0

Zone 2: Bedrooms &corridor
Profile 3: Weekdays
Period
07:00- 09:00
09:00- 22:00
22:00- 07:00

Activity
Waking up, dressing
No activity
Sleeping

VVmin

VVmax

1
1
1

3
1
2

0.5'10-4

Profile 4: Weekends
Period
10:00- 12:00
12:00- 24:00
24:00- 10:00

Activity
Waking up, dressing
No activity
Sleeping

VVmin

VVmax

1
1
1

3
1
2

0.5'10-4

Zone 3: Bathroom and Kitchen
Profile 5: Weekdays
Period
07:00- 09:00
09:00- 18:00
18:00- 20:00
20:00- 07:00

Activity
Cooking, showering
No activity
Cooking
No activity

VVmin

VVmax

2
1
2
1

6
2
6
2

VVmin

VVmax

2
1
2
1

6
2
6
2

0
0.3'10-4

0

Profile 6: Weekends
Period
10:00- 13:00
13:00- 18:00
18:00- 21 :00
21 :00- 10:00

Activity
Showering, cooking
No activity
Cooking
No activity
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PART IV: HEATING, COOLING, HUMIDIFICATION and DEHUMIDIFICATION
The existing apartment uses gas-fired stoves for heating. Heating plants are located in living room, bedrooms and kitchen.
Since accurate information about the system is not available, the heating capacity is considered infinite (value '-1' in the
formula}. The absence of active cooling results in a cooling capacity of -1. Consequently, the dehumidification value is 0.
FORMAT BAS.Piant{zonenr}=[heating capacity [W], cooling capacity [W], humidification capacity [kg/s], dehumidification
capacity [kg/s]];
BASE.Piant{1 }=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
BASE.Piant{2}=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
BASE.Piant{3}=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
The convection factor is assumed 0.8.

REFERENCES
Bojic, M.; Burnett, J.; Wan, K.; Yik, F.; 2002, Influence of envelope and partition characteristics on the space cooling of highrise residential buildings in Hong Kong, Building and Environment 37, pp. 347-355.
Bouwkunde Tabellenboek, §11 .8
Physibel, 2002, KOBRA- computer program to query an atlas of building details on their thermal behaviour (two-dimensional
steady state)- a user's guide, Physibel, Maldegem, Belgium
TenWolde, A.; Walker, I.S.; 2001, Interior Moisture Design Loads for Residences, Performance of exterior envelopes of
whole buildings VIII: integration of building envelopes. Atlanta, GA: American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and AirConditioning Engineers, c2001 : ISBN: 1883413966: 6 pages.
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%STARTEXAMPLE1 Example with standard wavo_output
o;o -----------------------------------------------------------------------%
HAMBASE

%
%HEAT And Moisture Building And Systems Evaluation
o;o ------------------------------------------------------------------------% BUILDINGref
%
%Example input file to specify the building, profiles, systems are off
%The name of this m-file can be changed at wish.
%dec 2004

o/o -----------------------------------------------------------------------------% PART 1 :THE CALCULATION PERIOD

o/o ------------------------------------------------------------------------%The available climate data of De Bilt are of the years 1971 till 2000. If the
% climate files of a different location are used the name and format must be
%adapted and the geographical coordinates must be changed (in lnCiimate-file).
%As an average year can be considered 1 May 1974 till 30 April1975.
%A cold winter (242 days) started 1 September 1978.
%A hot summer (123 days) started 1 May 1976.
% 9 hot days started at 1 July 1976 and 9 cold days started at 30 December 1978.

%
%FORMAT BAS.Period=[yr,month,day,ndays)

%
%
%
%
%

yr
= start year
month = start
month day = start day
ndays = number of days simulated

%BAS.Period=[1976, 1,1 ,90, 1];
BAS.Period=[1976, 1,1 ,365];
%If BAS.DSTime=1 the EU daylight-savings time is taken into account. It starts on the
% last Sunday of March and ends on the the last Sunday of October (the total
%duration is 30 or 31 weeks). If there is no daylight-savings period BAS.DSTime=O
% If the daylight-savings period is different from the EU the starting and ending days
% must be given:
% BAS.DSTime(1 ,:)=[year,starting month,day,ending month,day];
% BAS.DSTime(2, :)=[year+ 1,starting month,day,ending month,day]; etc.
%BAS.DSTime(1 ,:)=[1987,4,28,4,29];
%BAS.DSTime(2,:)=[1988,4,3,4,3];
BAS.DSTime=1;

o;o ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --% PART 2 :THE BUILDING

o;o ---------------------·--------------------------------------------------- --% ZONES NUMBERS[-] & VOLUMES [m3]
o;o
%A zone consist of a room or several adjacent rooms with oubout the same
%temperature and relative humidity and the same climate control e.g. a dwelling
% might have three zones: the ground floor (living room etc), the first floor
% (sleeping) and the attic (not heated). There is however no restriction in the
%number of zones that can be simulated. Example: three zones: BAS.Vol{1}=.. ;
% BAS.Vol{2}=.. ; BAS.Vol{3}=.. If alone 2: use'%' for 1 and 3 so only
% BAS.Vol{2} remains.

%
%FORMAT BAS.Vol{zonenumber}=volume (m3);
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BAS.Vol{1 }= 50.3;
BAS.Vol{2}=1 08.1;
BAS.Vol{3}= 31.3;
%**CONSTRUCTION COMPONENTS DATA**
%
%A construction component usually consists of different layers. The order of
% the input of the properties of these layers is standard from indoors to
%outdoors and for construction components between zones from the zone with the
% lowest zone-number to the highest so: 1->2, 1->3,2->3etc.. The material
%properties of the component layer are inserted by a materiaiiD-number. By
%typing 'help matpropf' a list of materials appear with a material ID-number.
% Also each different construction component gets a different construction
% ID-number: coniD=1 ,2, ....
0
/o
%FORMAT BAS.Con{coniD}=[Ri,d1 ,matiD, ... ,dn,matiD,Re,ab,eb].
% dn = material layer thickness [m]
% matn = material ID-number.
% Ri = internal surface heat transfer resistance (for example Ri=0.13) [Km2/W]
% Re =surface heat transfer resistance at the opposite site (for example Re=0.04) [Km2/W]
% ab =external solar radiation absorption coefficient[-] e.g.light ab=0.4, dark ab=0.9.
% eb = externallongwave emmisivity [-].Almost always: eb=0.9
% BAS.Con{coniD}=[Ri, d1 ,matiD,...
,
BAS.Con{1} = [0.13, 0.010,361, 0.11 0,343,
BAS.Con{2} = [0.13, 0.010,361, 0.11 0,343,
BAS.Con{3} = [0.13, 0.010,361, 0.21 0,343,
BAS.Con{4} = [0.13, 0.010,361, 0.11 0,319,
BAS.Con{5} = [0.17, 0.025,317, 0.150,344,
BAS.Con{6} = [0.13, 0.010,361, 0.160,344,
BAS.Con{7} = [0.13, 0.025,317, 0.1 00,344,
BAS.Con{8} = [0.13, 0.040,501,
BAS.Con{9} = [0.13, 0.040,505,
BAS.Con{1 0}= [0.13, 0.012,508, 0.050,402,

dn,matiD, Re, ab, eb].
0.025,474 0.025,002, 0.11 0,238,
0.04, 0.8, 0.9];
0.050,002, 0.11 0,343, 0.010,361,
0.13, 0.5, 0.9];
0.010,361,
0.13, 0.5, 0.9];
0.010,361
0.13, 0.5, 0.9];
0.17, 0.9, 0.9];
0.030,317,
0.13, 0.6, 0.9];
0.050,474, 0.005,601,
0.04, 0.8, 0.9];
0.04, 0.8, 0.9];
0.13, 0.6, 0.9];
0.012,508,
0.04, 0.8, 0.9];

% Commments
% 1: limestone,insulation,air gap,brick (external wall)
% 2: plaster,insulation,plaster (internal wall)
% 3: light concrete (internal wall, not used in this example)
% 4: tiles, limestone (internal wall, not used in this example)
% 5: limestone, insulation, air gap, hard brick (external wall)
% 6: roof construction
% 7: floor construction
% 8: floor construction
% 9: plaster, system floor, air gap, medium hardboard (floor between zones)
% 10: floor between zones
% 11: exterior door
% 12: interior door
%**GLAZING SYSTEMS DATA**

%
% The solar gain factor of glazing depends on the incident angle of the solar
% radiation. The properties below are independent of this angle but if one wants
%to account for the incident angle this can be done with the shadow section
%(below). Each different glazing system gets an ID-number: glaiD=1 ,2,.
%
% FORMAT BAS.Gias{glaiD}=[Uglas,CFr,ZTA,ZTAw,CFrw,Uglasw]

%
% Uglas = U-value without sunblinds [W /m2K]
% CFr =convection factor without blinds [-]
% ZTA =Solar gain factor[-] without blinds
% ZTAw =Solar gain factor[-] with blinds
% CFrw =convection factor with blinds [-]
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% Uglasw = U-value with blinds [W/m2K]
%
%BAS.Gias{glaiD}=[Uglas, CFr,
ZTA,
ZTAw,
CFrw, Uglasw]
BAS.Gias{1 }=
[1.309, 0.047, 0.308, 0.072, 0.116, 1.253 ];
BAS.Gias{2}=
[5.7,
0.01 ,
0.80,
0.31,
0.34,
5.7 ];
BAS.Gias{3}=
[1.4,
0.03,
0.65,
0.3,
0.4,
1.4 ];
%Comments
% Glazing 1 saint-roch skn 165
% Glazing 2 single glazing with interior sunblinds
%Glazing 3 HR glazing with interior sunblinds
% Glazing 4 double glazing with interior sunblinds
%**ORIENTATIONS**
%
% For each surface of the building envelope (exterior walls) the tilt and the
% orientation with respect to the south has to be known. Each different
%orientation gets a different orientation-ID-numbernumber: oriD.
%
%FORMAT BAS.Or{oriD}=[beta gamma]
%beta =tilt (vertical=90,horizontal=0)
%gamma= azimuth (east=-90, west=90, south=O, north=180)
%
%BAS.Or{oriD}=[beta, gamma];
BAS.Or{1 }= [90.0,
180.0 ]; % north facade (back)
BAS.Or{2}= [90.0,
-90.0 ]; %east facade (right)
BAS.Or{3}= [90.0,
0.0 ]; % south facade (front)
BAS.Or{4}= [90.0,
90.0 ]; %west facade (left)
%horizontal roof
BAS.Or{5}= [0.0,
0.0 ];
%**SHADOWING DATA**
%
% For each vertical window the shadow by exterior obstacles can be accounted
%for. The obstacles can have any combination of blocks, cylinders and spheres,
%provided some limitations regarding the positioning: The position of the
% blocks is such that two planes are horizontal, two vertical and perpendicular
%to the window pane and two parallel. The axis of the cylinder must be
%vertical. E.g. a tree is a cylinder and a sphere. If two equal windows with
% the same orientation and zone have a different shadow they cannot be added to
% one window (with the sum of the surface areas) anymore. Each shadow situation
%gets a shadow ID-number:shaiD.
%
%FORMAT BAS.shad{shaiD}= [
% typenr, size1, size2, size3, x, y, z, extra;

o/o ......,...... ,...... ,...... ,.. ,..,.. ,...... ;
% typenr, size1, size2, size3, x, y, z, extra;
% typenr, size1, size2, size3, x, y, z, extra;]
%
% x,y,z are Cartesian coordinates where z is vertical and xis horizontal and
% perpendicular to the window plane. Left means left when facing the window from
%outside. The sizes are always positive numbers.
%
% typenr=1 (window):size1 =depth (=distance glazing to exterior surface), size2=
% width, size3=height of the window
% [x,y,z] =the coordinates of the lowest window corner at the left side
% extra = elevation-angle of the horizon in degrees to account for far-away
% obstacles.
% typenr=2 (block) :size1 = width(in x-direction),size2=1ength(in y-direction) ,
% size3=height(in z-direction)
% x,y,z] coordinates of the left block corner closest to the window
% extra= solar transmission
% factor (0 opaque)
% typenr=3 (tree):size1=radius crown,size2=radius trunk (e.g.1/20*radius crown),
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

size3=height center of crown
[x,y,z]: coordinates of the bottom of trunk.
extra=solar transmission factor of crown (0 opaque). In winter(120<iday< 304)
this is higher than in summer. e.g. winter extra=0.8, summer extra=0.35
typenr =4 input for incident angle dependency of transmittivity of glazing.
Perpendicular (angle=O) always 1 and for 90 degrees (parallel) always 0. So
there is no need for an input for these angles! First row [4, incident
angle1 ,.,incident angle?], second row [5, transmittivity1 ,.,transmittivity7]

%
% Example input

%
BAS.shad{1}=[
5
1.6
0
1 0.07
2 0.1
5.1
3.0000
2 17.00 0.1
3.0000
2 17.00
0.1
2.0000
2 0.5
24.00 9.2000
3 1.25
1.25/7 2. 75
3 1.50
1.50/7 1.50
4 0 10 20 30 50 60 90; ...
5 1 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4];

0.5000
0.7 3; ...
17.00 0.0000
0 0; ...
0 0; .. .
0
5.1000
0 0; .. .
0
0.0000
34.10 -9.0000
0 0; ...
15.50 0.0
0 0; .. .
0; .. .
12.70 1.50
0

BAS.shad{2}=[
4 20
30
40
50
60
70
80
5 787/789 784/789 775/789 754/789 700/789

563/789 302/789];

%Changing below '0' into '1' below, gives a drawing of the
%obstacle geometry for ShaiD.
if 1==0
shaiD=1;
figure(1)
shaddrawf11 01 (BAS.shad,shaiD);
end

/o ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0

%A building is an assembly of different construction components. The input here
%is about the seize, place in the building and ID of these different components
%(for convenience called walls and windows i.e. also if doors, floors or roofs are meant).
%They are divided into 5 groups:
% I. Constructions separating a zone from the exterior climate: EXTERNAL WALLS
%II. Windows in external walls I
%Ill. Constructions separating a zone from an environment with a constant
% temperature e.g. the ground: CONSTANT TEMPERATURE WALLS
%IV. Constructions separating a zone from an environment with the same
% conditions: ADIABATIC EXTERNAL WALLS
% V. Constructions between and in zones: INTERNAL WALLS
% For external walls and constant temperature walls the heat loss by thermal
%bridges can be accounted for if the extra steady state heat loss in Watt per 1K
%temperature difference across these bridges is known. These values can be
% obtained by thermal bridge software or a approximate methods. Use '0' if not
%known.

/o -------------------------------------------------------------------------

0

%I. EXTERNAL WALLS

%
%For each waiiiD-number exiD=1 ,2, ...

%
%FORMAT BAS.wallex{exiD} = [zonenr,surf,coniD,oriD,bridge];
% zonenr = select zone number from ZOI\IES section
% surf
= total surface area[m2] including the windows surface area.
% coniD =select construction ID-number from CONSTRUCTION section.
% oriD =select orientation ID-number from ORIENTATIONS section
%bridge= the heat loss in W/K of the thermal bridges (choose 0 if unknown)
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%BAS.wallex{exiD}=
BAS.wallex{1} =
BAS.wallex{2} =
BAS.wallex{3} =
BAS.wallex{4} =
BAS.wallex{5} =
BAS.wallex{6} =
BAS.wallex{7} =
BAS.wallex{8} =
BAS.wallex{9} =

[zonenr, surf, coniD, oriD, bridge]
[1,
14.3, 1,
4, 11.2];
[2,
11.2, 1,
4, 8.8] ;
[2,
10.5, 10,
1, 8.3];
[3,
8.4,
10,
1, 6.6];
[1,
10.5, 10,
3, 7.1];
[2,
15.7, 10,
3, 12.3];
[1,
18.0, 7,
5, 13.3];
[2,
38.7, 7,
5, 20.0];
[3,
11.2, 7,
5, 4.5] ;

%II. WINDOWS IN EXTERNAL WALLS

%
% Each external wall can have one or more windows. The surface area is the area
% of the transparent part. If the surface is curved the effective area for solar
%radiation is needed. The U-value must be increased in such a way that the
% heat loss per 1K temperature difference equals the one for the curved glazing,
%e.g. a glazed dome in a flat roof has an orientation with tilt=O, surface
% area=pi*rA2 and U-value=Uglazing*2*pi*rA2fpi*rA2.
% If a wall has 100% glazing use an EXTERNAL WALL that is slightly larger than
%the window area. Each window gets an ID-number winiD=1 ,2, ...
%
% FORMAT window{winiD} = [exiD, surf,glaiD, shaiD];
% exiD =select external construction ID-number from CONSTRUCTIONS section
% surf =surface area of the glazing [m2]
% glaiD =select glass ID-number from GLAZING section
% shaiD =select ID-number of shadow from SHADOW section, no shadow: shaiD=O
%BAS.window{winiD}= [exiD,
BAS.window{1} = [1, 2.01 ,
BAS.window{2} = [3, 4.08,
BAS.window{3} = [4, 4.14,
BAS.window{4} = [5, 4.31,
BAS.window{5} = [6, 4.12,
BAS.window{6} = [6,
1.83,

surf, glaiD, shaiD]
2,
0];
2,
0];
2,
0];
2,
0];
2,
0];
2,
0];

%Ill. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE WALLS
0
/o
% Each constant temperature wall gets an ID: iOID=1 ,2, ...
%
%FORMAT walliO{iOID} = [zonenr, surf, coniD ,temp];
% zonenr = select zone number from ZONES section
%surf
=total surface area [m2]
% coniD =select construction ID-number from CONSTRUCTION section.
%temp
=constant temperature [oC],e.g ground = '1 0'
%bridge =the heat loss in W/K of the thermal bridges (0 if unknown)
%BAS.walliO{iOID}= [zonenr, surf, coniD,
BAS.walli0{1} = [3,
11.2, 1,
10.0,
BAS.walli0{2} = [2, 3.08, 8,
10.0,

temp,
0];
0];

bridge]

% IV ADIABATIC EXTERNAL WALLS
%
%Each adiabatic wall gets an ID: iaiD=1 ,2, ...
%
%FORMAT wallia{iaiD} = [zonenr,surf,coniD] ;
% zonenr = select zone number from ZONES section
% surf
= total surface area in m2
% coniD = select construction 10-number from CONSTRUCTION section.
%BAS.wallia{iaiD}= [zonenr, surf,

coniD]
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BAS.wallia{1}
BAS.wallia{2}
BAS.wallia{3}
BAS.wallia{4}
BAS.wallia{5}
BAS.wallia{6}

=
=
=
=
=
=

[1'
[2,
(3,
(2,
(2,
(2,

18.0, 6 ];
38.7, 6 ];
11.2,6];
4.36, 2 ];
3.38, 2 ];
10.6, 2 ];

% V. INTERNAL WALLS BETWEEN AND IN ZONES

%
%Also here all different internal walls get an 10-number: iniD.
% If there are 3 different walls (or floors) between zonenr1 and zonenr2, the
% input is BAS.wallin{1 }=(1 ,2, ... tim BAS.wallin{3}=(1 ,2, .... If the 4th
% construction is completely in zonenr2 the input is consequently:
% BAS.wallin{4}=[2,2, ... The first layer (Ri) of the construction component is
% in the zone that comes first. If instead BAS.wallin{3}=(2, 1,.... is used the
% construction is reversed and Ri is in zonenr2. The surface area is the surface
% area of one side of the wall also for walls that are completely in the same
%zone.

%
%FORMAT wallin{iniD} = (zonenr1 ,zonenr2,surf,con1D];
% zonenr1 =select zone number from ZONES section
% zonenr2 =select zone number from ZONES section
% surf
= total surface area (m2]
% coniO = select construction number from CONSTRUCTION section.
%BAS.wallin{inl0}=
BAS.wallin{1} =
BAS.wallin{2} =
BAS.wallin{3} =
BAS.wallin{4} =
BAS.wallin{5} =
BAS.wallin{6} =

[zonenr1, zonenr2,
2,
13.3,
(1 '
(2,
3,
10.4,
9.8,
2,
(1 '
3,
7.8,
(2,
11.3,
(2,
2,
2,
9.6,
(2,

surf,
3 ];
3 ];
3 ];
3 ];
3 ];
3 ];

coniD

1

0/o-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -% PART 3 : profiles for internal sources, ventilation, sunblinds and free
%cooling

/o ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --%
0
/o
% **PROFILES**
%
%Profiles are related to the use of a zone: office, living room, school etc
% Each day of a week can have a different profile e.g . weekends are different.
% Here the profiles are defined and given an 10-number; proiD .
% For each day up to 24 different periods can be defined with different data. period1 :
% start time = hrnr1 and end time = hrnr2; period2: start time = hrnr2 and end
%time = hrnr3; last period: the hours that are left on the same day.
%for example (1 ,8, 18] means period1: 1h till 8h, period2: 8h till 18h, period 3:
% 24h(==0h) till 1hand 18h till 24h. (3 periods are often used).
% The inserted hours are the clock time.
%The profile allows for free cooling i.e. above a certain threshold Tfc (oC)
%the ventilation is increased from wmin to wmax: e.g. wmax=3*wmin. So if
% wmin=wmax there is no free cooling. The temperature Tfc is also used for the
% control of blinds: if the solar irradiance on the window is higher than Ers
% and the indoor temperature higher than Tfc the blinds will be down. This means
%that if there is no free cooling the temperature Tfc is still necessary for
%the control of blinds. Ers is the same for all zones. A number often
% encountered for Ers is 300W /m2.
%
% BAS.Ers{proiO}
= irradiance level for sun blinds (W/m2]
% BAS.dayper{proiD} = [hrnr1 ,hrnr2,hrnr3], the starting time of a new period
% BAS.wmin{proiD} = (. . . ], the ventilation ACR (1/hr], for each period
% BAS.wmax{proiD} = (. . . ), the ventilation ACR [1/hr] in case free cooling
0
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

BAS.Tfc{proiD} = [. . . ], treshold [oC] for free cooling, for each period
BAS.Tsetmin{proiD}= [. . . ], setpoint [oC] switch for heating, (in case of
no heating choose -1 00)
BAS.Tsetmax{proiD} = [. . . ], setpoint [oC] switch for cooling, (in case
of no cooling choose 100)
BAS.Qint{proiD} = [. . . ], internal heat gains [W]
BAS.Gint{proiD} = [. . . ], moisture gains [kg/s]
BAS.RVmin{proiD} = [. . . ], setpoint [%]switch for humidification,(in case of no
humidifcation choose -1)
BAS.RVmax{proiD} = [. . . ], setpoint [%]switch for dehumidification,(in case
of no dehumidifcation choose 101)

% proiD=1
BAS.Ers{1} =300;
8,
18 ];
BAS.dayper{1 }=
[ 0,
1.7 ];
BAS.wmin{1}=
[ 1.7,
1.7,
1,
1
];
BAS.wmax{1 }=
[ 1,
BAS.Tfc{1}= [ 100, 100, 100 ];
185,
0 ];
BAS.Qint{1 }=
[ 0,
BAS.Gint{1}=
[ 0,
5.5e-6, 0
];
BAS.Tsetmin{1}= [ 20, -100, -100 ];
BAS.Tsetmax{1}= [ 100, 100, 100 ];
];
BAS.RVmin{1}=
[ -1, -1, -1
BAS.RVmax{1 }=
[ 100, 100, 100 ] ;
%proiD=2
BAS. Ers{2}=300;
8,
18 ];
BAS.dayper{2}= [ 0,
1,
1 ];
BAS.wmin{2}=
[ 1,
1,
1 ];
BAS.wmax{2}=
[ 1,
BAS.Tfc{2}= [ 100, 100, 100 ];
184.5, 0 ];
BAS.Qint{2}=
[ 0,
BAS.Gint{2}=
[ 0,
5.5e-6, 0 ];
BAS.Tsetmin{2}=[ -100, -100, -100];
BAS.Tsetmax{2}= [ 100, 100, 100];
BAS.RVmin{2}=
[ -1, -1, -1 ];
BAS.RVmax{2}=
[ 100, 100, 100 ];

%proiD=3
BAS. Ers{3}=2000;
BAS.dayper{3}=
[ 0,
8,
18 ];
BAS.wmin{3}=
[ 0.5, 0.5,
0.5];
BAS.wmax{3}=
[ 1.6, 1.6,
1.6 ];
BAS.Tfc{3}= [ 100, 100,
100];
222];
BAS.Qint{3}=
[ 222, 222,
BAS.Gint{3}=
[1.3e-5, 1.3e-5, 1.3e-5];
-1 00];
BAS.Tsetmin{3}= [ -100, -100,
100];
BAS.Tsetmax{3}= [ 100, 100,
-1];
BAS.RVmin{3}=
[ -1, -1,
100];
BAS.RVmax{3}=
[ 100, 100,

% THE PROFILES OF THE BUILDING
%
% FORMAT BAS.weekfun{zonenr} = [upnrmon, upnrtue, upnrwed, upnrthu, upnrfri,
% upnrsat, upnrsun]
%for each zone n=1 .. number of zones, select profiles ID-numbers for each
%day
% upnrmon =select profile ID-numbers for Monday from PROFILES
% upnrtue =select profile ID-numbers for Tuesday from PROFILES
% upnrwed =select profile ID-numbers for Wednesday from PROFILES
% upnrthu = select profile ID-numbers for Thursday from PROFILES
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% upnrfri =select profile ID-numbers for Friday from PROFILES
% upnrsat =select profile ID-numbers for Saturday from PROFILES
% upnrsun =select profile ID-numbers for Sunday from PROFILES
%
% BAS.weekfun{zonenr} =[upnrmon, upnrtue, upnrwed, upnrthu, upnrfri, upnrsat, upnrsun]
[1,
1,
1,
1,
1,
2,
2];
BAS.weekfun{1 }=
BAS.weekfun{2}=
[2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
3,
3];
[2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
3,
3];
BAS.weekfun{3}=
BAS.weekfun{4}=
[2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
3,
3];

o/o-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -% PART 4 : Heating, cooling, humidification, dehumidification
0
/o ------------------------------------------------------------------------- --% If the maximum heating capacity is known then that value can be used. If it is
% unknown the value '-1' means an infinite capacity. The value '-2' can be used
%for a reasonable estimate of the maximum heating capacity. Cooling and dehumification
%are negative! If there is no cooling the dehumidification capacity is '0'.
% For each zone :
0
/o
% FORMAT BAS.Piant{zonenr}=[heating capacity [W], cooling capacity [W],
% humidification capacity [kg/s],dehumidification capacity [kg/s]];
BAS.Piant{1}=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
BAS.Piant{2}=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
BAS.Piant{3}=[-1, -1, 0, -0];
%The simulation program treats radiant heat and convective heat differently.
% For each zone:
0
/o
%FORMAT BAS.convfac{zonenr}=[CFh, CFset, CFint ];
% CFh =Convection factor of the heating system: air heating CFh=1,
%
radiators CFh=0.8 floor heating CFh=0.5, cooling usually CFh=1
% CFset= Factor that determines whether the temperature control is on the air
%temperature (CFset=1 ), or comforttemperature (CFset=0.6),Tset=CFset*Ta+(1-CFset)*Tr
%
% CFint= is the convection factor of the casual gains (usually CFint=0.5)
BAS.convfac{1 }=[0.8,
BAS.convfac{2}=[0.8,
BAS.convfac{3}=[0.8,
BAS.convfac{4}=[0.8,

1,
1,
1,
1,

0.5];
0.5];
0.5];
0.5];

% If a heat recovery from ventilation air is used the effective temperature
%efficiency 'etaww' and the maximum indoor air temperature 'Twws' above which
%the heat exchanger will be by-passed must be known. In summer with cooling
% conditions this temperature is used to switch the exchanger on, e.g Twws=22oC

%
%FORMAT BAS.heatexch{zonenr}=[etaww, Twws];
BAS.heatexch{1 }=[0,
BAS.heatexch{2}=[0,
BAS.heatexch{3}=[0,
BAS.heatexch{4}=[0,

22];
22];
22];
22];

% Real rooms are furnished. Furnishings are important for moisture storage.
%Moisture is released dependent on the change in relative humidity. Especially
% in zones with a lot of paper or textiles this can easily outweigh the moisture
% storage of the building. A value of '1' means that about the same amount is
% stored as in the air that fills the volume of the zone. The heat storage of
% furnishings is less important but by absorbing solar radiation and releasing
%that directly to the indoor air more solar energy is released in a convective
%way. A value for the convective fraction of 0.2 can be considered as
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% reasonable. For each zone:

%
%FORMAT BAS.furnishings{zonenr}=[fbv, CFfbi];
% fbv = Moisture storage factor
% CFfbi= The convection factor for the solar radiation due to furnishings.
BAS.furnishings{1 }=[1,
BAS.furnishings{2}=[1,
BAS.furnishings{3}=[1,
BAS.furnishings{4}=[1,

0.2];
0.2];
0.2];
0.2];

0/o ******************* END 0 F INPUT***************************************************
%
%This input is now completely stored in the structured array BAS. By typing
% BAS in the command window, the input can be checked and changed.
%
%In HamBASfun input is changed to an input the simulation program WAVO needs.

[Controi,Profiles,lnCiimate,lnBuii]=Hambasefun5(BAS);
%The advanced user can modify the files lnCiimate, lnBuii,Profiles, Control
%(type help_wavooutput2)
Output=Wavox0606(Controi,Profiles,lnCiimate,lnBuil);
%Output contains all calculated data. Weather data are in lnCiimate. With
%these file the program wavooutput makes some plots. Type 'help_wavooutput2' to
% see the explanation of the content of Output and of lnCiimate
Wavooutput

Appendix Vl.1 PRE-DESIGN: DESIGN VARIANTS
This appendix it shows the two most important decisions, regarding further development of the design, that had to be made
in this stage deal with:
- Location and connection of the staircase (Variant 1-4)
- The question whether to reuse existing balconies or remove them (Type 1-2)
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Vl.1.1 LOCATION and CONNECTION of the STAIRCASE- FOUR DESIGN VARIANTS
Four different design variants, Variant 1 - Variant 4, have been developed. Main purpose was to find a solution for the
placement of a lift that makes every apartment easily accessible. The designs do not show how the apartments might look
like after the interior renovation (Step 3 from the Concept), but focus on the common renovation work. Figures 6.9-6.12
represent the four variants.

Variant 1: Remain stairs, balconies and other protrusion
Criterion
Remain existing stairs
Keep using existing stairs as main stairs
Break-through floors (vertically)
Remain existing entrance (front doors)
Increase functional space
Complexness construction
Connection existing - new
Hindrance during construction (short term)
Benefits after renovation Step 1 and Step 2 (long
term)

Rating
++
0
++

Description
Yes, completely
No, will be secondary infrastructure
No
No, only when opted for Step 3 as well
Yes, space is added
All independent steps
Strong separation
Minimal; occupants can stay
Entrance in kitchen, but extra space is added

+
++
+
+
0

Table Vl.1 Critena Vanant 1

7 .9 m2

3610
3460

7!l p

2815

J o 119o
I

I

1190 J o
I

I
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I

210

3460

370

+---i

Figure Vl.1 Variant 1 - Lift and stairs outside; entrance through new room
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Variant 2: Re-use stairs; addition of a new entrance
Description
Yes, completely
Yes
No
Yes
No, one apartment looses 3.9 m2
Complex; horizontal connection
Intersection
Definitely; horizontal break-throughs
Upgraded, but loss of space

Criterion
Remain existing stairs
Keep using existing stairs as main stairs
Break-through floors (vertically)
Remain existing entrance (front doors)
Increase functional space
Complexness construction
Connection existing - new
Hindrance during construction (short term)
Benefits after renovation Step 1 and Step 2 (long
term)

Rating_
++
++
++
+

0
0

Table Vl.2 Criteria Variant2

36 70

3085
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3085
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I

I
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Figure Vl.2 Variant 2 - Lift outside; entrance through new corridor along one apartment
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Variant 3: Removal of existing stairs; completely renewal of the staircase
Criterion
Remain existing stairs
Keep using existing stairs as main stairs
Break-through floors (vertically)
Remain existing entrance (front doors)
Increase functional space
Complexness construction
Connection existing - new
Hindrance during construction (short term)
Benefits after renovation Step 1 and Step 2 (long
term)

Description
No

Rating

X

X

Yes
Yes
No, remains the same
Very complex; ex1ensive demolition
Minor intersection
Definitely; stairs cannot be used
Completely modernized

+
0

0
++

Table Vl.3 Criteria Variant 3

3670

~
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3085
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.0

..,"
0
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Figure Vl.3 Variant 3- Completely renewal of the staircase
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Variant 4: Partly removal of existing stairs
Criterion
Remain existing stairs
Keep using existing stairs as main stairs
Break-through floors (vertically)
Remain existing entrance (front doors)
Increase functional space
Complexness construction
Connection existing - new
Hindrance during construction (short term)
Benefits after renovation Step 1 and Step 2 (long
term)

Description
Only partly
Partly
No
Yes
i'Jo, remains the same
Relatively easy
Minor intersection
Stairs temporary not usable
Completely modernized

Rating
0

+
++
+
0
+
0
++

Table Vl.4 Criteria Variant 4
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Figure Vl.4 Variant 4- Partly renewal of the stai rcase
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Vl.1.2

EVALUATION of the DESIGN VARIANTS

The matrix below displays all criteria on which the designs are compared. At first sight, Variant 1 (Figure Vl.1) appeared to
be the most favourable design, since it holds the most ++'s in the matrix. However, a major disadvantage of this variant is
that the entrance in the new situation is located in the kitchen. Interior renovation could overcome this problem, but it results
in large losses of space. In addition to that, occupants who do not opt for interior renovation would still suffer from this
inconvenience.
Variant 1

Variant 2

Variant 3

Variant 4

Yes, completely

Yes, completely

No

Only partly

No, will be secondary infrastructure

Yes

X

Partly

No

No

Yes

No

No, only when opted for Step 3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes; space is added

No, one apartment looses 3.9 m2

No, remains the same

No, remains the same

All independent steps

Complex; horizontal connection

Very complex; extensive demolition Relatively easy

Strong separation

Intersection

Minor intersection

Minimal; occupants can stay

Definitely; horizontal break-throughs Definitely; staircase cannot be used Yes, staircase cannot be
used

Entrance in kitchen, but extra space

Upgraded, but loss of space

Minor intersection

Completely modernized facilities

Completely modernized
facilities

Scores per variant

Variant 1

++

0

++

-

+

Variant 2

++

++

++

+

--

X

-

+

0

--

0

+

++

+

0

+

0

Variant 3
Variant 4

0

++

+

+

0

0

---

0
++
++

Table Vl.5 Overv1ew vanants and charactenst1cs

Apparently, remaining the existing stairs has both merits and demerits. The next points that are listed represent the
advantageous and disadvantageous characteristics of a design in which the stairs are remained:
Odd programme (entrance in kitchen)
Extra space needed for passing the stairs to reach the existing entrance hall
+
Avoidance of waste
+
Minimal hindrance during the construction period (especially Variant 1)
In general, disadvantages should have minimal effect on a design. Simultaneously, the advantages should be exploited
maximally. Therefore, the following assumptions have been made in order to find a balance between the diverse
characteristics:
• Functionality and the level of comfort that are achieved after the renovation are leading factors. They provide
extension of the building's economical and technical lifespan so that the building can function for at least another
50 years.
• Hindrance during construction work must be minimised. However, it is impossible to completely avoid hindrance. If
certain actions are necessary in order to upgrade the building to a large extent, the work should not be eliminated.
This is the case when the question is to either preserve the existing stairs or remove it: maintaining minimises the
amount of hindrance for the occupants during the construction (short term perspective). However, removing the
stairs and rearranging the area results in such higher quality (long term perspective) that it would be unwise to not
do so.
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Taking the long term approach into account, Variant 4 has been chosen the most favourable concept.
Vl.1.2 RE-USE or REMOVE EXISTING BALCONIES
Now Variant 4 has been selected, and the decision is made to place the new lift outside the building and to remove the stairs
partially, the question is whether to reuse the existing balconies or remove them. Two different methods to do so are
considered.
Type 1: Re-use balconies; 'wrap' them in
With method 1, the existing balconies remain . The new fa~ade 'wraps' them in so that new floor space is added to the
apartments. This space can be used for laundry for example. At some point, this fa~ade and the fa~ade of the new staircase
joint together.

0

0

J•60

Figure Vl.5 Floor plan of the 1sl3 rd storeys (Type 1: balconies are re-used and do now belong to the interior of the apartment)
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Type 2: Remove balconies
Figure Vl.6 is a graphical representation of the consequences of removing the balconies (North fa9ade) and addition of a
new fa9ade (Type 2). An external shaft for ducts (ventilation of the existing apartments, water &electricity &data for the rooftop apartments) is placed directly along the fa9ade.
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0
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Figure Vl.6a Ground floor and Figure Vl.6b 1sr_3rd storey of the existing building (Type 2: balconies are removed)

Type 2 is preferred to Type 1 due to its better adjustment with the new roof-top dwellings; With the external shaft so close to
the fa9ade , the (infra-structural) connection with the new dwellings can be constructed in a subtly way.
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Appendix Vl.2 PLANNING BUILDING PROCESS
This appendix is about a rough planning of the building process

ROUGH

PLANNING
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